
PROLOGUF TO EPISQDE ONE 

. of 

BATMAN 

with o 

Robin, The Boy Wonder 

FADE IN...NIGHT 

EXT. - STOCK - NIGHT — i. 
FULL SHOT 

Of Large house atop hill -- pale moon and 
eerie cloud effects -- mysterioso atmosphere. 

NARRATOR 
High atop one of the hills 
which ring the teeming met- 
ropolis of Gotham City, 
a.large house rears its 
bulk ágainst the dark sky, 
Outwardly, there is nothing 
to distinguish this house 
from many others, but.... 

DISSOLVE TO; 

INT. BAT'S CAVE - NIGHT ` 2. 
FULL SHOT M 

Of the Bat's Cave, dim and mysterious, In the 
center of the ohamter, back to CAMERA, sits the 
BATMAN, in costume, though none of the details 
of his costume аге yet visible. CAMERA DOLLIES 
SLOWLY TOWARD THIS FIGURE as the Narrator!s voice 
-carries through the DISSOLVE end into this scene. 

NARRATOR 
---deep in the cavernous 
basements of this house, іп > 
a chamber hewn from the living 

' rock of the mountain, is the 
strange, dimly-lighted, myster- 
lously secret BAT'S CAVE, $ 
hidden headquarters of America's 
Number One erime-fighter.... 

—Ó——— 



INT. BAT'S CAVE - NIGHT 3. 
CLOZE SHOT - OF BATMAN 

As CAMERA DOLLIES to face him, just ss Narrator 
Says: 

NARRATOR 
.. THE BATMAN! 

Оп Narrator's cue, Batman looks up from the 
papers which are spresd on his desk, then looks 
up from the papers which are spread on his desk, 
then looks down azsin, studying. 

NARRATOR 
Yes, The Batman, clad in tbe 
sombre costume which has struck 
terror to the heart of many 

- a swaggering denizen of the 
undertiorld, The 3ATMAN, who 
even now is ponderin: the 
plans of а new assault against 
the forces of orime.,. 

INT. BAT'S CAVE - NIGHT 4. 
MED. SHOT 

As the CAMERA DOLLIES BACK, ROBIN, also in 
costume, enters scene and stands looking over 
Batman's shoulder, one hand on his friend's 
stoulder. Before he enters the scene, Narrator 
continues, cueing his entrance: 

NARRATOR 
....8 crushing blow against 
evil in which he will have 
the valuable aid of his young, 
two-fisted assistant, ROBIN, 

` THE BOY ONDER! 

Batman smiles pleasantly at Robin, then together 
they cross the chamber and exit through a secret 
door, 

DISSOLVE TO: 

MONTAGE: 

Of four action shots involving Batman and Robin 
battling crooks, 
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5. EXT. OFFICE BUILDING SIDE OF WALL - NIGET 5. 

The Batman's silken rope drops into the picture 
The Batman slides сост it until he is opposite 
the lighted window. Kicks against the wall to 
get a swing - end ccoShes through window. 

++ INT. OFFICE BUILDING - NIGHT 6. 
MED. CLOSE SHOT - BATMAN 

As Batman comes crashing through window and runs 
over to side of room where man is sitting tied 
up in chair with two men beating him up, Batman 

krocks out assailants and starts unbinding the 
victim, 

DISSOLVE TO: 

Te EXT, FACTORY YARD - NIGHT 
i LONG SHOT E Ta 

Ав fire-bug, carrying a lighted torch, runs 
from b.g. “hen he WEARS CAMERA, a rope flips 
from the shadows and stops him, Batman leaps 
out, followed by Robin. The captive's feet 
are "tied with a few quick twists, and then 
Batman lifts the man over his head and starts 
to walk back toward tre yard. 

` DISSOLVE ТО: 

Ө. EXT. ROAD - NIGHT 8. 
р FULL SHOT ON THE STATION "AGON AND BATMAN'S CAR . 

Ав Phaeton overtakes the station wagon and Batman 
makes the leap and trsnsfer. He starts climbing to 
the roof of the station wagon, Batman swings down 
from the roof besi.e the driver and makes the capture, 

DISSOLVE TO: 

. : MED, SHOT AT VAULT DOOR - NIGHT 9. 

Two men working at the combination. It gives sudd- 
enly, and tre heavy door swin gs back, Inside, we 
вее Batman ага Robin, who attack instantly. The 
cracksmen are knocked down ang pulled inside, Tre 
door із closed and locked, CAMERA PANS ‘ITH BATMAN 
as he leaps to one side and quickly reconnects tuo 
dangling wires and alarm starts to ring. 

DISSOLVE ТО: 



10. 

1-р 

(SFEECH OF NARRATOR made during preceeding four 
scenes) 

NARRATOR 
They represent American youth 
who love their country and are 
glad to fight for it. “Wherever 
crime raises its ugly head to 
strike with the venom of a maddened 
rattlesnake, the Batman and Robin 
strike also, and in this very 
hour when the Axis criminals are 
spreading their evil over the 
world -- even within our own 
land, the Batman and Robin stand 
ready to fight them -- to the 
death! 

INSERT: Я 10. 

Dim screen, agairss “hich flying bat appears and 
comes up TOVUARD CAAzRA FULL and then off, as a 
similarity lesding into: 

Scene ll of Episode One. 
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EXT, STRERT CORNER -- NIGHT 14. 
MED. SHOT ; 

Batman and Robin alight from Batmobile (top up). 
Batman steps to police call box. Robin follows: 

ROBIN 
Those call boxes аге usually lccked. 

BATMAN 
I know it. 

Че takes out a set of keys, selects one, puts key 
in lock and pulis door of box open ~ takes down receiver 
and speaking into the phone, says: 

BATMAN 
Captain Arnolà, please. 

INT, CAPT, ARNOLD'S OFFICE -> NIGHT 1; 
iD. OLOSz SHOT І 

Captain's desk. Phone rings ~ Arnold answers it. 

. CAPT. ARNOLD 
Captain Arnold speaking... 

He reacts - as he snaps out of his lethargie attitude 
and his eyes open іп surprise. - 

EXT. STRZEI CORNZR -- NIGHT 16. 
CLOSE SHOT 

Batrac üalklng into оа11 box, 

His voice is cold and steely and its tone rings with 
conviction and strength -~ It is in complete contrast 
to the listless tone of voice and manner of speaking 
he uses when he is in other personality of Bruce Wayne, 

. BATMAN 
I've got a nice little package 
for you -~ you'll find it at the 
corner of First апа Maple. 

INT. CAEL. ARNOLD'S OFFICE ~ NICHT 17. 
Mave SUOT 

CAPT. ARNOLD 

listen you - - 

"CONTINUED: 



17. 

18. 

19. 

m 

| CONPINUED: 17. 
He reacts to the click of Batman hanging up and 
jiggles the hook violently, then slams down receiver 
and calls loudly to detective Eberle, who stands nearby. 

Е CAPP, ARNOLD 
Eberle.., 

EBERLE 
What's doin', Captain? 

CAPD, ARNOLD 
It's the Batman -- He's at the corner 
of First and Maple ~ and this time 
i'm going with you, 

He starts out. 

EXT. STREET £i - NICH? - s 18. 
MED. SHOT -- POLICE CHUISING CAR #1 A? CURB 

Two pollcemen are seated in it. Over police radio 
is heard: id 

VOICE... (0.5,) 
` Calling car 67 -- car 6-7... 

18? POLICEMAN 
That's use 

VOICE... (0.5) 
i (continues) 

Go to First and Maple --.a 702... 

Driver starts the car. (В to LO 

EXT. STRESIT #1 - NIGHT . 19. 
MED. SHOT -- POLICE CRUSING CAR #1 

As it starts to pull out -- siren screaming. 

EXP. SPREST COKNSR (1ST & MAPLE) - NICH? 20. 
МЕЈ SHOT ` 

Batman and Robin аге handcuffing their victims to 
the call box. 

CONTINUED: 
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CONTINUED: i 22. 

i8? CROOK 
I'm warrin! you -~ Dr. Paka will 
make you regrot this! 

2ND CROCK... (warningly) 
Shut upises. 

BRUCE 
Dr. Laka? -= Who's that? 

157 CROOK 
Never ming ~ you'll find out. 

The falrt wall of 4 siren somes over scene. 

ROBIN 
Let's wait around and see the look on 
the Captain's face when he gets here. 

BATMAN 
No time for that -- Don't forget I've 
got a date wlth Linda -- Let's go. 

They start for Batmobile (Top up). 

EXP. SPREET CORNER - NIGHT (R to L) él, 
MED. LONG SHCT 

Batman and Robin get into Batmobile (fop up) and it 
moves off, Robin driving, leaving the two men handcuffed 
to the Call box post. 

INT. BATMOBILE ~ NIGHT (Е во L) 4 бё, 
lib. CLOSE SHOT ~ DRIVER'S SEAT (PROCESS) 

Both Eatman ard Robin remove their masks. Batman 
.Sinrtg removing costume, Robin is at the wheel, 

EXT. STREET CORNER ~ NIGHT (R to Lj 25. 
LED. SHOT 

At corner where two men are hardcufied bo call box. 
Crusirg саг #1 arrives first. The tro policeman pile 
out, Captain Arnold is in squad car which pulis up 
a split second behind them, Arnold ard zZberle jump out 
and join the two policemer by tbe call bex. They all 
leok at the bwo captives. 



24, EXT, STREET CORNER ~ NIGHT 24. 
CLOSE SHOT 

The two men, staring bleary-eyed at the cops - each 
one Гав a small black figure of a flying bat pasted 
on his forehead. А note is pinned to the cont of 
one. Captain Arnold takes the note, 

INSERT -- CLOSE SHOT OF NOTE 25. 

"You'll recognize these as the last two 
men of the Collins Gang -~ I know you 
have been looking for them for some time," 

Another Bat figure ig used as the signature on the 
note. There ig also а Р, S. 

"The keys to the handcuffs are in this 
one's pocket.” 

The volce of Зарбаіп Arnold is heard as he reads the 
note aloud to his men. 

EXT. STREET CORNER ~ NICHT . 26. 
liz. CLOSE SHO? -- Ой GROUP 

The Captain finishes the пође - looks at his men. 

К . САРТ. ARNOLD 
Looks like the Batman has done 
another job for you. boys. 

EBERLE 
Yeu ought to put that guy on the 
forse, 

CAPT. ARNOLD 
Find him; and I'll put him on. 

GRUISING CAR CCP 
E (grinning) 
Nothin’ doin' -- he'd make 1% too 
tough fer us - We can't all be Patman. 

Arnold gives them a disgusted look, then steps over 
to the crooks and sterts fishing for the key to the 
handcuffs, as we -- 

DISSOLVI 10; 
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EXT. FRONT OF CITY HOSPITAL -- NIGH! (R to b} 27. 
IED. SHOT 

Showing sign in f.g. which rends: "CITY HOSPITAL QUIET" 

Batmobile car (top up) drives in, Dick driving. А 
man іп chauffeur's uniform waits at surb. Пе is 
ALFRED, the Batman's gentleman's gentleman. Alfred 
Scurrles over to the car and opens the door for Bruce, 

EXT. STRZET -FREOH? OF HOSPITAL- HIGH? £8. 
HED. CLOSE SHOT 

Alfred swings open the Batmobile door as Batman and 
Robin get out, They are now two ordinary citizens. 
The Batman being BRUCE WAYNE, who to all appearances and 
actions is only а rich.and slightly bored-with~it-a1l 
playboy, and Robin is DICK GRÁYSOH ~ just a teen-age 
youth who is Bruce's constant companion.. alfred speaks 
excitedly: 

; ALFRED 
Did you capture them, sir? 

BRUCE 
Control yourself, Alfred -- not 
so loud. 

He motions to Hospital sign. Alfred glances at sign, 
then whispers: 

AL?RED 
Sorry, sir -- but did you, silr?..« 

DICK 
He sure did -- the last of the Collins 
gang are now in the henis of the police. 

ALFRED Е 
Oh, good work, sir -- out I'ma 
little disappointed, sir. 

BRUCE 
Thy, Alfred, that's not a very nice 
thing to say... 

ALFRED 
Oh, I don't mean in you, sir -- I 
meant - that is -- I wish I could 
have been with you when you did it. 

CONTINUED: 
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А SE 1 CONPINUEL: ` aR. 

BRUCE 
Some day maybe you'll have the 
chance. 

ALFRLI 
Oh, thank you, sir. You'll find me 
very handy. 2'm reelly a worderful 
sleuth myself, and extremely clever 
in the art of disguise. 

BRUCE 
Yes, I knew ~- you tolà me. 

ALFSEL 
І did, shrewe? 

BRUSE 
Yes, but I like you much better in 
this disguise, as my chauffeur. 

ALFRED 
{а little disgruntled) 

Yes, sir. 

EXT. STRERT- FRON? OF HOSPITAL - NIGHT (К to 1) 29. 
FULL SHUT : —— 

Bruce ага Diok turn away from Alfred and start frr 
the hospital entrance, CAKERA DOLLYING VITH THEM. 

А LICK 
Linda's working pretty late, 
isn't she? 

BRUCE 
Doctor's secretaries are like 
nurses -- they work all hours. 

LAF DISSOLVE: 

INT. LR. BORDEN'!S OFFICE ~ NIGHT 355. 
CLOSE SHOT -- OF LINDA PAGE 

Вазі1у typing. ә ls a very pretty girl ~ young und 
neatly dressed, CALERA TRUCKS BACK to а FULL SHOT of 
office, 3 

CONTINUED: 
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It is a typical doctor's business office, with 
files, office furniture, etc. А knock scunds on 
the docr, Linda glances up, 

LINDA 
Come ini 

САГЕРА SWINGS TO DOOR ав 41% opers and Bruce and iick 
enter апі cross over to Linda - GAMERE FANNING 2HLM 
OVER to her. The door is marked: "б. Н. BCRDEN, М.р, - 
RADIUM RESEARCH." 

INT. DP. BORDEN'S CFFICZ ~ NIGHT 31. 
NED. CLOSE SHOT -- THE GRGUP 

Linda smiles and gets that certain gleam in her eye 
that. shews that she is very glad to see Bruce, althcugh 
she sometimes gets very annoyed with tis seeming lack of 
ambitions Nevertheless, she has more than a passing 
interest in him, and womanlike protably thinks that with 
а little clever handling, she can convert him into more 
of a go-getter type, 

LINDA 
I'm just finishing - won't 
be а minute, 

BRUCE 
No hurry, Linda, І!11 just relax 
в littie ~ it may settle my nerves. 

Bruce crosses to settee, followeà by Dick and CAMERA 
FULLS BACK to a FULLER SHOT. Bruce's manner of speaking 
is entirely different now than it was earlier. He. 
speaks іп а sort of hored, diffidernt manner ~ not 
sissified but rever seems enthusiastic or over~alert. 

INT. DR. PORDEN'S OFFICE- NIGHT - S85 
КЕТ, FULL SHOT <-ON THE THREE /- FAVORING LINDA 

She shakes her head resignedly as she watches Bruce 
fairly slump into the settee and 1011 bis head back vit: 
his eyes half nlosed, 

. LINDA 
You kad your usual PUSY day, i suppeset 



1- 9 
SEQ. 1 

IHE. DM. BORDEN'S OFFICE - NIGHT 33. 
iXp. CLOSE 

Gn Bruce, smiling in а lazy manner, as he answers 
lightly: 

BRUCE 
Yep -~ up at the crack of noon, à 
brisk walk to the vorner ard thon 
to the club for a rugged ufternoon 
of gin rummy. 

He sighs and sinks farther into the davenport cushions. 

1Hf. DR, BORDEN'S GFPIGOS ~-= NIGHT 54, 
ыш}. FULL SHOT ~ IE- FOUE 

LINDA 
Maybe you'll be too tired to go with 
me tororrow to mest Uncle isrtin. 

| BRUCE... (Lightly) 
Oh, ro ~ I'll be right with you. 

LINDA 
Thanks - 16'11 mean so much to him 
to znow he stiil has his friends 
despite all the trouble he's Leen in. 

BRUCE 
Only do mo 2 favor -- Let's net start 
too early - I'm elways tired in the 
morning. 

Linde gives him a look of disgust as she snatehos the 
реве that she was typing from the typewriter and adding 
it фо a few others that are on the desk, she starts 
with them for the other door which leads from the office 
She oxits, slamming the door behind her. 

INT. DR. BORDZN'S OFFICE ~ NIGHT 35. 
CLOSE SHOT -- BRUCE & DICK 

As Dick says rather anxiously: 

Орок 
You're liable to carry that masquerade 
too fur. 

BRUCE 
Thin: so 

CONTINUED: 
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CONTINUED: 55. 

DICK 
Yes, I do -- why don't you let her 
kros who you really arc, instead of 
letting her think you're just з good 

' for nothing playbey. 

BRUCE 
If she know I was tho fetmen, ske 
might worry ~ thet is - if sre really 
cares anything about me.  Bosides, on 
aecount of our special assignment from 
Uncle Same, our success depends on 
Kecping our identity ч seerct. 

DICK 
ånd suppose she 2sxs you atout your 
Sbztus in the Army? 

BRUCE... (smiling) 
Well, 1 ean always bull nur I'm "4-F". 

The Зосг із henrd бо open o.s. Bruce changes back to 
his nonchslart ottitude. 7 

INT. DR. BORDEN'S OFFIC -- NIGHT : í 56. 
FULL SHOT 

Linds re-enters the room. She has her h:t ord coat 
on. She crosses the room, Bruce und Dlok rise ord 
follow ber as she goes out thru the door thet leads 
into the hellway. 

WIPE Т0: 

EXT. HOSPITAL - NICHT e i 57. 
HED, CLOSE SHOP -- ENTRANCE DOOR: (L to R) 

Bruce, Lirda and Dick come out of tho door just xs 2 
nawsboy enters inte them ard holding cut © paper to 
Bruce, hollers with usuzl enthusiesm: i 

' NEWS BOY 
+ Read all проці the Batmin ~ carturin' 
Collins. gang =~ Глрог..,, 

Bruce takes paper from boy -nå poys him. The newsboy 
exits Into hospitol door.. 

i 
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EXT. HOSPITAL ~ NIGH? за. 
КЕШ. CLOSE SHOT -- LINDA, BRUCE & DICK 

As Linda takes tre paper from Bruce arà scanning 
the headlines, says exoiteàlyz 

LINDA 
The Batman is marvelous, isn't ke? 

ERUCE | 
f think Le's a show-off. 

LINM 
. Everybody that does anything is 

a show-off бо уси, 

Brace takes a bcld of Linda's hand апї says warmly: 

. 2 BRUCE 
I san do things, too. I'11 skow 
you... I'll call for ycu tomorrow 
ani drive you to meet ycur urcle, ro 
matter how early you wart to leave -- 
even if it's before noori 

LINDA 
It's rioe cf you to make suck a 
terrifis sacrifice on my account. 

Bruce gives Linda a surprised look as she starts to 
walk ewày from him, ther ke turns tc Dick ard smiles 
nearingly ав we ~ 

FADE CUT. 
EXD OF SEQ, 1 3 

РАТЕ IN: STAR? SEQ, 2 

EXT. Pur30H - DAY (Fark sedan R to L) ; 39. 
FULL SHO? ~ AT GAIE 

А guard is patrolling behind the gate, Over i6 one 
side heavies black sedar No. l ls parked. in Lt are 
FOSTER, DODGE and BRENNAN - the latter two belng thug 
types. Dodge is at the wheel, 
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42. 

1- 12 

EXT, PRISON - DAY i 40. 
MED. CLOSE А 

Оп саг with trlo of heavies in it. 

FOSTER 
That looks like Warren - Yeah, 
that's him - my old cell mate. 

He winks аб the other two. 

EXT, PRISON- DAY 41. 
LONG SHOT 

From Foster's Angle -- showing Martin Warren shaking 
hands with guard and coming out prison gate. It clangs 
shut behind him. Varren looks around hesitantly for an 
instant -- 

EXT. PRISON - DAY 42, 
MED. PCLLOW SHOL 

Foster and Brennar hurry from the car toward Warren, 
CAMERA FOLLOWING THI. Foster extends his hand. 

. FOSTER 
Hitya, Marty old boy -- 

WARRGN 
"hy - hello -- Foster - I don’t - - - 

Varrer is а little dumfounded and surprised. 

FOSTER 
I know, you didn't expect your 
old pals would remember you, 
did you? 

Foster's tone із over-cordial as he slaps Warren 
chummily on the back. 

WARREN 
Thanks, Foster, but I'm expecting 
my niece to pick me up. 

FOSTER 
Your niece? ~ Oh, sure, that's what 
we came to tell you -~ she couldn't 
make it, we're gonna take you to her. 
Some on. 

CONTINUED: 
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45. CONTINUED: á 42. 

He takes the arm of the confused man and starts leading 
him back to the car -- Brennan on the other side, aiding 
him 

CAMERS FOLLOWS THEM back as they hustle Warren into the 
black sedan and it drives off - R to L. Аз car turns 
down from prison road onto highway, the open phaeton 
(top down) driven by Alfred, and containing Bruce, rick 
and Linda passes them going to the prison ~.(L бо R) 
(Dick in front seat ~ Bruce & Linda in back svat) 

43, INT, HEAVIES BLACK SEDAN #1 - DAY (PROCESS) 48. 
: - CLOSE SHOT (R to L) 

On interior of black sedan, Dodge driving, as Warren, 
who sits in back with Foster and Brennan, looks back at 
саг that just passed. А 

WARREN 
That looked like my niece ir that oar. 

FOSTER 
You're secing things, Marty. 

WARREN 
Stop the car! 

FOSTER 
Pipe down, Marty -- you're goin’ 
with us. 

Ав 1f to convince his passenger, hu pokes а revolver in 

his pocket into Warren's ribs. 

FOSTER 
Sit back and relax! 

| WARREN 
What do you want of mc? 

FOSTER 
You'll find out soon enough ~~ Now 
SHUT UP! 

41. EXT. PRISON~ DAY ў : 44. 
LED. CLOSE SHOT - LINDA & GUARD (Car L to R 

Linàa in front of the closed gate and the guard behind 

the bars. 

CONTINUED: 
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SEQ 2 

CONTINUED: 44. 
А GUARD 

Yes, matam -~ two шоп mot him and 
they drove off in a black sedan, 

. LINDA... (puzzled) 
Thank youe 

Linde turns and hurries back to the car, CAERA PANNING 
WITH HER. 

2ХТ, PRISON ~ DAY 45. 
MED. SHOT -BRUCE'S PHAETON: (Top doin 

AND FASSLNGERS 

` As Linda comes into soene. 

LINDA 
He drove away with some men in that 
black sedan we peaszd on the road. 

BRUCE 
Get in. We'll catch him before he 
gets baok to town. 

Linda gets inte the car ag Bruce says to Alfred. 

. 1 BRUCE 
Get going, Alfred. 

ALFRED 
Very good, sire 

LINDA 
I cen't understand why Uncle 
Martin didn't wait. 

The car starts out - turns for R to 1. 

EXT, PRISON - DAY (R to L) ў 46. 
LONG SHOT. : 

As Bruce's phaeton (top down) turns around and shoots 
onto the highway back towards town. 

EXT. HIGHWAY - DAY » 47, 
TREVEL SHOT -- HEAVIZS BLACK SEDAN ті {R to L) 

Traveling at normal speed - Podge driving - Brennen, 
Foster and Warren in back geate 

i 
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51. 

1-15 

EXT. HIGHWAY - DAY 48. 
BRUCE'S PHAETON (Top down) {R to L) 

Traveling at high speud. Alfred driving -Dick in front. 
Bruce and Linda in back seat, 

EXT. ROAD & HucHMAY “DAY 49. 
FULL SHOT (В to 1) 

Незуіеѕ black sedan #1 gocs by CAMERA. CAMERA PANS BAJE 
DOWN thc rond and picks up Bruce's phacton (top down) 
coming around the corner, It comes in to and PASSES 
CAMERA. ` 

INT. HEAVIES 83СИ SEDAN -DAY (PROCESS) (R to L) 50. 
CLOSE SHUT 

Brennan looks out beck window, turns to Zosbor; 

BRENNAN 
That car with thc dame in it is 
right behind us. 

FOSTER 
Stup on it -- we'll see Lf they're 
tallin! us. 

INT. EXT. BRUCE'S PHAETON (Top down) -DAY ^ B. 
MES. SHOT (PROCESS) (Ко L) 

‘Bruce ond Linda in Back seat +  Alfrel and Dick 
in front sect. 

SUPRED 
They're speeding up, sir. 

BRUCE 
They're trying to lose us. Go 
faster, Alfred. 

Alfred nods аз the car motor specds up. 

LINDA 
I have a strange feeling that Uncle 
izrtin is in-some kind of trouble. 

INT, HEAVIES BLACK SEDAN #1 - DA (Е to L) 52. 
PROCESS ү 

Foster із looking out back window, 

CONTINUED: 

$ 
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1 ~ 16 
SEQ £ 

CONTINUED: ; 52. 

FOSTER 
They're gainin' or us? Can't you 

get any more speed outta tkis 
jalopie? : 

The driver steps on the gas and the car jerks ahead, 

EXT, ROAD -- DAY (Е to L) 53, 
LONG TRAVEL SHOT (SUZ INTO ABOVE) 

Of Bruce's phaeton (Top áowr) coming up fast in distance 
TOWARD CAMERA. This 1s what Foster sees. HOLD ENOUGH 
FOR LATER CUTS. 

ТЫТ, EXP. BHUGE'S PHAETON (Top Down) - DAY — 54, 
EROCESS SHO? . (acto h) 

Linda reacts to the heavies car speeding up. 

LINDA 
Do you think we can catch them? 

TRUC E 
Sure -- but I rope we catch them 
before some speed cop catskes usi 

EXT. ROAD ~ DAY (д to i) 55. 
LONG SHOT - 

The heavies black sedan #1 rounds bend in road and 
comes down fast IcULRD GAMERA. 

INT, HEAVIES BLACK SEDAN #1 ~ DAY (Е бог) 5€. 
PROCESS 

Foster lookirg back ~ then tells ройве:. 

FOSTER 
All right, Dodge ~ they're outta 
Sight. Make the change. 

Dodge pulls a lever on the instrument board. FOR LATEX 
CUT, he pulls а second lever and a weird humming comes 
over the sound of the motor. 

` INSERT -- Rear license plate of heaviles car, 57. 

Аз а new set of numbers drop over the old ores, 



(58. 

59. 

61. 

63, 

EXT. HEAVISS BLACK SZDAN FLR - DAY (R to L) 
ERUGES5 -~ SIDE ANGLE 

Car moving fast and going around curve in road. The 
weird homming is heard from oer as Lt starts changing 
color from black to Gray. The oclor change starts at 
front and moves toward back, When color chonge is 
completed, humming sound stops. (Use red car, With 
green filters for change) Different licerse number. 

EXP. ROAD & CURVE ~ DAY (Е to L) 59, 
MED. SHOT 

Heavies sedan. #10, now gray comes around the curve 
fast - New license. 

IHT. HALVIES SZDiN #1G - DAY (В бо i! 62, 
PROCESS 

Dodge at wheel, pulls off hat, puts on chauffeur! s 
сар, 

DODGE 
Hold everything! - I'm turning around. 

He brakes and cramps wheel sharply - turns for L to R. 
Foster and Brennan grab "Warren and force him to the 
floor of tonneau, crouching beside him. 

EXT. ROAD AND CURVE - DbY 61. 
FULL SHOT : 

On heavles sedan zlG -now gray. Dodge driving, 
chauffeur's сар on. It makes а skidding reverse to 
face ln opposite direction, then starts forward ~ L to k 
at a more lelsureiy pace, back towürd the CALER. Tew 
license. 

EXT. ROAD ~ DAY 3 62, 
LONG 3HOT Е ` 

The henvies sedan #16 in feg, going avey (L бо R) as- 
Bruce's phacton (top down) comes (E to L) toward them 
around bund іп bags ani:down fast Бо CALE. 

. ROLD & SUVA - DIY 65. 
FILL SHOP 

Ав the two cars puss. Lodge, chauffeur's cap on, drives 
at a leisurely pace and the other men are invisible. 
Bruce's phaeton, With Alfred at tho whcel-und the others 
watching ahead, roars et high speed. CAIN. IANS “ITH 
Bruce's phaeton (R to L) us it goes out of scene around 
curvo, ` 



64, 

“Be 

56, 

l~ 18 
Sul 2 

INT» EXP. BRUCE'S EHAETON (Top down) ~Di¥ 
FnOCaSS (à to L) > 

64. 

SHOOTING OVER HSLDS of occupants thru windshield to 
Show road stretching, straight ahead over fiat country 
with no car or house in sight. Alfred looks back nt 
bruce in surprise. 

LLFRES 
They'ye disappeared, sirl 

TNT. EXP, PRUJE'S PHAETON (Top Down) -DLY 55. 
ESD, CLOSS -ExUCL'S CAR (PROCESS) (3 to L) 

Llfreü has slowed the car down--as everybody looks 
up and àown the road with puzzled expressions. 

. — DICK 
Gee, that баг just vanished in thin air. 

BRUCE. . 
ell, Linda, 16 looks like your uncle 
wasn't very interested in sccing us. 

LIND 
1 can't understand his actions-- 

She wrinkles her pretty little nose in puzzled speculation. 

LIND 
I guess there's nothing else to do 
but go back to the hospital and 
wait for nim to call me. 

BRUCE 

Yeah, and find out how he did that 
diseppearing act =~~ I'd like to pull 

it sometimes when my creditors are 

after me. 

SLUY DISSOLVE: 

ZXT. LIITLE ТОКТО - DAY 6€, 
FULL ESE.3LISHINJ SHOT 

Ihis is a section of the part of a west coast боку 

formerly ogoupied by the Japanese of that city. It is 

nov almost iessrtoi but all the buildings are still in 

character aud show that the foreign element usod to live 

here. he stores are lettered in Japanese. Some of bhem 

huve slgrs tacked on, saying *- "For gont" - others 

"Euilding for Salo", There is a branch of the Yokahama 

Specie Bank; 2 Chop Suey parlor thich nov ronds: “Under 

Ans гез nana gament," 

CONTIMIED: 
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66. 

7, 

deg 219 
CONPINUED: eq 8 66. 

OLMERL. LOLLIZS along a section of the street until it 
comes to a halt in front of а peculiar building which 
looks like a combination of wax museum and Cave of Horrors. 
The. sign or the pluce reads: "Take а lelsurely ride thru 
the JAPANESE 72.5 OF HORKORS! One thousand shocks for 
orly 10g. 

(OVER ALL THIS THE VOICE OF A COMMENTATOR IS HEARD, "MO 
SEELKS ABOUT THE EVACUATION OF THE JLFANESS ELEMENT FRCL 
THIS SECTION OF TH TON.) . 

Кт. CLVE OF HORRORS - DAY 67. 
KED. SHOT -~ OF BARKER 

А barker in front of the place is doing his bit to 
attract a few people who are passing by, 

BARKER 
Step this way, folks, and ride in comfort 
thru the Cave of Horrors. Sev for your- 
selves how important it is to lick the 
Hips, and lick them festi... See what 
they are doing to their prisoners of war... 
This exhibit has been created ty artists 
who know, artists who have created some 
of the finest wax exhibite in Frerce and 
England. The price of admission is but 
n thin dime, plus lg tax for Uncle Sam... 

Wrile this spiel is golng on, GLIER. SWINGS AROUND and 
PICKS UP heavies gray seden as it pulls to n stop ~ R to р. 
From &he back sont, Foster, "arren and Brennan get out. 
Dodge is at the wheel with cap and does not got out, 
Foster and Brennen have Warren between them. Foster's 
hand in coat pocket. 

FOSTER... {in low voice) 
We're net gcing to have any trouble 
with you, are we, Marty? 

varren glonces 2bout purricaly, geus he hasn't а chance, 
shakes his head. 

FOSTER. » » (smilcs} 
How you're belng smart... 

Ho turns to Dodge. 
POSTER 

Got the car outta sight. 

Dodge nods and drives off (R to L) as Warren and Foster 
walk up to tho tioket booth, 

TO COVER .B^VE, 68, 



63. 

70. 

т. 

72. 

1-20 
SEQ 2 

EXT. CAVE OF HOHRORS- М.Ү (R to L) 69. 
CLOSS SHOT ~- „р ЕПВ НОЕ 

The біскоб-ве11сг (a heavy) ів in а small booth with 
gate or turnstile that opens to the platform where little 
wagons take off for thu underground chamber of horrers. 
There are п few cxtra couples going in :nà out, 55 Fostur 
and Brennan with Warren between thom, move into scene. 
Foster buys tickzts. 

POSTER 
Zhros, plonse. 

Ticket scller hands him three, takes money, motions them 
thru gate. 

BARKER * 
Thenk you, gents -~ take cnr $5. 

When they clear, 2 young couple stop пф to buy tickets. 
The young mon offers попсу. Ticket seller keeps gite 
shut, saying: ` 

TICKET SZLLER 
Just 2 minute, folks. I'm sure you 
two'd like to heve а car clone. С 

The young man looks at the girl. She smiles, then he grins. 

EXT. Ci VE OF HORRORS - DLY 70. 
MED. РАМ SHOT (CU? 1%70 LBOVE) 

Foster, Brennan and Warren get into саг and are shoved 
off by another attendant - {R to i). O.MERL FANS with 
опт as it gocs into tunnel. 

IND. TUNNEL -OLVE О? HORRORS ~ DLY (R to L} 71. 
P.N SHOT 

On Foster, Brennan snd Warren in moving car.  CÁAHER. PANS 
WITH THEM pnst a couple of scenic oficots on the order of 
the olà Eden Мозес Chamber of Horrors, às they ride slong 
Warren. looks around very bewlldurcd. 

IND. TUNNEL LANDING -C.of Н. - DAY 72, 
WED, SHOT -- aT CLVZILN SET 

another ‘living picture! of а Јер wrestler with 2 big 
club in kis hands, розеі among papier mache rocks. 4S 
they approach, Brennan jumps out, stops car. 

FOSTER 
Bnd of the line, Marty, 

CONTINUED: 

i 
Н 
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72, 

CONTINUED: 72. 

4t 2 prod from Brennan, Warren steps off (R to L), 
folloved by Foster. Brennan gets back into car and goes 
OcS- Foster tak Warren by arm-end leads him past the 
Cnvemin and between two large prop rocks. When thoy clonzr, 
E-N BLOK to wrostlor. Wrestler turns his head to watch 
the departure of the others and we seu that it is a living 
man, guard of entrance to hideout. 

TO COVER ABOVE. 75, 

INT. TUNNEL LANDING -C. of Н. -~ DLY 74. 
HED. CLOSE SHG? ( R to i) 

This is a phony sut of rocks. Foster ¿nd Warren step 
into scene. Foster pushes оп am 11 rook, which gives 
Slightly. A buzzing sound is herras. 

INT. COUNCIL CHAMBER OF LEAGUE OF NEV ORDER -DAY 75, 
PAN SHOT (R to L entrance from rock} 

This room is the min room of the Order, 1% is 2 lurge 
room, ornately furnished in an Oriental menner, In the 
CENTER of thy room is 3 huge council table, at the hesd 
of which is Dr. jz5ka's choir. 

Back of this chair is 2 large Јарлпеѕе idol. The idol 
holds an incense urn from which vapors cre continusily 
rising. On one slde of the room nro massive swinging doors 
leading into snother tunnel which cornccts the Council 
Ohrinbor with the Zleetronic Laboretory. Although not soon 
at present, two zombies stand guard outside the huge hall 
doors. Next to the idol із а secret sliding panel. 

St the far end of the room and directly opposite Daka's 
chair, is a rock door which swings open into the Chamber 
of Horrors. Above this door is a bugzer ond а light sizer: .. 
Electric radio and television equipment is on another ба] 
near where Daka sits. On the Council sable in front of 
Dika stunds 2 television scanning serecn. This room is 
dimly 11% so as to give it a very mysterious effect, 

4t the council table are members of the League ~-Flitcher, 
Preston, Mcrghzll, Wallace. AS the scene opens Dak: із 
not in Shot. The four men at jene table react as ru 

INS From light across table апа men, SEOpiBE on the 
figure of DAK, who has his back to бл, ss he ficos 
idol, CAMERA LC VES Til CLOSES ON DLK.'S buck as he drops 
a pinch of incense in the burner. He turns slowly, froing 
САМИЕВА, revoaling his sinister, огіорі1 features, 

GONTTINIED: 
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76. 

27, 

70. 

i 2 
885 юго 

CONTINUED: 75. 

Hc is dressed in morning coat and trousers (striped) -- 
He is very well groomed 2nà suave. He steps forward to 
end of table, sraps oubton on television se-nning screen. 

INSERT -- TELAVISION SCLNWING SCREEN - (PROCESS) 76. 

as Lt lights up ord the figures of Foster end 7arrur 
ите seen iguinst 'rook background’ of Cave of Horrors, 

INI. COUNCIL ROOM - DiY Te. 
LED, CLOSS SHOD -~ ON DAKL з 

Ec sr2ps off television set, overlapping ^роус - CLER 
FULLS В.СК 5s Daka touches 2 button benvath edge of table 
and all members turn ond lock towards the door leading 
into the conves The door swings open and "irren steps 
thru, followed by Foster. Warren stops, looking бозга 
group us Deka smiles and sys: 

BK 
Ооп: in, i. Sarren. The Losgue 
of the New Order oxtonds 5 cordi-l 
welcome to ^n honored guest. 

"iarron starts forverd, followed by Foster. 

INT, COUNCIL ROO - D.Y TB. 
CLOSEX SHOT ~~ ON GHOUP -FLVORING D.KL & "ARKEN 

Werren looks about confuscdly ans spenks to taka; 

БА] 
The League of the Цем Order? 

DARL 
. {smiles mirthlessly). 

Yes - 5 group of men,... 

He turns and gestures towsrd the other men, 08. 

А DABS 
».0511 of them dishonored like 
yourself. 

CONTINUED: 
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78, 

79. 

COI?INUED: 78. 

Warren, at last, besins to corprehond a little. 

MARASUS 
But I'm not a criminal -- I 

convicted, Jes - and sont to 
E ой but if the teuth were 
known - ~ 

Daka shrugs smilingly - interrupts him: 

DAKA 
The fact remains that you have 
boen dishonored exnetly as our 
friend Kr. Fletcher hore... 

ORDA PANS OVER to Yletoher, the first man, as 
Warren looks over. Fletcher is a small, sharyp-faced 
man. Не smiles and inclines his head as Daka continues, . 
0.8, 

DAKA 
«eran excellent architect und 
& brilliant engineer -- except 
that some of his buildings weren't 
quite up to specifications. 

Pletcher’s expression remains unchanged. 

САКТАА PANS, showing Marshall, Preston and Wallace 
65 Рока continues: * 

DAKA 

(0,s.) ` 
---also may I present ii. Marshall - 
Preston and Wallave. Nou they... 

INT. COUNCIL ROOM - DAY * А 79. 
TED. CLOSE SHOT - ON DAKA & WARREN. 

ЧАВАЕН 
(cutting in) 

Who are уоп and what do you want 
of me? 

CONT TLUBD: 
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GONTINUED: И 79, 

Luka smiles and draws himsolf up. 

DAKA 
I am Dr. Daka, humble servant 
of his Majesty, Hirohito, the 
Heavenly Ruler and Prirce of 
the Rising Sun. 

He bows to the East. 

INT. COUNCIL ROOM ~ DAY z . 8с. 
CLOSE SHOT - ON DAXA 

AS he continues with a gesture of his hand toward 
the others: ў 

. DAZA 
By divine destiny, my country 
will destroy the democratic 
forces of evil in the United 
Statos to make way for the New 
Order... An Order that will 
bring about the liberation of 
the enslaved people of America. 

our. -— ; 81. 

INT. COUNCIL ROO - DAY i = 
LED. SHOT -- DAKA AND GROUP 

As Duka continues, a strange Light in. his oyes; 

DAVE 
Each of these men who vero dishonorcü 
by your corrupt form of government is 
а socialist in his linc and all have 
been especially solectod by mo to 
execute orders aS I recoive them from 
‘Tokio. 



85. 

64, 

- 25 
589. 

INT. COUNCIL КОО: - DAY 83. 
MED. SHOT - THE GROU? 

As Daka drives home his point to Warren. 

DAKA 
We need an industrialist to 
round out our circle -- that's 
why x selected you. 

Warren regards him curiously and Daka, becoming almos* 
friendly, adds: 

DAKA 
If you cooperate willirgly, you 
Shall share in the glorious 
victory that will soon be ours. 

Daka gazes &t Warren steadily for a moment. 

WARREN 
And if I refuse,...? 

INT. COUNCIL ROOK - DAY 84. 
OLOSE TWO SHOT - FAVORING DANA 

DATA 
You will have no choice but to 
accept, You will work wi 
or be compelled .to work 
Therefore, it shculd be 
you that you should willirgly serve 
my glorious Emperore 

He bows to the Bast again, 

INT. COUNCIL ROCK - DAY Д 85. 
GLOSS TWO SHOT - FAVORING WARREN 

His foce is tense and his voice carries a tone of 
firslity. 

WARREN 
Lister, Daka ~ or whatever your 
rame is -- I give my allegience 
te no country or order but my own. 
І am an American first and nlways... 
and no amourt of torture conceived 
by your twisted Oriental brain can 
make me change my mind. 



r 
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57, 

28. 

INT. COUNCIL ROOM - DAI 86. 
LED. SHOT ON DAKA & WARREY 

Varren standing defiant. Daka is comuletely taken 
atack for а moment, but quickly reguins his Oriental 
composure. Ue smiles evilly. 

DAKA 
You nre lutoring under опе mis~ 
apprehension, I do not believe 
in snything quite so barbaric as 
torture. 

As he speaks, he paces back and forth, CAERA TAKING 
IN his movement. 

DAKA... scontinues} 
After all, why break a man when it 
is so simple to deprive him of his 
own will and then dominate him with 
yours? 

He steps away fror o.s. Warren and takes srall Zombie 
microphone from the table, Speaks into it. 

TAXA..linto mike) 
Wells: 

INI. JOUKCIL ROOM - DAY 87. 
CLOSE SHOT - AT SECRET PANEL NEXT TO IDOL 

As it slides open and Zombie Wells comes thru, the 
&0cz olosing behind hir. . 

88. тыл. COUNCIL ROOM - DAY 
MED, FULL SHOT 

mp at table as veils comes thru to Daka. faking in 
Warren is nghast at what he sees, He crosses to Wells 
ез he speaks: А 

WARREN... {calls out) 
Bobi... 

Wells stares straight ahead, showing no signs of 
recognition. рака remains where he is, expleining: 

DAKA 
Your former partner. He 5 our 
first choice for the position you 
are about to assume. Unfortunately, 
he, too, couldn't see eye to eye 
with us, 



89. 

92, 

ТЕТ. COUNCIL ROOM - DAY 89. 
FED. SHOW - ON WzLn8 & WARREN 

Warren shakes Wells, saying: 

WARREN 
Boti.. Don't you know me? 

He tries to snap Wells out of it but cannot. Не turns 
desperately to Daka as he enters scene. 

WARRBE.. (to Daka) 
What have you done to him? 

DAKA 
Deprived him of his ability to think - 
converted him into a zombie! He can 
only act as I direct. 

Warren considers Wells with horror and distelief, as 
Daka continues: 

DANA 
You'll notice the metal band around 
his hogd from which a wire leads to 
his spine. 

ІМТ. COUNCIL ROOM - DAY : 
CLOSZ SHOT - WELLS (ССТ INTO ABOVE АЗ DAKA SPEARS) 

Showing the wire lending to the spine - from the metal 
headband. 

INT. COUNCIL ROOK - DAT 91. 
. 010832 SHOT - ON Dan . 

DARA, 
Now, tr. Warren, I want you to look 
ut this special microphone which is 
the only means of communication with 
a zombie. When I speak into it, this 
Slave gets the impulses thru his metal 
headband and carries out my wishes... 

He shows Warren the smali Zombie microphone. 

DAKA 
By this means, I have him carry out 
my orders, no matter how far no is 
from me. Interesting, isn't it, Mr. 
Warren? 

CONVTNUED + 
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CONZINUZD: Sag 91. 

He picks up the mike and speaks into it. 

DAKA 
You may 50, Wells. 

our ? QU? 92. 

INT, COUNCIL ROOM - DAY °з, 
MED. CLOSE SHOT - ON DAKA & WARREN 

Wells exits. Warren is horrified at what he has seen, 
Daka steps up to him with a smirk. 

DAKA . 
(Quietly but firmly) 

І hepe my little demonstration has 
enlightened you in your viewpoint. 
Now what is your answer? 

WARREK... (firmly) 
It's still the same. 

INT. COUNCIL ROOM’ - DAY 94. 
MED. LONG SHOT 

Warren rushes for the door lending fo the cave ina 
‘desperate attempt to oscape. He can’t budge door. 
Nobody has moved. Warren stops and turns arourd. Taka 
looks nt him a moment, then presses a button on his 
desk. CAMERA PANS TO DOOR leading to laboratory 
corridor. They swing open into the room and tho two 
Zombies #1 move in and stand guard by the door. Daka, 
.pointing to Warren, says to Fost ет: 

DAKA..(to Foster) 
Bring him to my electronic 
l&horatorg. 

Deka Starts out thru the door to leb as Foster and 
the others group around Warren. Foster and lershall 
take him by each arm and lead him from tho room. (8-1) 

INT. LABORATORY CCRRIDCR - “DAY 95. 
CLOSE SHOT - AT DOGRS TO COUNCIL ROON 

As Warren, Foster, Fletcher Preston, Marshall, and 
Wallace come from the council room and walk past CALERA 
down the corridor... -no two zombios #1 close tho doors 
and stand guard aguii ry R-L) 
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98. 

99. 

1 ~ 29 
SEQ. 2 

INT. LABORATORY - DAT 96, 
FULL SHOT 

This is a smaller room than the council room, but 
equipped with u numbor of strango clectrical devices, 
and weird-looking pseudo-scientifio machines, etc. 
hore is a shining case of surgical instruments at one 
side, an operating table and an adjustable medical chair. 

aS the scene opens, Daka enters the roem and leaves the 
їост opon for arren, Foster, Pletcher, Preston, 
Hershell and Wallace to follow in. He stops ovor to 
the medical conse. 

INT. LABORATORY - DAY : 97. 
HED. CLOSE SHO? AT MEDICAL CASE 

AS Warren is brought into this scone. Daka turns to 
Lim. | 

DAA 
I'm not going to destroy your brain 
at this time beccuso you have some 
information that I must have while 
you still have your memory. 

WARARZN 
I!'11 toll you nothing! 

INT. LABORATORY - DAY 98. 
CLO35 SHOT - DAKA - 

As he picks up a hypodermic syringe, then opens a small 
buttlo, inserts the syringe and fills it. Не talks to 
Warren о,в, while doing this. 

DARA 
Hove you evor heard of our truth 
serum? It's one of the New Order's 
avorite weapons. 

Deke closes the bottle and turns toward Wrrren, holdir; 
the syringe in his hand. 

ІКТ. LABORATORY - DAT 99. 

< Dakr. nddresses the mon who orc holding Warren: 

COBTIEUED: 
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CONTINUED: ; 99, 
DATA 

Strap him in the chnir. 

Foster tries to push Warren forward but the latter 
wrests himself free from his captors and tries to get 
out of the room. CAMERA PULLS BACK when there is a 
short scuffle which ends with Foster punching ‘Warren 
in the jaw, Stunned by the blow, Warren offers no further 
resistance and is quickly placed in the chair as CALERA 
MOVES IN. 

Daku walks up to him, syringe in hand. He turns his 
hack to JABRA, thereby shielding his actual movements. 
CALERA HOVES IN 01,0528 to the clenched fist of Warren. 
Warren's fist opens slowly and his hand relaxes. ЗАМКА: 
PULLS BACK to take in group around chair. 

DAKA 
Er, Warren endowed the city hospital 
so he should te able to give me the 
information I must have. 

Daka slaps Warren’s face - speaks to him sharply. 

DAKA 
How much radium is there on hand 
in the City hospital? 

. — WARREN : 
(answers mechanically) 

Several grams. 

DATA 
Where do they keep it? 

. WARREN 
Үп a safe behind a picture in Dr. 
Borden’s office. d 

DARA 
Do you kno: the combination? 

WARREN К 
(shaking hoad slowly) 

Wo, 

INT. LABORATORY - DAY 
EED. SHOT - ANOTHER ANGLE 

Daka turns away from Warren to Poster.  CAUER, PANS UP 
cutting Warren out of scene. Не is not to be shoun 

CONTINUED: 
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1-5 
SEQ. 2 

CON?INUZD: 100, 

Quring all following scenes in laboratory. 

i Dam. 
Fortunately, it is not necessary 
to have it. 

FOSTER... {surprised) 
How we gonna crack it, and whatta 
we want. that radium for? 

INT. LABORATORY - DAY . 101. 
HED. SHOT 

Ls Daka, followed by Foster and the others, turns and 
walks away from the chair. He walks dramatically to a 
table upon which is a carved wooden box. 

INT. LABORATORY - DAY 
CLOSE SHOT AT TABLE 

Ав рака picks up the box алб opens it, then removes a 
bizarrely designed pistol-Like weapon from the box and 
holds it up for the others to sec, saying dramatically: 

Dak 
Gentlemen -- this is the Now 
Grder’s secret weapon... 

AS all move іп closer to get a good look at it, Daka 
adds: j 

‚ЮКА 
Allow me to demonstrate it for you. 

INT. LABORATCRY - Dj 
LEED: nLOSZ SHOT - ӘМ DA, OTDUORO TIPPED IN 

105. 

AS Daka pulls on heavy rubber gloves, takes small 
container from case; opens it and takes a lond capsule 
from it and inserts it inte the pistol, explaining 
es ho does: 

Ya. 
This weapon is loaded with an infin- 
itisimal amount of radium. It isa 
Scall, yet dendly forerunner of our 
nT0M-SHi3HER which when perfected, 
Will cnable us to destroy anything . 
that stands in our way to victory. 
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105. 

1C6. 

INZ. L,BORATORY - DAY : 104. 
FULL SHOT 

The pistol loaded, Daka motions toward cement block at 
опо side of tho room, Speaking to the others as he does: 

Dax. 
Obscrve what happens to that 
solid block of cemcnt. 

He takes nim at cement block. .. humming sound is heard 
und n bright flash of lightning comes from pistol. 

INSERT OF CESON? BLOCH 105. 

AS it is struck by lightning, causing a shower of 
Sperks -- and it crumbles. 

INT, LiB - DAY 106. 

MED. SHOT - ON GROUP 

PL.YING FOR IMPRESSED LOOKS on faces of mon ns they 
econtomplate o.s. shattered coment block, ad libbing 
their approval. 

AD LIBS FRON THE ME 

Deka pleces the gun in the casc, then looking up again 
to the men, he turns and says: ` 

Dilan 
Now you soo why I must obtain 
more rndium.... d 

FOSTZR 
Sure -- with more radium we can 
make а Weapon bigger thon that 
pistol. 

Duka nods. 

DAL 
Exactly -- Ve can build a Icthal 
mechanism so destructive that ` 
retaolliution by the Unitcd Nations 
will bo impossibile. 

(he adds with c smilc) 
But for the present this wor spon 
‘will suffice to open the safo in 
Dr. Borden's office vory nicely. 

SLOW DISSOLYZ TO: 
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ING. BORDBE'S OFFICE ~ рҮ 157% 

FULL SHOP - GROUP 

Dick and Bruce nro sontoá on settec - Linda is pacing 
up and down the floor nervously. 

LIND. 
Ve've been back over en hour and 
he hasn't called yət. 

BRUCE . 
Don't be too upset abeut your Uncle. 
I'm sure ho!ll call you some time 
todey and explain why ho didn't writ 
for us. Н 

DICK | d 
Maybe he's in conforenée or something. А 

LINDA... (pot tisnly) 
"E you'd only gotten up п little i 
'"earlior this morning, we'd have í 
boen there in time to mect him. 

INT. BORDEN'S OFFICE -DAY м 108. E 
MED. SHOT ~ ON BRUCE $ i 

He shrugs his shoulders and answers lightly: 

BRUCE | 
From поч on, i'm» turning ovor a i 
new leaf. I'r going to be very { 
dependabic. А ! 

INT. BORDEN'3 OFFICE - DAY 109. 
LED, GROUP SHOT i 

Linda stops pacing and gives him e disbclicving look. 

LINDA 
IT seems to mo I've heard that 
line before. 

Bruce stops over toward hor. 

BRUCE 
This time I mean it -- just tell 
mo what to de and I'1l1 do it, 

CONTINUED: 
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109. 

110. 

111. 

1-934 
SEQ. £ 

CCNTINUSD: 109. 
LINDA 

(smiles аё him end shakes 
: head in defoat) 

àll right ~ the first thing you 
both can do is to gct out of here 
and lot mo got my "work dore. Dr. 
borden will be he mate and 
I’ve got a lot of typing to Ао for 
hir. 

DICK 
Never mind the details, we can tuke 
n hint. | 

BRUCE 
Wait -- I've got an idesi Why don't 
we enll the prison. Maybe tho guard 

. thoro knows who the men were thet mot 
your uncle. 

LIND. 
That’s г. splendid iden. 

She moves to desk snd Dicks up phone book, starts 
Looking for nuüzbor. 

BRUCZ 
See, I'm beginning to be dependable 
alroudy. 

DISSOLVE TO: 

ZX-. TREET - DAY (L-R) 110, 
LONG SHOT - 

Runby heavies black sedan #1 (original plates). 
Dodze driving ~ Foster in front. Логріс Huydon in 
back.- on way to hospital. 

INT, HZaAVIES BLACK 32DAK #1 - DAY (PROCESS) | 111. 
CLOSS ЗНО? (L-R) 5 

Of interior of h 
Foster beside h: 
zombio, Hayden, s 
Like tho rost and 
bend on his head. 

ies’ black sodan, Dodge drivins, 
In baek soet sits a blank-froou 
int straight nhend, He is dressed 

weers a hot which hides tho zetel 

CCR TNUED: 
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115. 

1. 

1 - 35 
SEQ. £ 

CONTINUED: P 111. 
ў DODGS 
I don't mina robbin! л sufo but 
what wo gotta take this sombic 
with us for? 

FOJSZR 
One recson ig that ho's 
n bull - ;nother, thet 
switch on that rcic 
him -- ~nd us, too, if wer? elose 
опао to him. 

Dep 
Hc -in't zfrzid we'll double-cross 
hic, is he? 

FOSTER.. (arily) . 
Ha's probably got that television 
set focused on us right. nov. 

WIPE UO: 

IET. BORDEII'5. OFSICE - D.Y 118. 
MSD. SHOT - LIND, BRUCE & DIJK 

aS they gnther around the phone. 

2 LIND;..(inta phone) 
Thank you very much. 

She hangs up mong, 

LIED: 
тһе ganra daonn know who tho 
men Wore. 

| BRUCE 
Well, there goes that iden. Come 
on, Dick, ll got out of hore 
and lot Lindo got hor work dono. 

Bruce und Dick start out. 

ils. 
HOSPITAL) 

Herviss' bl.ck sodun Zl(original platos) drivos up te 
curb and steps. Dodge driving, roster in front, Zombio 
Hayden in олок. 



114. 

115. 
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117. 

1- 36 
EXT. ST. OPPOSITZ HOSPITAL - DAY . SEQ 2 114. 
CLOSE SHOT INT. SHDAN (Parked L-R, opp. Hospital) 

On Foster. He looks o.s. 

Everything's - > 
Brennan and the tru 

Dodge nods. He and Foster start out от car. HOLD OH 
Foster for a moment as he looks 0.5. 

EXT. SIDS OF HOJ3?ITA4t ~ DAY t 115. 
LED. FULL SHOW 

à parking lot with several cars of doctors and employees 
parked. A laundry truck drives in and sto a shor 
distanze from door marked, SSRVICD 
in laundry driver's outfit, jumps iro: 
entrance and through. 

EXP. FRONT OF HOSPITAL - LAZ (А-1). 115, 
PULL PAu SHOT (САХ ZARNSD ІН ruti? OF HOSPITAL) 

Сп door оз Bruce and Dick come out and po toward 
phaetonítop doun) parked in front and to one side, 
CAMERA FOLLC JING THEM. Alfred with car. 

Ехо. FRONT OF HOSPYIAL - DAY _ 17. 
LED. SHOT - A? CAR (РАЯШ H-D} 

ås Bruce anf Dick come out, Alfred, in chauffour's 
uniform, opens door for them. Bruce reacts as he 
suddenly secs something 0.5, 

BRUCE 
Look! hat's the onr ve vere 
chasing this morning. 

Dick turns to look. 

DICK 
Tt wwe. looks like it. 

1 ALSKED 
Those three men just nlighted 
fror it, sir. 
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EXT. SIDE OF HOSPITAL - DAY 11%. 
LONG SHOT - FROM BRUCE'S ANGLE 

Of Hayden, Foster and Dodge going thru side entrance 
of hospital. 

EXT. FRONT Cg HOSPITAL - DAY 119. 
IRD. SHOT - AT CAR 

Bruce answers, still looking o.s, vonderingly. 

BRUCE 
And Martin: Warren isn't with them. 
Some on?. Y have.an idea the batmen 
should look into this? 

He gots into car quickly, followed by Dick. 

i DICE 

{ealla out happily) 
Апа don't forget Robin: 

Eat. FRONT ОР HCSPIZAL АТ BRUCE'S CAR - DAY 
ID. SHOT 

As Dick hops in, Bruce gots his Batman clothes out, 
Teans forvard with instructions to Alfred. 

A PRÜCZ 
Alfrod? Drive into that alley 
and put the top up. 

DAT. FROND OF HOSPITAL - DAY  (R-L) 121. 
PULL PAN SHOT 

Cf Bruce's car aS it starts up and goes down stroct, 
CALERA PAULING VILH I? A WAY. 

DISSOLVS TO: > 

INT, HOSPITAL UPPER CORRIDCR - DAL (R-L) Lek. 
LX». PAN SHOT 

As Foster, Hayden and Dodge come out of clovator and 
go to door leading into 2r. Borden's offiec. They go in. 

-GOBTINUED: 



124. 

THT. DR. ВОВрЕ °З OFFICE - DAY 
rULL SHOP 

Linde is at files, her back to door as it opons. 
Without turning, she inquiros: 

LIHDA 
Dr. Bordon? 

Dodge, who was first tc enter, goes swiftly to hor as 
Sho turns. hc utters a small gasp, but no лого for 
he puts hand over her mouth and drags her tovord door 
leading to lab. WMcanwhilc, Hayden, oblivious to this, 
stands motionless, as zostor starts looking behind 

| Pictures, trying to locato the hidden safe. The first 
two aro duds, 

EXT. DESERTED ALLSY - DAY (R-L) 124. 
MED. SHOT 

“The alley is ompty with the excontion of Brucc's 
phaoton, on which the top is up. Bruce and Dick emerge 
from it rapidly, now disguiscd as Batman апа Robin. 
They dash across the alloy in direction of fire cscnpe. 
The bottom of the ladder is Several fect over their 
heads and they havo to leap for it. Both make it onsily 
and pull themselves out of sight. (Doublcs) 

INT. PORDEE'3 OFFICE - DAY 128. 
EBD, SHOR - ON PICTURE 

Ав Fostor comes into scono, pulls picture aside, finds 
safo. Ho removes picture, takos out radium gun and is 
about to let go when sound of door opening comcs over. 
Ee wheels about. 

IST. BORDEN'S OFFISE - DAZ 126. 
VED. FULL SHOT - ON DOOR AND NEARBY SASZ 

CVERLAP as Haydon turns and comes face to fuco with 
Dr. borden, who has just entered. Borden is an oldish 
man, small and graying. He stands stock-still in 
amuzoment. ` 

BORDER 
What's going on hore? 

Thor. he recognizes Нпуйсп - puts out his hund to greet 
hin. 

COH?INUED: 



127. 

129. 

They start out. 

- 39 
SEQ. 2 

COWPITLUED: 126. 

BOR DEI! 
Why, Dr. Huyden, my 010 colleague! 
Мдаї aro you doing here? 

Hayden says nothing but rushes him, grabbing him by 
the neck and forcing him doun to floor and out of 
CLERA.,  Fostor smilos, turns to sate, points radium zwi 
nt- lock. 

INSER? - OF SAPE 1-7. 

HUIMZING SOUND of gun coming over, us ray of lightning 
hits safe and tho sparks blast it open. 

INT. BORDSN'S OWFICS ~ DAY 128. 
хуг -SHOT Я 

As Fostor goes to sefe and starts to romove load 
radium container. Dodge enters. 

DODSE 
Horc's the laundry bag. 

Doügo holds bag ороп for Fostor. Foster places radium 
container in it and thoy.look around to muko suro they 
loft no traces. Hayden comes in, joins them, us Foster 
says: 

POSTER 
Let's got outta horc. 

251. ROOF CT HOSPIZAL - AT LEDSE - DAZ 209. 
FROCESS SHO? 

Bruce as the Batman and Dick as Robin cor: over the 
roof lodge vin thc firc oscapo. ‘they run rapidly 
across tho roof to the opposito sido, Robin meanwhile 
looscning the silk cord-rope ho carrics in his bolt. 
As they got to bthor endfdoubles) cf roof, Robin 
euickly throws a loop over a stanchion or pipe and 
Bntman and Robin let themscives over the sido, out 
of CAMZRA. 
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1 - 40 
SEQ. 2 

EXT. ROOF OF HOSPITAL - DAY 150. 
CLOSZUP - ROBIN AND ВАТМАН 

As they go over side and out of sight. 

INT. UPPER HOSPITAL CORRIDOR - DAY (R~L) 151. 
HULL SHOT 

1з Foster, Euyücn and Dodge come down tho corridor 
and stop to drop laundry bag боп chute in corridor, 
thon walk to clovator and Poster presses the button. 

I. UPPSR HOSPITAL CORRIDOR - DAY (L-R) 122, 
FULL SHOL - FROH HAYDEN'S & DODGE'5 ANGLE 

` Of Batman and Robin as they crash thru window at 
othor and of corridor and start down toward clevator. 

. ` DODGE 
The Batman? 

INT..UPPER HOSPITAL ZQRRIDCA - DAY (L-R) iss. 
PULL PAN SHOT x : 

4s Foster, Haydon and Dodge sturt running away from 
Batman and Robin and cxit into side corridor nnd чр 
Stairs. HOLD as Batman апі Robin run aftor then. 

EXT. HOSPITAL ROOP - DAY (1-8) > Е 124. 
FULL SHO? : 

On doorway оропїп onto roof. . Thore is a stairway 
from there dom to the floor below. Foster, Hayden 
and Dodge comc bursting out with Batman and Robin 
closc on their hocls. Heavies back away - Fostor 
with radium gun in hand, Batman and Robin come thru 
door, closing it behind thom. - Foster fires at thom 
with radium gun. 

EXT. HOSPITAL ROOF - DAT 186, 
TED. SHO? - CH DOORWAY 

Batman and Robin leap to opposite ѕійсо as sparks hit 
thc heavy metal door, knocking it out of its frame. 
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157. 

155. 

159, 

140, 

141. 

142. 

EXT. HOSPITAL ROOF - DAY 136, 
FULL Fall SHO? 

Teking all in as Batman and Robin scatter - Robin goes 
for cover behind chimney to elude the rays of tho 
radium gun. Poster, Huyden and Dodge ure edging toward 
doorway - foster blasts ct chimney with gun. 

ШЕТ. HOSPITAL ROOF - Day 107, 
CLOSE SHO? 

AS radium rays hit chimney and disintegrate it. ̀  

EXT. HOSPITAL ROOF ~ DAJ 
CLOSE PAR SHOT - 05 BAR LAN 

Eeshind cover of ventilator, as no suddenly makes а 
dash for Foster and knocks radium gun from his hand. 
They grapple. Hayden rushes to help Foster, 

i HOSPITAL ROG? - DAT . 139, 
CLOSES ANGLE РАН 3:0? 

4s Robin leaps heud-first at Dodge, hitting him in 
‘stomach and knocking him dovm. 

EXT. HOSPI@\L ROOF - DAY 146, 
WIDER ANGLZ OF FIGHT : 

Both Batman and Robin are having difficulties. Robin 
because he is small, and Batman because he is fighting 
both Hayden, with his zombie strergth, and Foster. 

Бат. HOSP2IAL ROOS - DAY 141. 
LZD. SHOT ON ROBIN AND DODGE ` 

&а Robin falls under his blows and Dodge jumps hin. 

zT. HOSPITAL ROOF АТ LODGE - DAY 14. 
15р. 3H0? (2500053 - OF BATAN, HAYDEN & POSTSR 

AS they struggle perilously close to ledges. А low fire- 
Wall runs clear around the ейде o£ the root, and on 
this side we notice two.stunchions hanging over the 
side of the fire well. ‘these stanchions hold the 
painters scaffolding shown in Episode Batman hits 
Foster on chin, sending him reeling backwards out of 
fight. Tke Zombie grabs Batman by throat and forces him 
toward edge of building. 
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147, 

l - 48 
Seq. 2 

ZXT. SIDE GF HOSPITAL - DAY : 143. 
LED. SHOT 

Sound of police siren comes 0.5. as Brennan comes from 
scrvice. entrance with the laundry bag, hurries to 
laundry truck and gets in.- 

EXT. SIDE CF HOSPITAL - DAY 144. 
GIOSE SHOT ON DRIVER'S COLZARTIZNT Сг LAUNDRY TRUCK 

is Brennan snaps on switch on rudio and picks up піке, 

BRBNZAN.. {into mike) 
Dr. Daka -- the cops are hendin' 
for the hospital: 

INT. COUNCIL ROOM - DAY : 145. 
CLOSE SHOT - OW Dain 

ав he listens to the two-way radio. 

DAZA 
Did you get the radium? 

Brennan's voice comes over loudspeaker thru filter. 

BRENHAN'S VOICE 
Yeah ~ it's in the truck. I'm 
startin’ back now. 

EXT. BIDE OF HOSPITAL ~ DAY (1-В) 145. 
FULL РАМ SHOT Я 

The laundry truck comes from drive and off fast. 
Brennan driving. 

INT. COUNCIL ROOM - DAY 147, 
-CLOSEUP - DAKA 

Showing television screen with Hayden forcing the 
Bntman toward edge of roof. Daka picks up "Zombie 
communicator mike" (which ів different from the radio 
mike) and gives orders to Hayden, He usos a monotone 
voice when giving orders to the zombics. 

Daith.. (low monotone) 
Hayden -- leave the roof.., 
Hayden ~- leave the roof at once! 
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154, 

Dal. HOSPITAL ROCF АТ L2DGO - DAY l4". 
IED. 3107 (7400855) (CU? INTO iDOYZ) 

Yoster is lying on roof. Huyden has Ratman almost 
over ledà;o, choking him. suddenly he stops short. 
is face goes blank. 

HOS2I?AL ROOP at LEDGES - 
S SKOT - ON НАҮЮБЕ 

PROSE 149. 

пе turus about, releasing 
Ac Oi roof, [D-H LAERA LARS 
в to ойс of roof stiffly; and 

Batman vno falls on L 
WETH HAYDEN as h 
Steps out into 

EXT. FROW? OF HO32IY.L - DAY 150. 
мгр. SHOT OW 2—0 IRLS 

As one o2 them suddcnly Looks up, 

DAT. FRO 
BIG HE. 

т 02 
GLOSU: 01 

- DAZ IEL 
т, (Ł00: R-L) 

is She sercams. 

hO32IT.L ROC? - D.Y Р Я 152, 
SHOT LL 

Batman is slowly picking himself up as Dodge lands а 
blow on Robin and sends him sprawling. 

. HOSPITAL ROOF „т LEDGE - DaY 15, 
IX. SHOT OW BATILI (2R00383) 

1-5 he stumbles to place Hayden jumped from, looks 
dom ani shudders, 

HOSPITAL ROOF - DAY ` * 154. 
SNO CH 202022 ` 

Turning and spottir 
as he makos a run to 
Foster rolls over, coming t 
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157. 

1-44 
5са, 2 

ZT. HOSPITAL ROOF - DàY 155. 
CLOSE SHOT ~ OF ROBIN 

2. flash as he picks himself up, soes о.з. ~ opens 
eyos Wide in horror.... 

EXT. HOSPITAL ROOF дт LEDGE - D.Y ў ` 156. 
BULL SiO? - ON BTN (PROCESS) 

it ledge ~ CVERIAP as he turns intuitively but foo 
1еїо. Dodge is upon him, raining blows on him. Foster, 
too, manages to roll over and grab tho Betman’s logs, 
lifting him пр as Dodge continucs punching. The two of 
thom send him reeling backwards over tho edge of the 
roof into space. 

EXT. SIDE OP HOSPITAL ROOP - DAY (PROCESS) ‚ 167. 
SONG SHOE (L-R) А 

Cf pattan: s body plummeting down. toward pavement... 

FADE OUT 

END От CHAPTER ONE 
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169. 

2-1 
BATMAN Soq. 2 

vith 

Robin, “he Boy Yondor 

FADE IN... DAY 

CVEREAP 

Gal. SIDE Or HOSFIT,.L - D.Y 150. 
FULL Pal SHOT - DOW SIDE OF BUILDING 

Batman is hurtling down(L-R). He falls, landing on 
а painter's scaffolding. The impact sonds the two 
painters on tho scaffolding almost to their docths, 
but they grab onto the sido ropes in time with comody 
business as they hold on for dear life, Paint buckets 
ere overturned апа sent flying into the air and the 
watert color paint itself douses them. Batman pulls 
hinsolf up on the scaffolding as the two painters 
regard him, fonrstruck. 0,5. siron weil comes over. 

EXT. HOSPITAL ROOF - DiY 159, 
FEED. SHOT 

Showing Foster and Dodge as they pant һопу11у from 
thoir exertions in fight with Batman. Robin is half- 
knocked out and lying on roof nonr where steirwny 
leads down to top floor. Tne sound of the siren weils 
in louder, The two mon resect us thoy roclizo that thoy 
Se to get in the clear before the polico surround tho 
place. 

FOSTER . 
бого on, Wo gotta scram outts 
hero. Й 

Ho runs for tho stairway followed by Dodge. Foster 
disnppears fron Ght down the stairs as Dodge stops 
to rotriovo the radium gun which waa dropped йигї 
thc fight, 

BAT. HCSPIT,L ROOF - Dil : 160. 
ITD. SHOT ` 

Fonturing Robin, who gets unstondily to his fect zs 
he sees Dodge go for the radium gun. Robin makos a 
desperate lunge gr hbing Dodge just ns ho strrts to go. 
The gun goes ou 3: from Dodge's insecure Sreasp - 55 
Robin grebs his 5s and they both go down. 



161. EXT. SIDE OF HOSPITAL - DAY 161. 
BED. CLOSE SHO? 

Betman on seaffolding. He starts climbing the ropes 
holding the sexffolding bnok up to tho roof. 

162. EXT. HOSPITAL ROO? - DAY 162. 
LED. -SHOT 

Cn Robin and. Dodge struggling on roof top. 

163, EXT. HOSPITAL ROOF Т LEDGE - DAY 165. 
MED. SHO?(PROCESS) (R-1) 

On сё о of roof, us Batman pulls himsolf over ledge. : 
He takes in thc situction, C.MERA FOLLOWS НІК as ho 
runs cross roof. 

16a, EAT. HOSPITAL ROOF- DAY. 1695, 
мир. SHOT 

Bertman rushes in to where Dodge and Robin лге fighting. 
Hc brusquely.grcbs the surprised Dodge, whirls him 
eround and knocks him groggy with a мој plncod punch, 
Ho turns to Robin, 

s В.?маћ 
Nice work. ire you all right? 

Robin smiles, tries tc regain his composure. ..з he 
stoops, picks up the rndium gun and answers brenthlessly: 

А ROBIN 
Sure -- зогс, Some fight, wasn't 
it? 

They nro startled.as tho wail of tho siron comes over i 
scene, Tko Batmon hastily hauls the groggy Dodgo : 
to his fect. 

BATHAN 
-Come on, follow -~ you're going 
clong with us -- to the Bat’s 
бпус. 

He starts toward Stnirway shoving Dodge chead of him, 
Robin with radium gun follows quickly behind him, as uc 

FADE OUT. 

END OF SEQUENCE TWO 
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167. 

STLRT ОР SEQUENCE {5 

BADE IN:....NIGHT 

EXT. WAYNE ЕЗТ„ТЫ - NIGHT (1SINTATURE OR STOCI) 164. 
LONG SHOT - FROM д DISTANCE 

The house, t massivo, eastle-like zffcir, sits atop 
с jutting cliff пот c Icke or palisede over tho осесп. 
In the intermittent light of the evanescent moon, it 
takes on » strange, spectrel quality. 

DISSOLVE TO: 

INT. BAD'S CAVE - NIGHT 165. 
FULL SHOT 

The Bat's Осус presents лп corio apporrnnce, bout 
the wells are hidcous masks collectod by the Betmon 
from all ports of tho world and hanging from the ceiling 
directly ovor « gnorlod woodon dosk is his insi;nic or 
tredomark ~ 4 HUGE В.Т. 

Strange noises aro heard with an осссвіопс1 whirring 
of wings...Batman's pot bats. 

Betean is just seating himsclf bohind his dosk «nd 
lays the redium gun оп the desk, Robin pushes Dodge, 
who is blindfolded, into ^ chair facing Batman's desi. 

a LAN 
dell, here we orc -- homo, swect, 
home. Hake our iricnd comfortsble. 

inv. BiT'3 бдуй - NIGHT 16C. 
LED. SHOT - ON DODGE & ROBIN p 

Robin romoves blindfold from Dodge's oyos. a light 
hits him dircetly in tho cyes und he blinks 2 moment, 
then recoils with fright, tcrror-striekon ct whet he 
3008. Я : 

IN. B,T'3 OVE - NIGHT , | 167. 
LED. SHOT - ON BTiAH & Bat SROV DODOZ'S ANGLE 

Botman is scctod directly below the lsrge bat henging 
from cbove, the light and shadow plrying on his fece 

CONTINUED: 
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168. 
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2-4 
Soq. 5 

CONTINUED: 167, 

with frightening offoct. The Batman is obviously 
trying to frighton Dodge. 

ВАТКАН 
Don't you like our littic р1:с07 
Wo think it’s very cozy. 

ІН. B.t'S CVE - NIGH 169. 
CLOSS 3HOT - DODGE 

Suddonly there is » whirring noise and Somncthing bleek 
‘and indiscorncblo scems to swoop over him. He ducks, 
omitting s short cry of alorm. 

DODGE 
What wes that? 

INT. R,7'S CAVE - NIGHT . 169. 
CLOSE SHOT  - БАТМАН 

Looking up towerd ceiling, Smiling aS he explains: 

BATLLAN...{sinistorly) 
Just опо of my bets. Hope it didn't 
disturb you, but it’s getting nour 
thoir fooüing time. 

INT. B.T'3 CAVE ~ NIGHT ` 170. 
EDD. SHOT - THE THREE 

Dodge's oyes nro popping wide with fear ct Batman's 
words. 

ROBIN..(in seme vein 
as Butmen) 

They're renlly very friendly, 
охсор wher thoy're hungry. 

Batman nods at this ond lenning forw:.rd on his desk, 
adds: 

BATU.N 

You know, most pcoplo scom to 
‘think they're vempires -- but 

I don't boliove thzt sort of thing. 
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Seq. 3 

CONTINUED: 170. 

ROBIN 
You won't mind bcing alone with 
them 

at this the Batman gets up, picks up the radium gun 
спб says: А 

BITEGN 
I'm suro ho won't. 

Robin joins him and they stort to turn б if тозду 
to "lk out on Dodge. 

INT. ВАТ'З CAVE - NIGET 171. 
JIDER ANGLE j ` 

Dodge jumps up and ѕлуѕ oxcitodly, with plonding look: 

DODGE. . {frightenca 
to dorth) 

Wait a minutci,. Don't leave mo -- 
I'll tclk1...I1'1l toll you every- 
thing I know; 

Betman smiles satisfoction and walks over to Dodge. 
Robin pushes the latter onck into his sent. 

Б.т... {business-like ) 
Whore were you going with thet 
redium? 

DODSS... (still зостод) 
0 tho Houso of tho Ороп Door.. It's 

1 flop- joint, 

Batman looks to Robin and nods. 

ВАТМАН 
"ho hired you? 

DODGE - 
n guy ротой “mith, a big guy... 
anndy hoir...maybo fortyone yours 
old. (Description should fit whomever 
plays port of Foster.) 

BATMAN. . {impntiontly) 
Probably л phonoy neme and thet 
descrintion fits hundrods of mon -~ 
You'll have to до better than that, 
my friond. 
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Sue 3 

INT, BAD'S CAVE ~ NIGHT 172. 
CLOSZ SHOT ~ ON DODGE 

Batman's tone has not helped his case of fright much. 
He is confused. Batman hag grabbed him by the lapels 
of his co2t. Dodge suddenly seems to remember. 

DOCG 
Oh, yeah ~- He had а knife scar 
on his right wrist. 

BATION N 
That's better. Now what's his 
Racket? What's he want radium for? 

` › DODGE 
I don’t know. 

BALMAN... (Shaking him) 
You're lying? 

- DODGE 
- I'm not, I only do what they tell 

ue. 

INT. ВАр!5 CAVE - NICHT 173. 
MED. SHOT 

Batman pointing the radium gun at Dodge asks 
suddenly; 

BATMAN 
Nov what do you know. about this gun? 

Dodge recoils and ensvers fearfully: 

DODGE 
That’s what was used to blow open 
the safe. 

| BATMAN 
Do you know where it came from? 

Dodge shakes his head negatively, then breathes relief 
as he sees Batman point the gun down. Batman steps 

‘away from Dodge, nods to Robin and the tuo walk toward 
tunnel opening that 1еайз into the cave. Dodge looks 
after them fearfully. Batman turns around and seys 

ever his shoulder; : 

CONTINUED: 
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176. 

CONTINUED: * 173, 
BATMAN 

Kake yourself at home while we're gore. 

Doigs jumps up again апд says fearfully; 

DODGE 
I told you everything I know ~~ 
don't leave me here nlonél 

INT. BAT'S CAVE ~ NIGH? 174. 
HED. SHOT -- ON BATIAN & ROBIN 

Batman smiles, enjoying this. 

` BATMAN 
Don't be afraid... of my little 
friends. They don't bite. That 
is ~ unless I tell them to. 

With this, he and Robin turn and extt into tunnel. 

INT. BAP'S SAVE. - NIGHT 175. 
CLOSE. SHOT -- ON DODGE 

Wetching them go 0.s., then slowly turning and 
surveying room feerfully, practically on the vergs 
of а heart-failure, | 

INT. WAYNE LIBRARY ~ WIGHT 176. 
FULL HOT 

А typical rich man's library. Alfred із seateà at 
а large desk, reading з paper-covered book aloud. 
Directly behind him is a larger than аусгарс grandfuth..:: 
clock, А little to спе side is a table vith а Lamp on 
it, А К 

ALFRED 
(reading with fevling) 

"Wild winds were screaming, ghost-like 
across thc moors around Tottenham Castle. 
It wag the Hour of Doom when the Curse 
of the Tottenham's struck and evun now 
the clock was Bbriking...Onc,.. 

Simaltaneously, the o.s, clock strikes one. Alfred 
fupe with a smll sry. iropping the book. 



177. 

170. 

LTBL » 
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S54. 5 

INT. WAYNE LIBRARY ~ NIGHT 177. 
LED. SHOT 

Аз Alfred, frozen in his tracks, turns slowly, looks 
at clock and breathes relief. He regards it, burning. 

LLPRES 
Oh, it's you, 

The hunds on clock point quarter to ten. Alfred 
shakcs his head disgustedly. 

ALFRED. o. (to clock) 
You're off the beam again! Why don't 
you look at your fece before you stert 
bonging? One o'clock! 

Still shaking his head, he turns, picks up took ага 
opens page, Eo sooner has ho turned, than the door 
of the clock opens slowly, revetling 3ruec who spots 
Alfrcd and tipto¢s out, cautioning Dick whe is right 
behind him fo silence. Both ecco in R22ULALZ GLOTHZS 
nor,  Bruec hes radium gun. 

INT А “AYU LESRIRY - HICHI 178. 
51085 SHOT -~ OL ALIRET 

Hc has found різас and starts to road cloud again. 

ALPRZD...(rociing) 
Rodn-y Tottenham nwoku from: ilitful 
sloop und reached over to the lamp 
on the table, when suddenly it was 
shoettorodl Ib wes... 

Аз he reads the last two words, the LAMP on the tavle 

beside him is suddenly smishud to smithereens 25 the 

light from Bruct’s б.з, radium gun hits it. alfred 

|; cries out: 

LLFZED 
THS CURSZ OF THE I0T7ENHAL'SI 

4t the seme time ho flings tho book into the Sir over 

his head snd covers взше vith his erms ^s if ke were 

fending off the next blow - on himsclf. 

SRT -- Of lamp as sparks hit it. L76A. 
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IND. VAYUS LIBRARY - NIGHT 179. 
LED. SHOT 

alfred shaking in his boots, slowl ulls self 
together as he kears Bruce and Dick Жана 
turns slowly, sheepishly. 

BRUCE 
You frighten as easily as our 
spineless friend dcvnstairs, 

DICE 
We only had to use а few of our 
tricks to get him to talk. 

Bruce, noticing the bock, says: 

BRUCE 
I thowkt you'd given up detective 
stories and mystery novels, 

ALFRED . : 
Oh, I have, sir. Just sharpening 
my vits. Things were getting n bit 
dull, sir...if I might coin л little 
joke. 

He tries to geb a rise, but Bruce and Diok remain 
poker-faced. Alfred looks most орпа ору. Bruce crosses 
to him and hands radium gur to him 

А BRUCE 
Now, don't sulk. Get the car --We 
have a little delivery to make, 

Alfred sheepishly nods and starts out, ns we - 

DISSOLVE 10: | 

EXT. POLICE SIATICN zl ~ NIGHT (R to i) 160. 
FULL EAN SHO? 

On Bruce's closed phaeton coming down street, Alfred 
driving ~ Robin in front, Bruce and Dodge in buck . 
As it approaches front of police station, it slovn down. 

The door is opened and Dodge (double), bound hand and 
foot, gagged and blindfolded, is dumped cut, The car 
speeds dewn stroct, CALM. ROLIGHIKG. . 



151. 

183. 

2-10 
SEC. 3 

EXT, POLICE STATION #1 = NIGHT А LAL. 
MED. SHOT ON DOOR 

As Lt opens and two policemen are exiting, calling 
goodbyes over shoulder. 

cor #5 
Gcodniíght, boys. 

They turn toward CALZEA, look down, react. in surprise. 

: СОР 74 
(shaking head,lcooking o.s.) 

Ain't nothin! sacred to them drunks? 
Lookit! 

He points. 

EXT. FOLICE STATION #1 - NIGHT 182. 
MED, SHOT ON DODGz - THEIR ANGLE 

Lying on pavement, motionless, as cop's dialogue 
somes over, 

COP £4... (0.3.] 
Right in front of the station. 

Dodge moves and rolls over, revealing bound hands 
алд feet. He hos Bat insignia on his forehead. 

EXT, EOLICA STATION #1 - NICHE — 183. 
MED. SEC? - (R to L) 

Overlap as cops react. They гоп down steps to Dodge 
and bend over him. A small rote is attached to his 
coat., Phe cop bends over, pulls it off, scans lt and 
ejaculates: ; 

COP #4 
Another package from the Batmani 
Boy, will this mike the с1й mar happy! 

They pull Dodge up and drag him along roughiy. 

; COP $5...(to Dodge} 
Core on, youi 

They start ір. {L to x) 

ЖҮРЕ TO: 



184. 

185. 

186, 
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INT. САРТ, ARNOLD'S OFSICE~ NIGHT 184. 
CLOSE SHOT ON CAPT. AiHOLD (р to R) 

He is seated at dusk, as door opens anà he lodks up. 
The two cops bring in Dodge, now free of bonds, looking 
Sullén. The speaking cop comes forward, handing 
Arnold the note, which he hed teken off Dodge ‘ind had 
Seen on him i 

COP. #4: 
Ноге he is, Chief...2nd this 1g the 
побы we found on him. 

arnold takes note - his lips tighten, 

INSERT -- NOTE 185. ` 

The Captain's voicu comes over from. о,з›» 

CAPI. ARNOLD'S VOICE 0.5. 
Beir Captz:in Arnold, Linda Puge cnn 
identify this- -mən for you 38 сп 
Accomplice in the rudium robbery ond 
hospit-l murder, А 

(BATULN'S 1HSICHI.L) 

THER. САРТ, ARNCLD'S OFFICES - NIGHT 186. 
LEDa SHOT 

As Arnold looks up. Hu rubs his facc in а gesture 
of burning. d 

САРТ. &£RNCLD 
Sometimes I wonder where you fellows 
would be without the Betmen to help 
you, I'm glad you had sense enough 
to bring him off the street. 

` COP #4... (polnting to not.: 
It said here to do it. 

Arnold gives up. He surveys Dodge with ^ grim plecsur, 
then turns on his men, 

SLED. SRMOLD 
Lock him up in our spoci:l suite -- 

and Lf any reporters com: in, don't 
you guys try to take credit for 
catching him. I'll do it mys lf. 

suddcniy furious) 
Nox you go out and find = clue} 



LAT. 

189. 

190. 
Np. SHOT - OF GAUGE OT ЫШ? 

м 

PALE XN.....DAY 

ІНІ. COPHIDGR CUPSLDa COUNCIL ROO -DALY (L to 2) 187. 
MED. SHOT - (5000 GF Di3r-i0Naz GONG GOLES ОМАД) 

This ccrridor leads from Deka's laboratory to the 
courcil room. It is dark ard under-lit. £s scere 
fades ir, the sound of the Oriertal gorg comes over 
and as its reverberatiors die out, inka emerees fren. 
the shadows of the dark bag. ord strides mjestically 
down the ccrridor toward ch which zLXS 'LTH HI 
as he walks to the ruge docrs which lead to the ncuncil 
chamber. Outside the doors stand twe zombies #1, their 
Lend-barás in place and their fuces blark and express- 
ionless. With no display of emotion, they swing doors 
oper and Daka strides into the courcll room, 

x 

INT. COUNCIL коо ~ DAY 188, 
FULL SHG? | (L боой) 

AS Laka comes into the rocm thru docrs which the 
zombies #1 close behind him - and walks slowly aeress 
to.the idol at end of room. бль®З/ BANS CITH Hit - 
shoving members of the League cf the New Order starding 
by their places at the table, 

They are Foster, who sits’ ir closest proximity to 
Taka, then Brennan, Liershell, Fletcher, Wellace ond 
Erestene 

lake walks methodically to the idol, drops in the 
incense for kis usual ritual - bows lon several times - 
then turns to his chair and silts àown, the others de 
likewise. 

“IND. COUNCIL 400i: + DAY i 189. 
51058 SHOT - OH DLE. 

Ee is very stern 2nd &hir-lipped zs he glares at 
the mer. Ib is pluin by hls attitude that he is very 
disturbed. 

Tak. 
tility 523 cue cf our 

тє Yemporarity losi our 
Due to the atv 
mompors, we he 
secret чаароп» А 

v- MLY 199, INT. CCUNCIL 
N 

às they listen to him патенту: Foster is in 
fortegrcund. 

Ou NETMUET* 
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192. 

195. 

- 1% 
tn M ГЫ BH e 

SOND TG RE: 190. 

Foster reacts as ke listers. He doesn't especially 
like Laka's attitude, 

TOSTER 
I didn't seurt or running irto 
the Вла. 

INI. SOU NGIL ROOL = ILY 191. 
Мёр, SHC? -~ CN IAEA 

РАКА... (harshly } 
Tre Batman! - A turglirg amateur! 
i kave małe plans to take саге cf 
рім, but my first cofective is to 
get back our radium gun. 

IND. COUNCIL ROOL - IAY 192, 

iEn. OLCSZ SHG? 

Or the members - as they listen tc рака talk. 

INI. COUNCIL ROOM = DAY : 195. 
BEL. FULL WHOL -~ ON DAKA 

BAKA : 
It was lost et the City Hospital. | 
Аю employee, perkaps, may rave found 
it -~ A young lady, Miss Uirda Fage, 

Whe happers to be Warren's nieve, is 
employed there and she eouli know. 

FLETOHAR 
Then let's question her. 

ТАКА «o» (redding? 
We will srrarge u meeting with her 
tc diszuse this matter in private, 

PISSOLVE 203 > 

INT. HLUE Fh 
MORE SHOT ~ 

= LAY (L te x) 194, 
xCNE EOOIH 

As Rrernan erd Foster enter scere. Foster picks up 
fhore book ard icoks fer a number, Brennan locking or. 

OoNPINUED : 



194, 

19€. 

SEG. 4 

CONTINGED: 194. 
| BRENNAN 
D'ya think you олп foll this 
Iage dares 

FOSEBR 
Why not? 

SERNA Н 
_ Maybe she knows ker uncle's voice 
too veli, 

FOSTER 
Hox ceuld she -- he's Leer ir stir 
Tor five years. 

Foster drops the phone book wkioh rangs outside the 
door, steps into the booth, drops а nickel юга 
starts to dial. 

IND. EORDZN'S OFFTUs - DAY 198. 
KED. 01054 SHO? ~ CN РИСКЕ 

Sound of ringing comes over.  liMLHA FULLS BACK as 
` Linda piczs up receivers 

LINDA 
рг, Berden's office... 

She reacts with startled surprise. 

LINDA... (surprised) 
Ok, Uncle Martin -~ where rave yeu 
Leer? Т was so worried that something 
head happened to yeu. 

INE. PHOXL BOOTH -SLU. PARHOL ~ DAY 196, 
CLOSE SHCT 

tn Fester ав he talks in almcst the same tone ль 
iartir Warrer (cculd ever dub ir "arren's veise 
1f necessary]. К 

š FOSTER | 
1 kaven’; time to explzin te 
you nov, dear, tut I wart you 
to meet me touight ^t the Rluo 
parrot... 

cnNPIW ED. 
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Foster iistens for a moment, then adds: 

FOSTER 
Yes, dear ~ tut please ccme alone. 

(he listens a moment) 
NO - I'm not in any trouble. 

INT. DR. BORDEN'S OFFICE ~ DAY. 197, 
MED. CLOSES SHOT ~ ON LINDA 

i LINDA 
Just as. you say -- the Blue 
Earrot at nine tonight. 

She hargs up - thinks а minute, then picks up receiver 
and starts dlaling. 

DISSOLVE 10: 

INT. BRUCE!'S LA 50k: тону ~ DAY 198. 
мёр, SHOT 

Сп Bruce at workbench, Dick stands nearby watching 
him intently as he inspects the radium pistol with 
a powerful magnifying glass. Bruce has on rubber 
gloves and there are several bottles of chemicals on 
the bench. he nearby phone rings - He reaches over 
and picks it up. 

BRUCE... (into phone) 
Hello, 

(he changes his tone 
to his lazy voice) 

Oh, hello Linda... 
{118% ens) 

He did, eh? Well, І thought 
the old boy would finally show 

upe ` 

INT. DR. BOHDZN'S OFPICS - DAY 199. 
CLOSE SHOL- ON LINDA AT PHONE 

LINDA 
I'm to meet him tonight at the 
Blue Farrot. 



8-16 
Sil. 4 

£20. INE. BRUCE'S L6sOHAJOHY > DAY 200, 
iib. 71035 SHC’ - ON BUCI A? PHONE 

BRUCE 
Fine. I'll go with you. 

(pause) 
Well, all right -— but I'm very 
disappointed. I've beon resting 
all day to get myself in condition 
for a dance or two. See you 
tomorrow then... G'bye. 

He hangs up phone, looks around at Dick. 

DICK 
Sa, she's giving you the brush-cff? 
Sec, I told you that you were 
carrying that "lazy" playboy role 
too far. 

BRUCE 
It's not my attitude this time -- 
it's her Uncle Martin. 

‘DICK 
So the old rascal finally came home? 

BRUCZ 
Hot exactly-- bub he called her and 
made a datu to meet her at the Blue 
Parrot -- Не wants her to come alone, 
Bub that doesn't stop us from going 
there by curselves, does 157 

К DICK 
(smiling knowingly) 

0f course not -- 

FADS QUT. 

END SCQ. 
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S55. #5 

FADE IN: 

IKSERT -- SIGN - "BLJS IARE ecl. 

DISSCLVE TO: 

INT. BLUE EARROT ~ NIGHT ^ 202. 
STOCK SHOT 

Establishing. Shat of night club, orchestra playing - 
people danging. 

INT. BLUE PARROT - NIGET 205. 
iD. CLOSE SHOP (i Бо R) 

А few tables as waiter brings in Bruce and Dick 
and seats them. Both are in dinner jackets, 

BRUCE 
This will do nicely. 

UAIIER f 
Yes, sir. 

He hands them menus and exits. 

INT. BLUE PARRO ~ NICHT 204, 
CLOSE ANGLE SHOT * 

Cn Bruce and Dick. Bruce scans room and studies 
тепл» 

BRUCE...(behind menu) 
She's sitting cver there. 

(he nods his kead in 
Linda's direction) 

Her uncle hasn't shown up yet. 

Dick locks in her direction, 

INT. BLUE PARROT = NICHI 275, 
OLCSE SHOT-- LINDA 

Sitting at table set for two, anxlcusly locking 
[PE 
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INT. BLUE PARROT ~ HIGHT 206, 
SLOSSUP - DICK AND BRUCE 

DICK 
Do we gc and say "hello"? 

BRUCH 

No. Linda made it clear she didn't 
want us, 

INT. BLUE PARKOT - NIGHT 20%, 
KED. SHOT 

Cn Linda, А waiter approaches with a slip of rarsr 
in his hand, 

WAITER #2 
Beg pardon. A phone с51] for you, 
Miss Page, А Kr, Warren, 

LiNDA.., (relieved) 
Thank you, (R TO L) 

спе nodo to waiter, рес up and follows him out of scone, 

INT. BLUE PARROT = NIGHT 208. 
MED. РАП НОТ ~ CN DICK AND BRUCE 

Dick, ioozing off and speaking low, 

| DICK 
The waiter brought her а meecage 

and she's left her tavole. 

BRUCE 
See where she goes, but don't attract 
attention. 

б и р (R to L) 
Dici rises, walxs nonchalantly in the same direction 
Linda had taken, 

INT, BLUE PARRCT - NIGHT Р 2с: 
CLOSE SHOT CF PHONZ BOOTH (SUT INTC ABOVE) 

Same booth as established in oc, 194. 

On Linda going into phone booth, (R te L) 

INT. BLUE PARRCT. - NIGHT ` 21С. 
си. SHOT - DISK 

(L to R) 
Lick sees this and turns baci fowavd his table, 



211. 

212, 

215. 

ma A, 

2 ~ 19. 
SEQ 5, 

ІМТ. BLUE PARROT WZLEPHONUE BOOTH ~ NIGHT 211, 
ÜLOSEUP 

{R to L) 
Аз Linda goes into booth, takes up hanging receiver and 
closes the booth door. 

LINDA 
Hello, Uncle Martin - hello, 
This is Linds,.. 

A fine white mist rises about her and she chokes and 
coughs, sways a little and closes her eyes, clutching 
the phone for support. A panel at the back of the 
booth opens, An arm comes in and yanks Linda thru the 
opening which then closes. 

INT. BLUE PARROT - NIGHT 212, 
ҮЕ). GHOT - BRUCE AT TABLE А 

(L to К) 
As Dick returns to the table and says: 

DICK 
She went into a telephone beoth 
in the lobby, 

Bruce 1з looking off. 

BRUCE ; 
Why did you leave her? I didn't want 
you to lose sight of her for o moment, 

Dick turns and leaves, (В to L) 

INT. BLUE PARROT ~ NIGHT . 215, 
MED. SHOT АТ BOOTH * 

Dick atrolls past phone booth, glancing in it to see 
door is closed and no one inside. Without haste, he 
turns and retraces hic Е ае PANNING WIH HIM, 

L to R 

INT, BLUE PARROT = NIGHT 214, 

MED. SHOT т : 

Bruce is rising as Dick comes ор, (р to В) 

DICK... (quickly) 
She's gone]... 

CONTINUED + 



214, 

2715, 

216, 

217. 

2 - 20 
SEQ 5. 

CONTINUED: 214. 

Bruce looks at him a moment, then he pulls a banknote 
from pocket and puts it on the table, with salt-shaker 

to hold it down. They make a quick exit,(R to 1) 

WIPE TO: 

EXT, STREET NEAR BLUE PARROT - NIGHT 215, 
MED. SHOT 

(R to L) 
On Bruce's closed phaeton at curb, Alfred at wheel. 
Eo leans from the window as Bruce and Dick come up on 
driver's side, Я : 

BRUCE 
Did you see Miss Page come out of 
that restaurant? 

ALFRED 
No, sir -- and I was watching like 
an eagle - just as you told me, sir. 

BRUCE 
Get in, Dick - we've got to work fast, 

He pushes Dick into the back seat and climbs in after 

him. The car starts out of scene. (Е to L) 

EXT. STRET NEAR BLUE PARROT - NIGHT 216, 
RUNBY (R to L) 

Of Bruce's phaeton (top up) as it heads down the 

stroot, Alfred driving - Bruce and Dick in back, 

INT, BRUCE'G PHAETON(TOP UP) ~ NIGHT 217. 

MED. CLOSE SHOT (PROCESS) 

On back seat, as Bruce pullo suitcase off of floor and 

opens it up, starts taking out old clothes, 

| DICK 
"here are we going? 

BRUCE 
Ne're paying з little visit to the 
HOUSE OF THE OPEN DOOR. 



2- 21 
SEQ. 5. 

EXT, STREET IN SLUMS - NIGHT (R to L) 218. 
MED, LONG SHOT 

Bruce's рї.гебоп (too ор - Alfred Grivin; - Bruce onc 
Dick in hack) comes in, turns into alley sud stops, 

EXT, ALLEY IN SIUM HISTRICT - HI^HT 219. 
CLOSE SHOT 

Cr Bruce and Dick, now dressed in threadbare 
elotres, Dick has newsboy!s vest with name 
Daily Record" printed on it. 

BRUCE 
We'd better take out radio 
communicators - just in case. 

Bruce Lands Dick small box with cord attached to it -- 
(this is the radio communicator they use to talk to вас}. 
other when spart). Dick puts the small box in his pocl- 
et, runs the wire up his coat lapel and shoves the butto 
thru the hole -- Tre device appearing to be only ar ordi- 
nary button sewn to a lapel. 

"iile Dick adjusts his communicator, Bruce is also putti 
one in his pocket, He turns to Dick. 

BRUCE 
All set? 

Dick rods, picks up few newspapers from the seat end gets 
out of the car, Bruce picks up makeup kit and starts 
giving himself an unshaven effect. (get still picture 
mak eupa) 

EXT. STREET IN LUNS - NIGHT ` 220. 

On alleyvay where phseton is parked, Dick, as neysboy. 

comes out and turns up street. {R to L) 

EXT. ALLEY IN SLUM DISTRICT - WIGHT 
MED, SHOT 

St.owing Bruce finishing his makeup, as Alfred locks or 

approvingly. 

ALFRED 
Can I go slong, sir? 

CONTINUED: 



221, CONTINUED: 221 

BRUCE 
You'll be more help if you 
stey rizht here 

ALFRED 
But if trovble comes, I'd be 
a great help -- I'm strictly 
as you say ~- on my heels, sir, 

BRUCE 
You meon - "on your toes" -- 

Bruce starts out of the cor, Alfred nods, ( jek still. 
picture of makeup) 

ELE? D 
Ob, yes - oa my toes -- А 
ricicvlous attitude either 
тау - don't you think, sir? 

B^Ucz 
t, old boy. 

Bruce {сев out and Alfre looks efter him, plrinly shoving 
his cisappointment, th his Росе lichts ор 95 he remen- 
bers something, САРА! Fa ЇН OF HIN аз he apens the 
jlove compertment, tckhes out a false beard, o 2 cop snd 

losses. tskes off hia chavifeur's tan and holds 
vhisKers up to his face, Looking st himself in rear 

view mirror, 

292. EAT. STREET COUN. 7.3 HOUSE 
OF THE OPEN DOOR ~ NIGHT 
FULL 3HOT 

-cingy street "ith seedy down-anC-out pedestrians join: 
рото or in end out of the Mission in b.g: Tro yown: 
boughs lean against s rrilinz on one & . Zruce, in i - 
quise, comes in, walkin; slowly àroun? the corner. Dic: 
in dis vise, vith papers ubder!hls өтт runs un te kim, 
colling: 

210 

Poiper! -- ni, noiner -- 
Five star final =- poiper,.. 

223, REET COVER -MR. HOU 
DOOR - NIGHT 

CLO.E А IE НОТ 

Ci “Ит 225, 

Са Bruce ond Dick. Bruce onsvers in e lou zutter?l 
whiskey tenor М ` Ў 



223, 

225. 

226, 

CONTINUED: : 223 

3FUCE 
No, thanks, Bud -- 

(in 1очег бопе) 
Stay. outside end keep me posted. 

He shuffles out of scene toward o.s., Hission, Wile Dic 
goes back to callin popers.. HOLD ON DICK for e few : з 

А DICK 
Poipers ---get your poipers... ̀  

EXT. Vi5.ICH - NIGHT 224, 
MED. FULL SHOT 

А sim on window reads: HOUSE OF THE OPEN DOON 

ALL ARE 18160115 
(К to L) 

Bruce strolls in, still дізчоізед, ang goes inside. 

Іт. MIS ICN Logg? - NIGHT 225. 
MED. SHOT ў 

А рооб-ві2ед, dingy-lookin; place, furnished “ith cheop 
gables and chairs, А few dovm-anc-outers lounge or sleer 
ia chairs. A couple cf men drovse over а game of checkers, 
тотага the rear of the room, a srsy-haired, kin^ly fec 
olà villian, SIMS, is seated behind а česk near о sto 
way that lescs to upper corridor reading э unewsponer. À 
reck of keys is beside the door and an 2014 hotel register 
with pen and ink sre on the бөзк. 

Sims looks up an watches Bruce as he enters, locks shout 
2nd crosses to a table with ol¢ magazines on it. 

INT. MISSION LOS3S3Y ~ NIGHT 226, 
КЕР. CLOSE SHOT - 

On Bruce 3s he picks up magazine from table, steps to 
et the foot of the stairs and sits cown like зп oréinsy, 
bum getting in out of the weather, 

МІЪЗІОМ -LOSBY - NIGHT Yl / 
. CLOSE SHOT 

On Sims ёе he accepts Bruce anparently asa harmless in^ijenl, 
He picks up his psper sno goes back to rescina the пето, 



?28. 

229. 

231. 

255A. 

INT. HIS.ION LOBBY - NIGHT 228. 
HED. С00:Е SHOT 

Or Bruce эз he watches Sima, looks furtivéely sround, rise 
from tre chair end sneaks sroun” the revel post ard ur ' 
stairs, 

ІМТ, EI SION LOBBY - NIGHT 229. 
FED. FULL SHOT 

As Bruse diseprears up the stairs, сопе of the occurs: . 
or Sims noticing Lis steelthy actions, 

INT. HISSIGN - UPSTAI" AALL"ILY - NIGHT 230. 
LED. SHOT 

As Bruce comes up the stáirs and starts movin: “om the 
hallusy, ijlstening at doors. Не tries one door - it is 
locked. Че takes out keys. 

Pe E, 251. 
Ца ЭР THE OPSN DOOR - NIGHT 

HED. SHOT - IN OPPOSITE DIRECTICN FROM RTs ION iL to Ri 

Foster moving 2lor; pulls up, stopa and looks off, then 
walks forward r 

EXT. STREET CORNER - 232, 
NEAR HOUSE OF OPEN DCOR - NIGHT 
HED, SHOT . 

ib to R} 
Dick vith pepers sskoster walks into scene, glances at 
Dick, who joes up to him, 

FOS TER 
I'll take one, kid. 

Dick tands him paper and Foster shoves right hend into 
his trouser Socket. Dick's eyes are folloving the ^ 
sra see old krife scer on Lis wrist, Foster hands D is 
coin, tskes bis paper end ҳоез out of scene in àCirectios 
of Mission, Dick nonchalantly starts walking in the аг + 
direction, following him to entrance of Mission. 

INSERT - CUT INTO ABO E) E 232A, 

Shewing knife spar on Foster's wrist, 



255. 

256. 

557, 

EXT. MISSION ~ NIGHT | 253, 
MED. SHOT 

Dick and Foster walx in. Dick watches ss Foster enters 
Mission, 

INT. MISSCON LOBBY - NIGHT А 254, 
MED. CLOIS SHCT 

(R to L} 
Foster strolls in to desk. (has newspaper) Sims looka 
мр» 

FOSTER 
How about о bed? 

SIMS... (nodding) 
You'll have to register. Law requires i., 

He lightly flips open the register, hands Foster pen ono 
turns light of goose-necked lamp on desk, As Foster 
starts to sign his name on register. (right hand) 
Sims bends down behind counter, 

INSERT - OF X-RAY SIGHT BEHIND COUNTER. 235. 

Foster's hand showing X-ray picture of bones and metal 
disc with figure "5" on ft, 

INT. MISSION LOBBY - NIGHT 236. 
MED, SHOT ~ AT DESK 

Аз Sims comes up from behind the counter and says to 
Foster; 

SIMS 
All right - Room Fifty. 

He takes key from rack - hands 1% to Foster, whe starts 
upstairs. * : 

EXT, M{SoLOQN - NIGHT ; 257. 
Мёр, CLOSE SHOT 

On Dick as he reaches into his pocket - sound of click 
"beep beep” of short wave signal and low humming as he 
turns on communicator. He whispers into the lapel mixe: 

DICK 4 
Bruce -- Bruce -- Man with scar on 
wrist just went in, He's heading 
upstairs. 



25А, 

239. 

240. 

241, 

2 - 26 
ЗЕЯ 5. 

INT. MISSLONAUPSTAIRGS HALLHAY = NIGHT 258, 
MED, CLOE SACP 

Cn Rrace astanGing by clc2ed docr which lescs to ore cf 
the rocmns,. Tke iow humming cf the commuriceter is heard 
аз he среске into his larel mixe ard srcwavs Disk's - 
MOLE L A, 

BRUSA 
^ccd work, Dicks... 

ile puts hls hard in hls poczet to shut cff communicator 
and humming uolee stops. Bruce locks o.c, 

TUT. XEON + UFOTAIRO HALLWAY = NIGHT 
FULL SHCT 

to tA [2] 

Cr Bruce ss he quicxly secretes himself behind the edge 
of the stairway in the shadows, эз Focter сстез upsteir., 

SUD. MIZZ.CH « UPSPAING EALLiÁAY - NISHIT зас. 
SHOT (CUT inte ABCYZ) 

. (R te 2) : 
ith chairs leading frem below und stairs lendirg to 

upper floor, The stairs are built ore above the other, 
Foster, with newsrsrer, comes up the stairs from below, 
ra go&2 On "up. When he ia in the clecr, Bruce comes 
out fron behind steircase ard fellows him, 

INT, VESSAN THIRD Б: 
HED. SHOT 

£43. Cl HADS ~ 
à PROK ERAS 3. 

(К ta 2) 
Btålrs М. f,p. Foster, wish rewonarer, mores slong a 
corrider with numbered ocra on either side, acme closed, 
some Open, e stops c5 a decr marxed 50 = unlocka door 
and stepa ín,(5 te hj When he le clear, Bruce comes up 
the stair ; time te see the room wernt inta ке 
a good д then hurries Кера gain. the егез 

INT. XI N КОСУ #50 -- NIGHT дй 24v, 
FULL SHOW ` 

( te R) 
Plainly furnished with narvow bed, chair, wocshstand, 
а 521). vardrobe agsirnct cre wall. Foster enters, th. 
newspsper cn bed or chair} crd locks dcor, Foster sters 
to wsrdrcbe and krocza three times сг it, А aimiler 
Xnccz comes Pron o0, miffled by wali, Fesser cpens icc 
of wardrobe and enters, ‘the wardrobe closes tehind h's 

INT. KIS2ZON - 3EORKT ACCK - NIaUT 
ук СОЕ оңот . (Q, to ^j 

саг ELS 6 

От. Foster as he comes taru а perei that crenc finto the 
Werdrcbe ín the other room. He closes the parel bebini 
him, CAMERA DUSA RACK, revealing Prem.an = The bwo 
st&rt. into room,  JAVXAA ГАМА WITE THEM te a FULL ОСТ 



243, 

244, 

2-7 
SEQ 5, 

CONTINUED: 245, 

of room, showing а room evidently used аз а radio short 
wave hideout ard laboratory. There is a table with a 
radio and equipment on it - bottles of chemicals on 
a shelf or table, and a few straight backed chaira, 
This room has no bed in it, THE CAMERA JENTERS on 
ainda, who is Lound and tied іп ore of the chairs, 
Brett snd Stone stand in the background in the shadows, 

INT. MISSION - SS3CRET ROOM ~ NIGHT 244, 
GLASE SHOT 

Сг. Linda as she looks defiantly toward Foster ond 
Brennen, who are out of scene. 

BRENNAN'S VOICE 
She won't tell us a thingi 

CAMERA PULLS ВАСЕ, revealing Foster and Brennan 
‘who have come in closer to Linda, 

FOSTER : 
She'il talk all right -- don't 
worry - = = 

He motions о,з, 

FOSTER 
Bring that lamp over here. 

(then to Linda) 
(in sarcastic tone) 

So you don't know nothin!, 
eh, sister? 

245, OUT 247.007 249,007 Z51,0UT 253,0UT 255.0UT 
456, OUT | 248,0UT 250,0UT 252,0UT 254,0UT 256.007 

БЕТЕ EXT. MISSION - NIGHT : 257e 
MED, CLOSE SHOT -- AT ENTRANCE DOOR 

^ (LtoR) 
Dick still selling papers аз Bruce comes out of mission, 
Dick steps up to him and offers him a paper, saying: 

DICK 

Poiper, Mister? 

BRUCE... (in a low voice) 
Let's get back to the car...We've got 
to work fast, 

CONTINUED: : 



257. 

258. 

2 ~ 28 
SEQ, 5 

CONTINUED: 257, 

Bruce exits from scene, Dick looks around a moment 
_then follows him out of scena,(L to Н) 

, SLOW DISSOLVE; 

EXT, REAR OF MISSION ~ NIGHT ШЕ 25а. 
MED. PAN SHOT - ON BRUCE'S CAR(TOP UP) 

As Phaeton, Alfred driving, comes into alley ond to 
а stop,(NBED CURVE IN ALLEY) Bruce and Dick, now 
as Batman and Robin get out quickly, They look up 
and off at an angle. Bruce speaks Lowe, 

Е BRUCE 
The lightod window on the third ' 
flocr is the location of the room 
І saw Searwrist go into, 



^ 

259. 

260, 

961. 

Zel.X. 

262. 

263, 

264, 

2 9. 
SEQ 5. 

EXT, SRD FLOOR WINDOW OF MISSION - NIGHT 259. 
NSB, PAN SHOT 

GAMERA PANS ЧР side of building to show lighted window, 
three stories up. Several sets cf electric cable 
stretch between buildings, 

EXT. REAR OF MISSION - NIGHT i . 260, 
MED, CLOSE - BATMAN AND ROBIN 

As Batman turns to Robin and orders: 

BATMAN 
Set the coil rope from the car, 

Robin nods, rushes to car, CAMERA PANNING WITH HIM, He 
geta the rope from back seat and runs back to Batman witi 
it, CAMERA PANNING WITH HIM BACK, 

EAT. REAR OF MISSION - NIGHT 261, 
HIDE ANGLE 

As Batman takes the rope from Robin, we see that it 
has a hook att&ched to it at one end, Batman uses 
it Like a lasso and throws it high up into the air ard 
over the electric sables. 

INSERT =- As hook catches onto cable. 263 

EXT. REAR CF MISSION - NIGHT 262. 
CLOSE CHOT - BATMAN. AND ROBIN 

Аа Batman first ard followed by Robin start to climb up 

the тора, CAMERA PANNING THEM UP, (doubles) 

EXT, REAR OF MISSION AT CABLES - NIGHT 263, 
GLOSE SHOT ХЧ: 

As Batman reaches the top of the reve, catches hold of 

the cable and extends his hand to Robin to pull him up, 

When Robin gets а hold on the cable, both start to work 

their way across toward the building by putting one hand 

over the othere 

INT, MISSLOU ЕСКЕ ROOM - NIGHT. | ~ 964, 

MED, ОҢОТ ~ ON LINDA AND, GROUF 

Linda is seated and tied in chair by table, з bright 

light like that used in pclice line blazes: in her eye? 

Beyond the light the shadowy: figures of Fostar, 

Brennon, Brett and Stone. ‘the voice of Foster is comt” 

cut cf shadows, 

CONTINJED: 



265% 

2665 

26", 

268, 

2 - $0. 
SEQ 5, 

CONTINUZD: 264, 

FOSTER, ee (0,3,) 
(tough) ` 

Come on -- quit stalling, where's that 
radium gun? 

Linda tries to turn her head away from the light. 

LINDA 
I don't know anything about it, I 
tell youi ; 

А hand comes ín, os her head a rough chove, forcing 
her eyea into tha light again, Linda goes limp in a 
faint, 

BRENNAN'S VOICE 
She's fainted! -. 

FCSTER'S VOICE 
Get some water «= 

EXT, SRD FLOOR WINDOW OF MISSION ~ NIGHT 265, 
LOSE SHOT (R to L) 

Of Batman and Robin, as they arrive at point where 
cables ara attached to window, The shot is from a DCVE- 
WARD ANGLE FOR EFFECT OF DEPTH BELOW, 

INT, MISSION SECRET ROOM ~ NIGHT 266, 
MED, SHOT ON GROUP 

As Brennen with pitcher of water in hand, starts to move 
toward Linda, There is a crash of breaking wood and 
glass o,8, 

INT, MISSION SECRET ROOM ~ NIGHT 267, 
FULL SHOT . 

(R to 1) 
Batman comes crashing thru the window and leaps toward 
Feater in the bright light beside the girl, He imocks 
him to floor as Brennan, Brett and Stone rush upon him 
from shadows, Robin comes thru window, 

ІМТ. MISSION SECRET ROOM ~ NIGHT 268, 
PAN SHOT - AD LIB OF FIGHT 

Batman and Robin in furious battle with Brennan, Brett 
and tcena, During scere а jug of acid falls to floor and 

. breaks with cloud2 of gaa building up,(Have plerty of 
breakaway furniture) 



t2 

269. 

270, 

271, 

Ds] 

275. 

"274. 

27Sa 

Qu 
31. 
5 EQ 5. 

“INT, MISSION SECRET ROOM - NICHT 269, 
CLOSE SHOT ~ OF FOSTER (CUT INTO ABUVE) 

As he picks himself up, turns to wall, slides back the 
wardrobe and disappears thru opening. (R to L) 

INT. MISSION SECRET ROOM - NIGHT А 270. 
MED. SHOT ON FIGHT 

Brennan gets hit and falls, Batman and Robin are now 
fighting Stone and Brett. ` 

INT. MISSION SECRET ROOM = NIGHT 27: 
MED. PAN SHOT i 

(R to L) 
Of Brennan аз he gets to his feet and runs past fighter: 
uc wardrobe and goes thru, Stone comes in and stagger: 
thru after him, 

INT, MISSION SECRET ROOM ~ NIGHT. 272. 
LONG 3HOT : 

Brett is knocked backwards by Batman, He crashes thru 
open door of the wardrobe as Batmen and Robin run to 
unconscious girl. 

CUT TO: 

INT. MISSION - ROOM #50 - NIGHT 275, 
CLOSE SHOT 

Foster drops bar in place so wardrobe cannot be opened ~ 
after Brennen, Stone and Brett come thru — then goes out, 

INT, MISSION SECRET ROOM ~ NIGHT 974. 
LONG SHOT 

Acid fumes billowing up, Robin has untied unconscious 
Linda es Batman runs to him from O.S. 

BATMAN, (gasping) 
Got to get her out. of here: 

He lifts Linda to arms and goes to wardrobe, Robin 
1n lead. > 

t 3 INT, MISSION RCOM ~ NIGHT 
fn. SHOT ~ AT WARDROBE 

On Brtmar and Rebin. Batman has Linda in his arms. 

"locks апа tries te open wardrobe but camob, He 

atbarts bo shoulder it, The zoom 1з (111106 with fum. 

CONTINUED: 



275, 

276, 

977, 

278. 

279. 

28C, 

с № ли 

no . 

CONTINUED: 275. 

Batman coughs as he says: 

BATMAN 
No time for that. Get to the window, 

They move thru smoke toward window, (1, to R} 

INT. MISSION GECRET ROOM - NIGHT 276. 
CLOSER ANGLE 

SHOOTING FROM BEHIND the three as they reach window 
and look out, 

BATMAN 
Go first, 1!11 follow you, 

Robin goes thru window, 

EXT. SRD FLOOR WINDOW LEDGE OF MISSION - NIGHT 277. 
OLOSE SHOT 5 

$ (L to R) 
Robin cdmes thru to ledge and hangs onto the cide. of the 
window, reaches а hand back to Batman who comes out with 
Linda over shoulder, Robin steps onto the electric 
cables and.starts across. When he clears, Batman 
carrying Linda, steps out and starts across, 

EXT. MISSION AT CABLE -- NIGHT 278, 

LONG SHOT 
(L to R) 

SHOOTING UPWARD to sell HEIGHT. Robin goes acroas wlvo 
with swift, certain steps, just like a tight rope walit. 
until he reaches the spot where the hook attached to th. 
горе is still hanging. Не gets a hold of the rope arc 
Slides down out of scene, Batman with Linda now startc 
across the cables, 

EXT. ROOF OF MISSION ~ NIGHT * 279. 
MED. PAN SHOT ` 

Of Foster walking swiftly along edge of roof, Не reacts 

as he looks off and downward, 

EXT. MISSION AT CABLE - NIGHT E 280, 
DOWN ANGLE SHOT (FROM FOSTER'S ANGLE] 

ў s (L to К) 

Оп wire-walking not, Batman is midway on wire with 

shoulder, 



282, 

2823; 

234, 

285. 

286. 

28", 

2 ~ 33, 
SEQ ә. 

EXT. ROOF OF MISSION = NIGHT 281, 
£505E PAN SHOT А 

On Foster reacting to what he sees, Hs looks off along 
roof and moves quickly to place at coring wall where a 
guy pole is placed with a coil of wire innging. Foster 
puts on gloves, throws weight on wire and breaks coil 
free, Looxing down over edge, пз starts lowering broken 
end of wira, 

EXP. MISSION ON CABLE ~. NIGHT 282, 
CLOSE SHOT . ў 

Р (L to В) 
On Batman with girl, crossing swaying cable, 

EXT, MIQGSION ROOF - NIGHT 285. 
GLOSE CHOT ON FOSTER 

in 
As he leans over, Lower/Wite. PAN DOWN wire to 
lowering end as it comes to where cables enter the wall. 

ZXT. SRD FLOOR WINDOW AT MISSION - NIGHT 284, 
` INSERT ~ 

As the raw end of Foster's wire atrikes the cables wit). 
a crackle of static and showers of sparks, 

ExT, MICSION ON CABLES - NIGHT h ЕС. 
MED. SHOT - ON BATMAN & LINDA 

: р {L to R) 
Batman with Linda over his shoulder on swaying wire as 
Lightning strikes right by his feet, 

BEXT, REAR OF MISSION - NIGHT 286, 
CLOSE SHOT ~ ROBIN 

Robin standing on ground lets go with a scream as the 
lightning reaches. Batman, 

EXT. XIS21ION ON CABLES - HIGHT 287, 
MED, SHOT ~ ВАТКАН AND LINDA ` 

Batman almost engulfed in, flames, sways dangerously back 
and forth on the cable. Suddenly he loses his balance 
and he and irua change doymward out of scene.ares 

І FADE QUT 

ттр ОР CHAPTER TWO 

ETE 



£88. 

£809. 

290, 

291, 

£92, 

$-1 
3eq. 5 

ВАТМАН 

with 

Robir, The Boy onder 

SHAPTER THREE 

FADÉ IEX:...LIGCHT 

EXT. REBAR OF EISSION aT CABLES - NIGH? £88. 
‘CLOSE SHOT - BATLAN AND LINDA 

Batman with uncorscious Linda over his shoulder falling 
down from the electrified and sparkling cables manner 
to grab the rope he used to clirb up on. He swings 
with it for a moment, then starts to slide down on it. 

- (outes) 

EXT. ROAR OF FISSION - NIGHT Р £89. 
LED. SHOT - AT ROPE 

Robin is holding оп to the end of the rope to stendig 
it as Batman with unconscious Linda over his shoulder 
comes down the rope and reaches the ground. Robin 
starts to help him with Linda as a shot rings out o.s. 
The two men react and look up. (douvlos) 

Е.т. R00» OF ETSSION - NIGHT 290. 

CLOSE SHOT ~ ON FOSTER 

Foster crouched down, and just having missed with his 
first shot, takes aim again and fires. 

ELI. REAR OS UISSION - RIGE? £91. 
LED. FULL SHOT 

Batman, Robin and Lindo. ás they run from rear of 
Mission, bullets spattering avout them. 

LET. RZASM O2 VISSION - NIGH? 290. 

LED. SHOT AZ CAR 

Ав Batman, Still carrying Linda апа fcllowed by Robin, 

CONTINUZD: 



№ © m . 

Бу 

294. 

Seq 5 

CONTINUED: 291, 

arrives at his pkaeton, top up, just as another shot 
rings out o.5, Alfred with car. The car apparently 
is parked around a TURN 07 TEZ ALLEY and out of reach 
of Faster's fire. Robin opens the rear door and then 
together they put Linda, who is still urconacious, on 
the back seut. ' 

LIT. REAR C? MISSION - NIGHT eer, 
LED. JILOSI SHOT AT 2HAEZCNÜTOP U?) 

Satrun bends forward and feels Linda's pulse anxiously. 

BATUAN... (anxiously) 
Linda! * i 

{to Robin) 
She's still unconscious -- we'd 
better rush her to the hospital, 

EiT. MISSION ROOF - NIZHT BELT 
CLO33 SHOT - FOSTER 

He apparently is convinced that the trio got avay 
from him. Rising from his crouching nosition, he 
30ckets his gun, looks over edge of roof and then 
starts runrinz о.з, 

. BAZ. 3RD PLOOR Han Oz ШЕСИ И - NIGHT £95. 
PULL SHOT 

As Brett and Brennan come down the hall (R-L) and walk 
towards door to room БО, Foster comes running in frem 
opposite direction (L-R) and says, panting: 

FOSTER... (panting) 

They got away! 

BRENNAN 
Daka won't be »leased when you. 
report that to hir. 

FOSTER... (belligerently) 
I dia my best.  Anyhcw, I'm not 

` afraid of him or any other Squint? 
Че"а better get everything dismantled. 
fhe Batman will probatly tell the 
police avout this place. 

s they enter room. 

DISSOLVE TO: 



296. 

298, 

na 

INT. DR. BORDEN'S OF.ICE - NIGHT £06. 
FULL SHOT 

linda is lying in chair, just recovering consciousness. 
Bruce and Dick who have own clothes on agnin, are 
watching her anxiously. Interne is at medicine cabinet, 
He pours something out of a bottle inte a glass, brings 
it over and hands it to Linda. She drinks it. The 
interne watches her a moment, then rods his satisfactior. 

INTERNE 
I guess she's all right now. 

Ke goes toward the door, turrs and says: 

INTERNE Н 
If you need me, I'll be in the i 
dispensary. Н 

BRUCE | 
Thark you, doctor. 

The interne exits. 

IN?. DR. BCRDEN'S OPTICE ~ NIGHT г 297, 
LDD. THREZ SHOT 

їігдц opens her eyes, nctices Dick and Bruce and gazes 
at them in surprise. 

LINDA | 
On, Bruce.,.How did you get here? i 

BRUCE | 
In our car, | 

LINDA | 
And how did I get here? | 

DICE 
у, >. 

BRUGS.. finterupts) | 
Ir an ambulance. . i 

INT. DR. BORDEN'S OPICE Е NIGHT „їн, 
CLOSZL #40 SHOT - BRUCE & LINDA 

AINDA 
What was wrong with mo? 



` £99. 

500. 

5-4 

Seq. 5 

THT. DR. BORDEN'S OFICE - NIGHT 299. 
CLOSE T40 SHOT - LINDA & BRUCE 

BRUCE 
Maybe something you ate while you 
nad dinner with ycur Uncle, 

Linda shares her head and sits up and looks frightened 
&з she says: 

5 LIKDA 
Oh, I remember now. I didn't hare 
dinner with him. Before he arrived, 
I was called to the phone and thor E 
fainted. .Љеп І came to, І was ina . 
room in the slums With some awful men, 

INI. DR. BORDEN'S OrcICB - NIGHT scc. 
EED. THRE3 SHOT - BRUOE, LINDA, DIOK 

Bruce shoots a significant look at Dick then ргеіегіѕ 
surprise. | 

: BRUCE 
Linde -- оге you sure you didn't 
dream that? 

LIUDA 
Of course I'm sure. ‘They claimed 
to hare lost a radium gun in this 
hospital and-said that I knew 
Vhere it was. 

BRUCE 
Sounds like the men you told me 
about - the ones Who stole the 
radium from Dr. Border. 

LIKDA 
You're right, Bruce! Or at least 
ї*т sure they must belong to the 
Same Banga 

Xárda gets up, very tottery. 

DIKDA 
Do you suppese they had anything to 
ác with Uncle Usrtin's disappearance? 

BRUZE...irdifforortly) 
I hardly think sc, 



501. 

S62. 

$-5 
Seq. E 

INT. DR. BORDEN'S O3CIOE ~ NIGH? scl. 
LED. THRES SHOT 

As Linda starts to pace up and down, 

LINDA 
1f І only һай someone to help me. 

DICK, 
Sounds like a job for the Batman. 

Bruce, annoyed, Says to Dick; 

BRUCE 
Ey friend 

(һе turns to Linda) 
Че were going to the wrestling 
mateh but I'll ke glad to teur up 
the tickets if we can be of any help. 

LINDA 
I wouldn't think of spoiling your 
Pleasure for the world! Besides, 
what could you do? 

DICK. 
What could we do? Why...Vhy... 

BRUCE...{ensily) 
This is a job for the police, Linda, 
and I'm going to tell them about it. 
Core ulong, SOY. a . 

He hastily yanks Dick from the room, and in doing so, 
says over his shoulder: 

BRUCE 
We'll be back, Linda, 

VIPS TO: 

EIT. STREZT AT 2ND FOLICH BOX - NIGHT 302, 
BULL ESTABLISHING ЗНО? 

(Phaeton, top-up, Alfred and Robin.) 
ÜaLZBa DOLLIES in to а 21055 Saor or Bruce as he speaks 
irto the box. 

BRUCE 
I would suggest: yeu raid the 
tenement known as the House of 
the Open Door, 



363. 

‘3-6 
Seq. 5 

INT. CA22. ARNOLD'S OFFICE ~ NIGHT 
CLOSE SHOT ON ZAPT. ARNOLD 

ед о ел 

Sitting at his desk listening to the phone message 
from the o.s. Bruce. 

ARNOLD 
Sure..sure:.. Heyl.. wait a 
minute - who ere you? 

As Bruce's о.з. voice comes over, he shows perturbation. 

ARNOLD 
The Batmani... 

He turns and, putting his hand over phone, calls to 
some one 0.5, 

Н ARNOLD 
Hey, trace this call ~ quick! 

The click of the other par ty hanging цо comes over and 
Arnold, reacting to it, says: 

: ARNOLD 
Oh, never mind - he's gone? 

` Не hangs up disgustedly. . 

EXI, SEREET AT 2ND OALL BOX - HIGHT ` $04. 
CLOSE SHOT ON BRUCE (L-R) 

AS with a broad grin he closes door of oall box. 

ETT. STREET АТ AND POLICE CALL BOX - NIGHT. 305. 
CLOSS SHOT- AT BRUCE'S 2HAE?ON {Тор up) 

Alfred in driver's seet., Dick is standing teside 
car, looking troubled as Bruce enters into scene, (L-R) 

> DIOX 
Okay? 

BRUCE 
Okay.. shat's worrying you, sor? 

DICK $ 
Did you mean what you told Linda? 
About the gang that stole the radium 
ret being the same bunch whe grabbed 
her Uncle? 

CONTINUED: 



3C5. 

306. 

5-7 
Seq. 5 

CONTINUED: ` 505. 
BRUCE 

Of course they're the same gang. 
I just didn't vent to frighten her. 

DICK 
The question is what are we going 
to do ebout them? 

BREIE 
Our best chance is thru that gun. 
What happened to Linda shows how 
anxious they dre to get it back. 
Hop in! 

He motions Dick to enter the car. 

DICK. 
Are we going into action? 

: BRUCE 
.No ~ wé're going te put an Ad in 

-. the paper. 

They start to enter the car. 

DISSOLVE TO: 

INT. COUNCIL CHALBER - NIGHT i 206. 
FULL SHOT 

Така is seated at head of table. At this table there 
are also seated Pletcher, liershall, Preston and Wallace. 
Verren, his hands bound in an intricate Oriental feshicn, 
is seated next to Mershall. Foster is at his place but 
is standing. He has made his report and Daka is furious. 
CAMERA DOLLIES IN: 

DAKA А 
You were a stupid bungling fool to 
let the girl escape. 

А FOSTER 
But as I explained, the Batman 
interfered... 

DAKA». (interrupting) 
I'm sick and tired of that alibi. 
The Batman is only а rank amateur 
who can't measure up to any of уси -- 
Get rid of hir! 

CONTINUED: 



$06. 

307. 

308. 

509. 

5-8 
Seq. 5 

CONTINUED: 506. 
FOSTER 

That's easier said than done. 

ТАХА 

Silence? 

Daka turns his anger on Warren. 

INT. COUNCIL CHAMBER - NIGHT 
LED. GROUP SHOT 

я Ээ ~ n 

Daka asks savagely: 
2 DAKA 

Well, Mr. Warren, do you still 
refuse to become a member of the 
League of the New Order? 

WARRDN...(sneeringly) 
What do you think? 

DAKA 
Then the responsibility is yours. 

He reaches under his desk and presses a button. 

INT. COUNCIL ОНАМВЕВ & CRRIDCR - NIGHT ` 308. 
FULL SHOT 

Аз doors leading into laboretory corridor start to 
open slowly, revealing two zombies #1 opening ‘hem. 
Daka rises and walks towards door, where he peuses and 
calls: ү : 

DAKA Ў 
Marshall, tring Warren into the 
laboratory. 

Earshall gets їр and makes Warren do likewise. Then 
they start for the door. The others rising and follovir, 
close behind. 

INT. OORAIDQ & COUNCIL CHAMBER - NIGHT ` 5069. 
BULL SHOT 

As Daka followed by Marshall, leuding Warren, and 
Fletcher, Preston, Wallace and Poster come from council, 
charber into corridor. The two zombies #1 automatically 
close the door behind them. CAIERA TRUCKS with the 
group to the door of the electronic laboratory. 



510, 

511. 

512. 

515, 

3-9 

Seg. 5 

INT. DALA'S BLECTRONIG LAB - NIGHT 310. 
PULL SHOT 

As Daka enters followed by Marshali with Jurren and 
Fletcher, Preston, wallace and Foster crowding behind, 
Earshall lends tarren towards chair in middle of the 
room. Others stard just inside doors watching. 

INT. DAKA'S ELUGTRONIO LAB - NIGHT 511. 
LoD. SHCT AT CHAIR 

Varshall tries to force arren down into chair. Varron 
struzgles a moment, but is forced to sit dcwn. Пака, 
standing close by, smiles: 

Dak 
Resistance is useless, Warren. I 
suggest you adopt an attitude of 
fatalistie resignation. It is fool- 
ish to fight in the face of the 
inevitable. 

Marshall fixes metal clamp on Warren's arms, then 
removes the cords which bind his hands and wrists. 

INT. DAKA'S ТАВ - NIGH Siu 
CLOSE SHOP Ok WARRZK 

His eyes burning with defiance. 

WARREN 

That's where you underestimate the 
American will-to-fight, Раса. ile 
fight best in the face of your 
so-called 'inevitable'! 

INT. DAKA'S LAB - NICHT e 215. 
LED. SHOT ON THO GROUP 

Daka turns and walks over to a shelf on the wall. Ee 
takes a zombie metal headband from off the shelf. 

DaKA..(to о.в. Varren} 
чө Shall see about that. 

He walks back to Warren carrying the matal turd. 



$14. 

315. 

$16. 

517. 

718. 

INE. DANA'S LAB - LIGHT 

3-10 
Soq 5 

CLOSE SHOT - JARREN IN CHAIR 

às Duka steps close te arren and proceeds to put the 
metal band over Lis head. Warran tries to move his head 
but Marshall gets a strangle hold on his neck. AS soon 
as the band is adjusted, Dakn runs a vire which is 
atteched to it at the back up to an electric switch on 

INT. DAXa'S LAB - NIGHT 
MED. SHCT ~ WARREN & GROUP 

“the wall. Wow Dnke lowers a Glass bowl which has been 
hanging overhead until it hargs close above Warren's kc . 

21. 

Јака row Steps over to the electronic control board or. 
the wall and pulls а switch. There is а weird humming 
sound as a phosphorescent glow starts to swirl in the 
glass bowl and throws a ghostly light on the face of 
Jarren. The light in the room dims down as if unable 
to stay lit because of the tremendous power being used. 
(Light effect dimmer.) 

INE. DAKA'3 LAB - NIGHT . 
OLO3Z SHO? ~ WARREN 

916. 

Warren has his eyes closed to avoid the strong ray cf 
light.. His muscles are terse and his fists closed. The 
humming becomes lovder and the light in the glass bowl 
Stronger. 

INT. DANA'S LAB - NIGHT 
LGD. GROUP SHOT 

317. 

The other members of the League, the weird light 
2laying across their faces, are watching, fascinated. 

ING. DAXA'S LAB - NIGHT 
CLOSE SHOT - DAKA 

318. 

He is still standing at the panel board looking at 
Warren 0.8. Suddenly he throws another switch which 
shoots off sparks. Lites -play ncross his features ir 
odd effect. 

INT. DAKA'S LAB - NIGHT 
CLOSE 3HOT - WARREN i 

ale. 

He suddenly stiffers, throttles a hoarse groan and slew], 
starts to open his eyes. 
glassy. 

He stares straight ahead, eyes 



3-11 
Seq. 5 

520. INT. DakKa'J LAB - NIGHT 320. 
CLOSE GACT - CARSHALD 

Strange lights or him as he watches Warren. 

521. INT. Daka'S LAB - WIGAN $21. 
CLOSS SHO? - DAKA 

Ав he throws off all switches. The humming stops, tho 
Sparks cease and the room lights came back on to naturcl 
level. He turns and exits in Warren's direction. 

ощ m iv . Ір. Daka's LAB & CORRIDOR - NIGHT 522. 
IED. SHOT 

Аз Deka walks over to the chair. Uurshall starts to 
remove the clamps from Warren's arms. Daka raises the 
6less bowl egain, then says to Varren thru microphone 
on Wire: d 

DAKA — 
Warren - rise and step forward. 

| The others watch exzentantly. Warren rises slowly, 
stiffly and mechanically stands still. Deka turns to 
the others with a scornfull gesture at Jnrren: 

DAMA... (sneeringly) 
There, gentlemen, is what happens 
to the American will-to-fight! 

He laughs and, ев if by cue, the others join hir. Не 
crosses in front of Warren, and газї the others and 
thru doors leading into corridor. ‘hey follow, still 

. all laughing and Warren is left standing there, still 
motionless. CATRA [OVES IN SWISELY to 01055 SHOT of 
Warren as their laughter echoes back hollowly from 
corridor. HOLD BEIZS/LY on Warren's face, then - 

END OF SEQUENCE #5 



524. 

5 - 15 
SEQ € 

PaDE IN....DaY START Cr SEQUENOE 116 

INT. BRUGB'S LIBRARY - Оду <- 828. 
100). SHO? - BRUCZ c DICK 

They are seated at a coffee table, just having finished 
their breakfast. Bruce is Wearing a nice dressing _own-- 
Dick a sweater and sports trousers. 

DICK , 

How much lorger do we have to go 
оп uctirg like this? . The way Linda 
Spoke to us last nigsht almost made 
me lose my temper. 

А BRUCE 
We've got to take it for a little 
while, longer. 

Before he can go further, Alfred comes in with a coffee 
pet ard pitcher of milk, and starts to. fill Dick's 
Glass. while doing so, he says to Bruce: 

ALPRED 
I just heard the police raided 
the House of the Open Docr. But 
unfortunately, they found nothirg 
suspicious., 

BRU CK 

І didn't thirk they would. 

He turns to Dici. 

BRUCE 
Our only chance now is that Ad 
we gut in the papers. 

DISSOLVE TO: 

E.T. LITTLE TOxYO - NIGHT | 
PULL SHOL ` 

л ei қ 

The street is practically deserted. Only at the 
Japanese Cave cf Horror can lights be seen. A barxer 
is in front of Cave, Brennan, coming dcvn the street, 
is approaching the entranca, 

BAaREER'S AD LIB SPIEL OVER SCEBZ. 



tJ 

a m D 

328. 

$5 - 15 
Seq. 6 

ZAI. CAVE OF HORRORS - HIGHT oz. 
LZD. SHOE - АТ BARIZÓA 

ig Brennan walks inte scene and uy to hin. Опе or two 
nen may be lonfing about, 

BRENNAN 
. Olosirg vo for the night? 

BARKER 
We NBVER close, friend! le stay over 
day and right fer the doo-ration! it’. 
our patriotic duty to sho. the public 
how tho Jap terrer eperates. . fou're 
just in time for our special swing ir 
rute -- five certs -- one-half -- т: 
oareent of the re;ular admission price! 
Zhank you, sir! 

He hands Brernan а ticket as àrerran slips hin a coin. 
СУКА PaliS as Brernan goes to one of the small cars 
behind gnte where a uniformed atterduxrt scats him. 

ШИТ. O4VZ CF HORRORS - EIGHT ` $26. 
CLOSEU2 - дш бад 

Brennan hands tic:o* to attendant who skoves cor on 
its vay. 

INT. TUNIZL CAVI Cs HCRRORS - RIGHT 507, 
TRAVEL ЛСТ - 

As Brennan, in car, rides past Jap atrocities scene, 
paying absolutely no attention to ther. 

ILT. OAVZ Ст НОЯПОН5 DADIN - NICHT КОНА 
15D. SHOT 

The car arrives at spot where Jap wrestler with lerge 
club stands watch. Brennan stops car and jumps out, 
Sending it or its way o.s.. He “оез past Saverman and 
cetween lorze prap rocks, “as he disappears thru о тос г 
САН BAG to wrestler whese heed has keen turned watchi 
Brennan exit. Не assumes pose again. 

с. OaVz CP. HORRORS LalDING ~ NIGHT | cul 
‚ OLGis SHCT 

Brennan Steps irto scene, holds up his hard. А buzzing 
starts up, 20Н МАШЫП OUT, he removes hard. Secret 
door swin;s invard and he enters, 



5-14 
Seq. 6 

350. IET. COUNCIL Cai zu - NIGHT SOC 
CLOSD SHOW - Oily. 

He is looking at some maps ns the light above door to 
cave flashes on and off and buzzing comes over. Но 
pushes a button and looks into his scanning screen. 

351. INSIRA: SOANNING SCRIBD - showing CLOSD “HOT of 
Brennan’s hand glowing with fluoroscopic effect, 
showing the bones of hand in palm of which is 
figure "5", Ў 

952. LUT. COUNCIL CHANSER - NIGHT 
GLOSI 5407 - DaKa 

He puts map into drawer and presses another button. 
CALIBRA FULLS BAQX taking in dcor to cave as it erens 

and Brennan enters. СА: 29л ФАМЗ him over to Paka. 

BRENE ai... (beaming) 
Good news, Ohief. ‘The heud of group 
22 reports that the supply train is 
going south over the Shore Line at 
10:00 2.1, tonight 

DANA 
She Shore Linc? 

$33. IET. COUNCIL 0 BI - ГІ 
CLOSE SHOE Oi 2. 

He takes out map ond studies it intensoly. 

DLA 
That means it must pass. over the 
Vest Gate bridge. : 

He makes a mark on паз, 

: i (continues) 
30 пісе. 

2 ICIL спао - ien i QUA. 
? CH GROUP · Ree 

Daka preduces а mysterious-looking box. 

DATA 
Since we lack the radium gun which 
was inoxeusably lost, we rust employ 
this to wreck the supply train. It 
will not be as efficient, tut... 

Buzzer sounds. 



с en en 

3T. 

506, 

579. 

Il 
12 

COUNCIL OHAEMBZR + HIGHT ; 6 
SHO? CN DANA TES 

t I: 

fhe light evove door to cave flasues and bu 
over. Daka St it on then loots at soc. 

IIRI RZ? 
E of roster d 
ffect. showing vones in da and in palz oi 
ines 5". 

- Showing: CL035 526, 

тїт, CCUNCIL 
SHOT - до 

Panel from the tunnel opens and Poster enters 
obviousl; excited. He onrries а FORDE) Z8: 

„Но 15 

POSTER 

Liston to this, chier! 
- (excitedly) 

сол iCIL OHAL 
SHCY ON 25012 

JOSTER (roading) 
Found near City Hospital. Ode 
device shaped like revolver. 
Probably a curio. Omer ray elain 
same by culling at Room BOZ Godfrey 
Buildin: Dhonin:: Kochester 1166. - 

Dalla 
Very intcresting. 

хопто» 
I phoned: the minute I read it and 
mage an ap ointment although the: 
fellow said he couldn't sce me 
until ten tonight. 

INT. COUNOII С: 
CLOSE SHOW Oi 

Go - NIGHT соо, 

He thinks a moment then nods. 

Da 
Obviously; the Patman's trying to 
set n trap for us. 

(thinks a second, then adds? 
Jo will catch him in his own net, 
since he охо ects us at ton, we 
Shnll surprise him at nine, obtain 
the gun and use it to тос: the train. 



5 - 16 
Белп. ё 

260. IHT. COURCIL CHASER - HICET 
UDD. 3HC? ON GROUP 

FOSTER Lat 
What train? 

DAA 
Ihere is no time to explain now.. 

He picks up map and hands it to Foster. 

, DARA 
Put this ma? in your pocket. 
Brennan will tell you ill ubout it. 

205271 
I won't miss on this job. 

Ф. 
You had better not! 

$61,. INT. COUNCIL СНЫ 
LED. SEOL OF 

DR ~ NIGHT 
- aANOQHE ANGLE 
5 

Foster: starts t rd the door leadin, into tho dave,” 
Brennan following. Daka oalls after them. 

DAMA 
Pick цр Stone and Brett to 
assist you. 

Drennan nods, then comes back and takes the mysterious 
box from table, 

BRENA 

I'll take this along in csse 
we don't get the gun. 

DAKA 
Very well - but if it is the 
Batman who has the gur, remember - 
he must be destroyed! 

Че looks at them sternly. They salute and exit. 

Past CUZ. 

END 02 3DQUZZOE 76 



RADE IW... UICHT 

BAT. PRONT CS SOLLRLY BLDG - NIGH? 54. 

ESTABSISHING 2102. 

BLOG AZ 20CR.AY - NICHE 45, 

Gn Dick, in Robir outfit, half-hiddon in shadows 
doorway, Short distance from main entrance of buil. 
He is looking off, up and i Street. ап 0.5. cloc 
Starts to chime. de looks up. 

IKZ. 2C4ZA - NIGH? 
LONG SucT (3]00:) 

ML. 

Of clock indicating nine o'clock. It bongs out hour. 

STRIDIT ARCURD COR JRO SODSLRZI BLDS - NISE 
she? (R=L) 

Heavies' sodan 31 with Brennan at wheel, Foster by 
his side and Stone and Brett in rear ser at, Dulls up. 
(Poster and Brennan have. newspaper) Ll'yntorious box 
is in scdan. 

REET ARGUED CORNER FRC" 502:42Y BIDI - NITD 546. 
LOSS SHOV - AT JAR 

The four hoavies zet out. Joster, newspaper in pocket, 
says to Brennan in e low voice: 

POJTIR 
Make gure they haven't a look- 
out stationed nearby. 

Drennan, "ith newapajor in hand, nods and emite from 
scono. {R-L) 

ZU? AROULD SOREGR PRON GODIUCDY Ча, eM 

Ls Brennan with newspaper walks to street corner(u-L) 
at front of buildi апа cautiously peers around the 
corner, the other atoning. 



528. 

549, 

550. 

5 - 18 
Sca. 7? 

БАТ. j 
CIOE 

OUL C2 GODFREY BLDG лт DCOR. 
? CH ROBIN 

- IGI 548. 

hs chimes cease. Но glances up and down street but 
appears to sec nothin; suspicious. 

П 

“BAT. SIRES? ARQUES CCRNZA PROV CODIRDZI Эрго - FITS 540, 
ISD. WEN SHOT - PAVORTLG BRUZHHAZS (R-L) 

Ls he motions to others to stay behind and tren tr 
around tha corner, revspaper ir. haud, 

ECT. FRONT OF GODFREY BIDG АФ DOOR.AY - KICHE, 
cu SHOT - ROBIN d 

He stares off screen intently. (В) 

EXI. FRORT OF GODESZY BLDG - NIGH? SEL. 
FULL SHCT (R-L) 

Brennan comes slowly clong, scanning street numbora, 
AS he passes Goifrey building, he gives quick look at 
number, tuxes quick 190i at folded newspaper , nods 
satisfaction and goes stealthily along. Robin hositzt^. 
а moment, then-slowly follows. At corner Brernan turni 
out of sight and Robin follows. 

EiT, STRSSZ COANDH AT OUI 
FULL SHOT 

202 C? BID} - NITE SUSE 

‘Robin comes to corner(R-LY, looks doun side street 
which is dosertcd. Нс hositatcs a moment, thon exits 
around cornor. i 

T i 
ht 

SIRES 
» CLOSE 

BLDG - FITE 555. 
m 

foster, newspaper in pocket, has seen Robin pass around 
the other corner of the building. He motions to tho 
others that the "coast is clear’ and all three exit 
around their cornor of the ouilding (к-т). 

EXT. X022825I BUILDING ~ RIGHT ond, 

Robin comes to alloy (R-i), 
at Brennon's disappearance. Ио takes fov steps u^ it, 
when Brennan omerzosg т deep shadows from behind ard 
9irikes hii over head vith sandba;. Revin collapses. 
Brenrun glances around, sees fire esoape, starts tc 
climb it. s 

¿glances up it, puzzica 



555. EXZ. ALLEZ Roan CP 2002321 BLD - NICE 
PED. 3H07 (CUT І ROVS) 

a л fx 

Ks S8renran hits zcoir on head and climbs fire escape. 

255. .IN?. ROOM 602 - NICH Мз. 
LED. SHC? 

Alfred is поч made ©з as an elderly ran and his ox 
lasses us well as wis. He is just abeut to put on 
a phoney-looxing mustache or beard when Bruce, іг 
Batzen's outfit, says: ` 

BRUCE 
Srap into it, Alfred. “hey mny 
be here агу time. 

ALFRED 
But it's only nine o'clock, sir! 

Bruce neatly snatches the nzustucne from alfreá's hon 
and puts it into his pocket, saying: 

RRUCI atiently; 
X know -- but they might te here 
ehead of time to catch us nayni 
Get ready to io your stuff. 

Bruce then walks over to the window, rraetioal, opens 
it, puts one foot ог fire езтлре and leanin; back in 
towards alfred, says in whisper: 

BRUCE 
I'll be right outside to give 
yov. а kand in oase of trouble. 

With that, he climts out and closes window from out- 
side, lenving it oper only a couple cf inches to heer 
what's going om inside. 

967, ХХІ. ALLEY ROAR OP GODZ/ABI BLDG - NIGHT TRT. 
CLOS 3HC2 OF ROBIK 

He is recovering from blow on hegxd. He gots up very 
skaldly and gazes л.з. - reacts to what he sees 
makes his у to fire escape and starts climbir 

858. SOFRE BLDG 2 3 
T - WHAT ROBIN 32253 

Brerran just lesvinz top of fire escape. 



£2 OY 

i m 

уз 

+ ROO 802 - FICHT 
EZD. 510%? 

Alfred, sented behind the desk. He reacts to a kneck 
at the door лий, scared, eslls cut: 

ALZRZU..(scarcd) 
X =- k =- k--Core ini 

Tho Gsor opens nid Jocter gtcos in -R-B). 
folded reuspaper in his hand,  Lonvin. tho: 
a fraction, he comes towrd tho dcgk, 
Herrowly. 

lo: do you do, 
лё in the host ard Pound ool: 

AnSRZD 
Y--Qios, gir. 

Well, I'm the ov ef that curio. 

ALZRED 
Ch, you aro - eh? A mest unique 
object indeed. 

Бе looxs alound to make sure that Eruce is out there. 

Dif. АСОИ 90& - NICH: 
GLOSE SHOT - o? Bal 

Cu ledge beside window. Tie stands listening The zh 
voice of Alfred comes over: 

aLlNED'3 VOIE С.з 
IZ you cnn escrive au to me nn 
arg willing tg pay a suitnule reward... 

561. Ti Root ace ~ RIEL 
ССр BHC? - OL 2 АҢЫ, 70. 

soster has step sed ir close to lean reross 
tbrus:i the neuspa; oer пе is gri 
A ve saying: 

hj Across 

POSTER 
We'll sii» the deseription and 
tha reward. Hand it overs 



5 - 21 
dea. 7 

IK SEH Showing gun muzzle wrapped in побвоорот SER. 
Jointed touard SARA. 

- KICHI б S625. 
- ALLRED C 

Alfred pulls taci vith 2 

That's = pistol you're Sointin: 
&t y Sir. 

It sure is, buddie; 

ALSRZS 
I wish you wouldn't do that -- 
it makes me vory norvous. 

Cuaqum 
nore tln nervous ir n 
you don't han: over that 

YOU'll be 
minute, a 
rudium juni 

I -- I -- you Я 
I - IHhsven't it 

YOO. (raises vciae) 
Зоте in, boys. 

564. ROOD BEZ - 
ОНО)? 3EOT 

„5 the door opens. and stone anc Brett enter (В-2). 

РЧ 
Search the lace. 

over 
eubinct. 

und tho desk a 
Stone os t5 the 

un in his coat pocket. 
al a 
Fost or nuts his 

XENT CO 

it's not от 

S Brett docs 
is eges on the 
„5 il! of ense. 

And Line, 
pocket. 



$66. 

S67, 

568. 

269. 

270, 

^ T m 

5-22 
Seq. 7 

Bit. ROOL ВОВ - NIGHT 
CLOSE SHOL 

Batman by window. 

Tat. КСО Or FODFREY BLOG ~ NIGHT : 566. 

YZD. ЗА. SHOT 

Brennan crossing roof past skylight in stealthy 
manner. He moves tc coping, looks devn. 

пт. ROW! 802 - NIGHT 267. 
OOTING DOWN FRON ROO? - ERENNAN'S ANGLE 

Batman by window on ledge. 

56А. 

Brennan grins, pulls out gun, takes aim. But before 
he can fixe, he is hit like a ton of bricks by Robin. 
Brennan goes down and gun flies out of picture tovard 
skylight. The two go down fighting (dovbles). 

EXT. ROO? OF GODFREY BLDG - NICIM 269, 
INSERT ` А 

Ав gun falls оп roof by skylight. 

EXT. ROC; GODFREY BLDG - FIGHT 370, 
IED. SHOT ` j 

Robin and Brennen fighting. Brennan knocks Rovin to 
roof, runs te skylight to get gun. hon he is clear, 
Robin gets to his feet and dives ufter hir. 

ЛАТ. ROOF OF GOUFREL BLDG - KISHT 571. 
EED. SHOT N Е 

Brennan in, grabs gu, turns. Rebin dives into 
scene, hits him. Но erashes bank and both so thru 
skylight {dovbles). м 



. ROO” 802 ~ ГІ 
D MiO- ALORED, BAMI, STOND, SOSTA, 

D ВЕЗШКАМ 
20 

АЈ 

The heavies searching room react with ai 
tions of surprise and alarm as Robin and 
crash thru the skylight. 

Tht. RCO! BO - RIG. ` GR. 
CLES 3HOT - OH BATI it) nOBIN Dl 

дь. 

ae they crash to floor with shower of plasse Robin 
starts to get up, leaving Brennan momentari sturn 

- RIGE (Cft 

Zrett апё stone standin; in surigao as Hovin, M 
out, sets to his feet. Zoster goes for Robin. 
instant, Alfred jumps to his feet, urabds Yostor 
behind. Brett and Stone i 

an crashes in [L-X) 
а heap. The fight is 

апа all: 
mover in anc 

375. 10 COVE: ©7656. 

976. + O01" 76, i 
: II). быб : 

roster пп іп. oster knocks .lfired 
down. Robin lands into scene, sending roster reel 
Rovin getting; the uorst of it. 

IAM. ТОБ US 

Batman douns Brett and stone and goes to Rabin's 
rescue as Broman stascerS to foot. 

UU. ROOF 802 - NIGH? : HEP 
эпо? ` 

ily to his feet. Brett ос 
In fsliin:, hic raot 

^. the haine fulls 

he nac 



vict 

1 

o 

$79. Tt. хос 802 - 
LED. 3107 

Robin and Foster mixing., Robin splits Foster's coat. 
It eramos him and he tears it off auicklg recoverin, 
the sun from its pocket. 4s he does so, В 

wnirlvind, imocks the gun from his hand and dow 
п falls out of scene. 

ne starts to sit wp, notiecs shone cesar hin, 
diels 'overator', апд svenks into shore in low ve 

ARID.. finto phone) 
Give го 3cotland Yard -- I mean, 
the police -- Please hurry!.. 
I'm being murdered here! 

Before ne can Say more, a chair comes flying: into 
out cold, and his phony wi: Scene and knocks hi 

comes off. 

HE С $1. 

alfred on floor. Robin and 
ns Brennan and the other two hosvies jum: them.  zostor, 
in shirt sleoves, rogil; vets up and ro-onters the 
Fight. The four men, Srett, Stone, Brennan and Poster, 
back Robin and Batman across the room, 

Batman start сусг to him 

teed sits up apain and in a goofy т r, n 
з the vii and Sturts to out it on without the nid 
rror thereby putting the front pnrt in the tach. 

304 - NIGH? 
JHOL - JRO! (IITHOUT aL RID) 

Batman end Robin, fight in: in close corner, are 
arent ly tting tho worst cf it..Jvom Brett, stone, 

Dreunan and fostor(without cout). 



5 ~ 25 
Ваа. 7 

534. ТЕЗ, ROON 802 - NICE? 204. у 
CL0503 3HOT - ALFRED i 

As he tries to support himself in an effort to set un, 
his right hand touches something -- it is Foster's gun. 
He reacts highly pleased. 

$85. ТИТ. ROOL 802 - NIGHT 30i. 
TONS SHOT - OW FIGHT 

Batran and Robin still backed into corner by Brett, 
stone, Brennan and гоѕёох(іл shirt-sleeves) - when 
Alired's o.s., shots start splintering lignt fixtures 
Lear them. Heavies can’t take it, run out ihe door. 

Ed à у « Тит. ROOL 602 - NIGHT А 506. 
CLOSE SNO? - AT DOOR 

AS Brett, Stone, Srennas and PFostor(in shirt-slo 
run out and pull isor closed. лз they clear, В: i 
and Robin run in but shots from o.s. alfred keep coming. Е 

їпеу jum) behind the il cabinets. > 

187. IET. ROO! AGE - HIGHT SET. i 
OLOSZ BHC? OF ALMID (QU? INTO ABOVZ). ` 

AS ho fires wildly off, waving pistol us ho docs so Е 
shots сап land almost any 2laco. Pinally gun is empty ; 
but he keeps clicking it. М 

Edd. INT. НОО! 802 - NIGHT зев. 1 
LOXCER SHOT - . Н 

The boys come out of hidin; and cross to Alfred, 
raging him to his fect. Batman shures him and takes 
off his wig. Alfred gradually comes out of it. 

ч ALSRED 
How many did I kill? 

BAT IAN 
Seven. E 

ALSRZD 
But there verc only four of the 
ruffians. 

ROBIN 

You killed three of them twiec. 

CONLT NU 



[5] zo C 

290, 

o1. 

CONTINUZD: 565. 

Alfred starts to look агомлё in surprise and asics: 

C ALFRED 
Мпоге are the bodies? 

ROBIN... (nonehalantly) 
че throw them out of the window. 

is Alfred goes toward the window, Batman turns to Ronis 

. ROCI uO2 - 
Bik SHO? Ог Ball 

Bat ay 
Mhy didn't you let us kno! they 
were coming? 

КОЗІН 
I only saw опо кап arā I XZollowod h 
It wat a plant to grav a from 
the entrance to the. buildin and T 
foll for it. 

ЗАГА 
Lucky you | did -- you saved my life 
on the roof. 

Ме looks about at tie conzusion and spots Foster's coat. 

Baas 

Hello!,.Hern! з something: 

He walks over and picks їр the coat. 

Зоо, 

Пе giens up Poster's coat and starts to схатіпе it. 

В. 
Let's look for some m of 
identification. 

He taion goat and unfolds it. 

тыт. ROOM 802 - NIGHT Sol. 
CLOGS БИС OH ЗААН 

4S Robin ste2s in to hin. 

GOFZINUZD: 



391. COHTINUZO: 3591. 
И ROBIZ 

What's this? 

BAW A 
A map -~ of the shore Line Railroad. 

(excitedly) 
Look here! 

His firger points to mark on map. During tnis, Alfred, 
without wig, joins them and edges in closely. 

BATIAN 
That circle arcund the West mote 
Bridge! and 10 Р.К. seribolod in 
the margir. What time is it? 

ALFRED../looks at watch) 
Nine thirty-four, sir. 

BAHAN 
Then we've orly got £6 minutes to 
sto» whatever they're uo to. 

f , ROBIN 
What makes you think tho ton p.m. 
тезпз tonight? 

k BATAN 
T don't -- but there's nothing 
like raking sure of it. 

He ‘thrusts map into pocket and starts for door, Rotin 
and Alfred following him, К, 

$92. ТЫЧ. ROOK 802 - NICHT 595. 
IONS SHOT 

AS they near door, a police siren is heard о.з. 
Batman stops them. 

BAT AL 
чо haven't time to explain <o the E 
police. e'll leave by way of thc roof. 

They movo under sxjlight. Batman and alfred, vithcut vic, 
Start to hoist Robin up. 

IN. ВОІ: RZ - NIGH? gat. 
CLOSE U? - —— > 

As Batman & Alfred hoist Robin up ‘toward skylicht. 

DISSOLVE 



5 - 28 
SEQ 7. 

$94, EXT, COUNTRY ROAD - NIGHT $94, 
LOHS SHOT ш 

(Ь to R) 

Heavies {1 Sedan whizzing down deserted road, CAMERA 
FOLLGIING A MOMENT, Brennan driving - Stone in front =- 
Brett and Foster in back.(Fostor in shirt sleeves) 

595, ІМТ, HEAVIES SEDAN #1 - NIGHT | 595, 
PROCESS SHOT (L ов) 

Brennan io driving with Stone alongside in front, Brett 
and Foster, in shirt sleeves, are in back seat. Foster 
is looking out as he directs: 

FOSTER... (to Brennan) 
The bridge is over that way, Turn off 
the road; d 

Brennan nods, Foster reaches down to floor of car and 
brings up the box Brennan took from рэка, 

596, EXT. COUNTRY ROAD CLEARING - NIGHT 596. 
FULL РАН ЗНОТ (L to R) 

Of.heavies Sedan #1, Brennan driving, Stone in front, 
Brett and Foster(in shirt sleeves) in back, as it сць. 
sharply off road and across clearing. STAY WITH CAR 
BRIEFLY, then - 

WIPE TO: 

сд $97, EXT. COUNTRY ROAD - NIGHT 
LONG PAN. SHOT ? (L to R) 

` Bruce's closəd phaeton аз it speeds alongs . Robin drivin... 
Batman in front with him(Alfred not in саг) 

$98. ІМТ. BRUCE'S CLOSED PHAETON - NIGHT 598. 

FROCESO SHOT р 
(L to R) 

Robin is driving, Batman is sitting next to him, 

Alfred is not with him. 

ROBIN 
X don!t see them, 

BATMAN 

They've got quite a start on us, 
I'11 tell you where to turn off, 

Robin steps on the gas, 

‚ 599. EXT. COUNTRY ~ NIGHT * 599. 

LONG PAN SHOT (L to В) 

Xf Bruce's closed phaeton speeding up and going arcund 

Sond an roade Robin driving - Bruce also Їп front seat. 

DISSOLVE TOs 



400. 

401. 

402. 

5 - 29 
SEQ. 7, 

EXT. TRESTLE BRIDGE ~. NIGHT 400. 
MRD. FULL SHOT (L to R) 

On middle of trestle. Foster, Brett, Brennan and Stone 
walzixg in. Foster, in shirt sleeves, is carrying the 
mysterious box. ie stops them and э says: 

FOSTER 
` Now that the guards have been attneded 

to, this shouldn't take long. You give 
me з hand, Brennan. Stone, you and 3rett 
be on the' look-out e 

BRETT... (appeasingly) 
Okay, but hurry. That train's about due, 

Foster throws him a disgusted look, then he and Brennan 
start in to work as the other two men walk away, 

EXT, THESTLE BRIDGE ~ NIGHT 
CLOSE SHOT ON FOSTER(IN SHIRT SLEEVES) & BRENNAN 401. 

On their xnees, They fasten mysterious box on track, 
taking out one or two small tools to work with, Their 
bodies shield all details from CAMERA, 

EXT, TRESTLE BRIDGE -- NIGHT 405. 
TWO SHOT - BRETT & STONE 

Both very obviously on edge, .They stand clase together 
and cast furtive glances about them, Brett starts. 

BRETT 
E" think I hear the train whistle, 

STONE... (shakes head) 
Just your imagination. My nerves are 
kinda shot, too. 

He takes out cigarettes, proffers one to Brett who 
takes ib. 

> BRETT... (Lighting ur) 
ALl. the same, I'd hate to get caught 
on this trestle with that train comin!, 

STONE 
I'd rather face a train опу day than 
the Batman. 

Brett nods agreement, 



405, 
сг 

404. 

405. 

А06. 

207. 

3 - 30 
SEQ, 7 . 

(R to L) 403, 

A train whizzing through night at fast clip. 

EXT. TRESTLE BRID 
MED. SHOT ON Foot 

RUNBY OF TRAIN - NIGHT (STOCK) 

- NIGET 404, 
BR (IN SHIRT SLERVES)& BRENNAN 

Worzing away as Brett and Stone rush in excitedly, 

BRETT 
Hurry up, will ya? It's comin! $ 

Foster has a harried look on his face as train whistle 
ecmes over, Brennen drops his tools and gets up. stor, 
looking up and off, has a horrified expression, 

; STONE... (terrified) 
book;.. 

Д р (R to L} 
Brennan, looxing off in same direction, shouts: 

А BRENNAN 
The Batmant 

Foster, and Brett look up quickly. 

EXT. TRESTLE BRIDGE ~ NIGHT 7 405, 
MED. FULL SHOT 

Of the four men-Brett, Store, Brennan, Foster(sbirt 
sleeves)-at ca x of trestle os Batran and Robin leap in 
and st thom? Fós ly, however, does not get up to 
meet Batman but goes on working as the other three heavies 

tangle with Batmen and Robin. (doubles) 

EXT. TRESTLE BRIDGE ~ NIGHT 406. 

MED. SHOT 

Cf Robin fighting Brett and Batman against Stone and 

Brennan, They are fighting furiously as sound of train 

whistle comes over.again, А11 seem to be aware of impe. - 

ing nearnesa of train, (doubles) 

| EXT. TRASTLE BRIDGE -- NIGHT 407. 
CLOSE SHOT ON FOSTER (SHIRTSLEsVES) 

Looking over shoulder anxiously at sound of train whist 

then osse fight, then back to work, He continues 

working furiouslye * 



408, 

499. 

410. 

41% 

412- 

ELS. 

714. 

RB 
ao m Det чи * 

BAT, TRESTLE BRIDGE ~ NIGHT 408. 
MSD SHCT - ROBIN & BRET? 

Robin is getting the worst of it as Rrett downs him s: 
leaps on him, 

яхт. TRESTE BRIDGE - NIGHT 409, 
MED. SHOT - BATMAN, STONE & BRENNAN 2 

EXXohauging blows.  Batmon lands a vicious one on Stone, 
Zncozing him down, Brennan jumps on Batman and the two 
fight ona (doubles) 

EXT, TRESTLE BRIDGE ~ NIGHT 410, 
CLOSE SHOT ~ STONE 

As Stone picks himself up again and in trying to join the 
fight again, drops over a tie. He tries to catch himself 
but cannot and falls over side of trestle. A scream 
comes over аз he drops out of sight, 

EXT. TREGTLE BRIDGE - NIGHT 411, 
CLOSE SHOT ON FOSTER (SHIRTSLEEVES) 

Reacting with horror to. what has happened to Stone о.з. 
He rises quickly, having finished what he was doing. 

EXT, TRESTLE BRIDGE ~ NIGHT · 412, 
MED. FULL SHOT 

Brett has Robin almost over side of trestle as Batman 
knceks Brennan down and rushes in to stop Brett, They 
battle as Robin picks himself up groggily. 

EXT, TRESTLE BRIDGE - NIGHT t 41. 
WOR ANGLE 

Of Fight, Batman and Brett at it as Foster(in shirt 
sleeves) rushes in. Robin, seeing him, dives in at him 
and they topple. The train whistle comes over again, 

loudly. 

EXT, TRESTLE BRIDGE - NIGHT 414. 
MRD, SHOP - FOSTER & ROBIN 

Fonter, (shivtaleeves) hearing whistle, kuccks Robin away 
and calls? 

CONTINUED: 



414, 
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416. 
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fe. 
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SEQ 7, 

CONTINUED: ; 414, 

FOSTER 
The train! 

He starts out of scene, 

EXT. TRZOTLE ~ NIGHT 4 
WIDE ANGLZ 

Foster(shirtsleeves) running out of scene. Brett braaks- 
away from Batman and follows Foster leaving Brennan 
lying between the tracks, Robin is about to- give chase 
when he is stopped by the Batman, 

BATMAN 
Never mind them. We've got to save 
that train. 

Both go to place where bomb has been connected. 

EXT, TRESTLE BRILGE - NIGHT е 416, 
MED. SHOT ` 

Batman is trying to disconnect the bomb, The sound of 
the train whistle comes over very loud, х 

ANOTHER TRAIN RUNBY - NIGHT (STOCK) (R to L) 417. 

EXT. TRESTLE BRIDGE ~ NIGHT 418. 
CLOSE SHOT ON ВАТМАН 

Working like fury to get bomb disconnected, He looks 
up at o,8, Robin, 

BATMAN К 
Get off the trestle! I'll have this 
disconnected in a minute! 

EXT. TRACTLE BRIDGE - NIGHT | 4M, 
MED, SHOT ON ROBIN a 

Uncertain as to what he should ао, 

ROBIN,..(almost unwillingly) 
Okay, 

He turns and runs 0583, 



420. 

425. 

425, 

5 = 55 
SEQ 7. 

EXT. TRESTLE BRIDGE - NIGHT : 420, 
CLOSE SHOT ON BRENNAN d 

As he starts to move and slowly gets on his knees, 
takes wrench. ; 

RUNBY OF TRAIN - NIGHT (STOCK) (R to L.) 421. 

EXT. TRESTLE BRIDGE - NIGHT 422. 
. MED. GHOT - BATMAN 

He is now standing up, the bomb in his hand, Brennan 
in beg. stands up and creeps up on Batman from behind, 
Batman tosses the bomb off, 

EXT, TRESTLE BRIDGE - NIGHT 425, 
CLOSE SHOT ON BATMAN 

As he looks down - then turns to run. Brennan is on ht 
He swings one of the wrenches which Foster had left 
behind and hits the Batman on the back of his head, 
Batman drops, apparently unconscious. 

EXT, TRESTLE BRIDGE -- NIGHT 424. 
PROCESS SHOT (R to L) 

Batman lying across track in f.g. with the train coming 
straight on toward him -- as Brennan jumps off the 
trestle into the water below. 

EXT. END OF TRESTLE BRIDGE - NIGHT 425.4 
CLOSE SHOT - ROBIN 

As he reacts with horror аз` sound of train comes over, 

FET SHOT @ TRAIN - WIGHT (STOCK) 426. 

А low setup showing the wheels and under-carriage of 
cars going right over CAMERA, WHISTLE SOUNDING OFF 
with eerie tones., 23 we 

FADE OUT 

END OF CHAPTER THRES 



427. 

429, 
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Sea. 7 

ВАТМАН 

. with 

Robin, The Boy Wonder 

CHAPTER POUR 

FADE IN.....NIGHT 

OVERTA?: 

EXT. END OF TRESTLE BRIDGE - NIGHT 427, 
CLOSE SHOT ON ROBIN 

He seems horror-stricken and suddenly dashes from 
scene in direction of the Batrani 

EXT. TRESTLE BRIDSE - NIGHT . 428, 
FED. CROSS SHOT - BATMAN 

AS Robin dashes into scene, his silk cord out. He 
tosses it around a jutting spike and then bends over 
the unconscious Batman from whose forehead a trickle 
of blood is showing from hitting the rail. 

EXT, TRESTLE BRIDGE - RIGHT 429, 
CLOSE CROSS SEO? OF ROBIN & ВАТМАН 

Robin grabs Batman(blooà on forehéad) with опе arm 
firmly, the other holding onto the silk cord and 
slips over the side of the trestle, carrying the 
Batman with him. 

PIT SHOT ОЁ TRAIN - NICHT (STOCK) 430. 

Ав the wheels and undez-carriage of the cars g9 right 
over CAMERA. 

EXT. UNDER TRESTLE BRIDGE - NIGHT 421. 
3D, SHOT - SHOOTING UP (Hanging on rope) 

The Batman (blood on forehead) and Robin are hanging 
from the trestle, suspended in mid-air. Robin is 
straining to keep his grasp on silk cord and hold onto 
Batman at same time. Intermittert flashesieffects) frer: 
above indicating the train is passing overhead, 

i 

i 

m 



432, 

433. 
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EXT. TRESTLE BRIDIS - NIGHT (STOSIE) 432 

As the lest cars of the train pass over tho trestle 
and disappear into the night. 

ЕЛ2. UNDER TRESTIE BRIDGE - NIGHT 485. 
CLOSE SHOT ON BATIAN AND ROBIN 

HANGING ON SILK CORI. A trickle of blood comes fron 
Batnern's forehead, Rodin calls to him. 

ROEIN 
Brucej.... ` 

The Batman stirs slightly, groans and does not answer. 

EXT. -UNDER TRESTLE BRIDGE - NIGHT 454. 
CIOSS SHOT - SHOOTING UP (Hanging cn silk cord) 

Robin grits his teeth in an effort to hold on. we 
see his hand quivering with strain at the silk cord. 
Blood on Batmen's forehcad, 

ROBIN 

i can't hold on much lonzer, 

INSER?: Of ROBIN'S HAND or silk cord - It is 48t, 
slipping. slowly, Я 

EXT. BUSHZS NEAR TRESTLE - NICHT 456, 
IBD. SHOT 

FoSter,in shirt sleeves,and Brett are lcokirg c.s. 
Rrennap-dri: opirk wet, comes into scene. Ko glances 
at the tWo ard asks | sharply: 

BRENNAN 
Where's Store? 

Foster motions o.s. 

POSTER 
Drowned. Just as the Batman and 
that kid'll be in a moment. 

| BRENNAN 
At least we've accomplished that 
much,  C'mor, let's get moving. 
I'm soaked} 

-OONTINUD: 



£98. 

440, 

441. — 
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Seq. 7 

CONTINUED: 456. 
FOSTER 

No - wait. We want to be sure 
that they won't bother us again. 

Brett turns back and all three men contirue te look 0.8 

EAT. UKDER TRESTLE BRIDI - NIGET 257. 
VED. ЭНО? - ON Baak & RCBIN (3HO0ZING U?) 

Betran limpi forehead bleeding) -- Robin losing grip 
on silk cord, He looks u9 at it anxiously. 

IN3ZRT: CF ROBIN'S НАШЮ ON SILI CORD , 450. 

It is slipping slowly toward end. 

"BAT. UNDER TRZSTLE BRIDGE ~ NIGHT 4ге. 
VZD. SHGT - ON BATMAN & ROBIN -HANGING CN SIL: CORD 

Batman's forehead bleeding. As Robin's hand slips 
to end of rope and ooth fall out of scene. 

ZAZ. CRESI UNDER TRESTL3 - NISHI 440, 

IED. 2011 3HOT - CN ЧАТ ОА 

As Batman and Robin (doubles) come felling in with 
loud splash. Both seem to go down and are net seen. 

EXT. BUSHES NZAR TRESTLE & STREAM - NIGHT 441. 
LED. SHOT - POIR, BRENNAN & BREET ' 

Poster(shirt slesves), Brennan (wet clothing) and 
Brett loox for a while tut see ro sign of Datmen. 
Brett turns to Joster, slaps him on back with joy, 
and says to him with a grin: i 

BRETT 
That’s curtains for Ir. Batmün and 
his little helper. Let's take the 
good news to Dake. 

: BRENNAN 
I'm afraid to face him. Remember, 
we were sent out to wreek that train 
ard bring back his radium gun. 

CONTINUED: 



441. 

44. 
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Seg. 7 

CONTINUED: . 441. 

Poster squares his shoulders belligerently. 

FOSTER 
We got our biggest obstacle out 
of the way, didn't we? If he puts 
up а Bquawk, I'll tell him where 
to head in. G'mon... 

He walks out of scene, followed by Brennan anà Brett 
after another look into creek. 

БАТ. GREEK & BUSHES - NIGHT 445. 
Exo. FULL SHOP - ON UATZR'S EDGE 

&S За{тап comes up near some bushes, shaking his 
head, soemingly revived. He looks around quietly - 
cannot see Robin and dives beck under the water. A 
moment later, he is up with Bobir and pulls him 
toward shore, CAMERA PANNING WITH THEM (doubles). 

XT. CREEL ё BUSHES - NIGHT 445. 
LED. CLOSE. SHOT - AT EDGE 

As Batman walks out, half carrying Robin, who is 
rather weak from exhaustion. Batman goes to stretch 
him out on the ground and starts to work over him. 
After a few moments, Robin comes to and opens his eyes. 

EXT. EDGS OF CREEX - NIGHT 444, 
CLOSES 5HOT - BATEAN & ROBIN (CLOTHING WET) 

As Batman finds the kid reacting to his treatment, 
he asks with relief: 

ВАТКАН 
Feeling better, Robin? 

Robin smiles gratefully and after a moment, says: 

ROBIN 
I'm all right now. Have they 
gore? 2 

BATI'AN 

Yes - and we saved that train, 

CONTINUED: 



445. 

446. 

447, 

CCNTINUZD: . 444. 

Robin is delighted but is still weak. 

ROBIN 
That's swell. 

fhe идэ) 
I wish we'd have caught one 
of them ~ We'd have made him 
tell who they were working for. 

Keanwhile Batman is helping him up. 

BATIAN 
We'll make it our bisne5s to find 
out -- don't worry. 

САВА PULLS BACK as Batran, his arm around Robin, 
starts lending him away, ав we - 

END OF SEG. #7 : FADE OUT 

PADE YN....2AY STAR? OF SEQ. #8 

INT. COUNCIL CHAMBER - DAY 445, 
PULL SHO? 

CAMERA MOVES IN on Daka sitting at the head of tha 
table, sipping a cup of ten. He sets doun,cup, presses 
button and speaks into Zombie mike, 

DAMA 
‘Warren, bring the food for 
су Jets. 

There is a short pause, then door from the Zozbie 
room opens and Marren enters carrying a basket full 
ox chunks of meat. He walks over to table and waits, 
Daka looks at Warren with a smirk, then starts tn 
Dress button under the table. 

INSERT: Showing row of buttons beneath table 446. 
edge with Daka's hand pressi one. 

INT. COUNCIL CHAIBER - DAY 447. 
VED. SHOT : 

А hidden trep door opens. Taka rises, picks up 

CONTINUED: 



447, 

448, 

449, 

` 480 

£51. 

Заха stands lock 

4-6 
eq. € 

CONTINUED: ACT. 

Zombie mike agair and says: 

ТАХЬ 
Step *0 the edge of the pit. 

Deka walks over to coen trap - Warren follovs him. 

ТИТ. ALLIGATOR PIT - DAY мї, 
CLOSE SHOT - FROM ABOVE 

Оп two alligators partly submerged їп water. They 
react to the light shining in from abore by o, ening 
their jaws. 5 

INT. COUNCIL CHALBIR - DAY : 449. 
CLOSE SHOT AT FIT i 5 | ` 

As Dake t S sieces ої food from the basket Warren 
is-holding and tosses them down to alligators in 
pit BENEATH САВА LIRD. 

: ВАКА 
There is your treaxfast, my 
little ones. Here, Noga -- 
here, Sako, dive for it. 

.INT. ALLIGATOR PIT - Day . 45, 
CLOSZ SHOT = PRON ABOVE 

is the alligators quickly devour the food thrown 
te then from above, lashirg water with their tails. 

INT. COUNCIL ROOM - DAY E 451, 
9221083 SHOT - ON DAMA & ZOUBIE WARREW(helain,, basket) 

; dow. inte dit, almost lovingly. 
е food basket is now ^mpty. 

» РАКА 
Still hungry? 

He looks at Warren and grasps his arm as though to 
throw him into pit. Jast thon the buzzer sounds as 
the light over door to tho cave starts to flicker 
on an& off. Daka relezses Warren's arm. COTRA "ULLS 
Заб ak he walks over to table and pushes tutton, 

CORTINUED: 
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CONTINUSD: 461. 

The trap door closes. Daka picks up Zombie mike and 
speaks into it. 

РАКА 
Leave the room, warrer, 

Warren turns and walks toward door to Zombie room 
CaLEA MOVES IN on рака as the latter throws on switok 
of SCANNING SCRESK. 

INSERT:  32ANHING SORBEK - Je see CLOSD SHOP of BE, 
HAND. It glows with the effect of 
fluoroseope, showing bones of hand, in 
plam of which is the figure "5". 

INP. COUNCIL ROOL - Dav í 465. 
LBD. CLOSE SHOT ON Daka 

He snaps off set, overlapping above, then presses 
another button and looks 0.5, 

INT. COUNCIL ROOM - DAY 454, 
CLOSS SHOT AT DOOR - PROM DAKA'S ANGIE 

The door to the cave swings open into the council 
room and Wallace, Pletcher, Marshall, freston enter 
from cave and exit from scene in direction of council 
table. 

INT. COUNCIL ROOM - PAY 485. 
KED. SHOT - ON COUNCIL TABLIZ 

As Wallace, Preston, Pletcher, l'arshall enter ard 
52 to their seats. ‘They remain stand until Daka sits 
down. They sit down and Рака says: 

s TASA 
Lr. Poster should arrive any 
moment with good news for all 
сї абз. 

GROUP ad TIBS 

CONTTUCED: 



4-8 
Seg. 6 

255. CONTINUED: 456 
Е ТАХА..(сопї1зев) 

He will. give us а detailed report 
9n the destruction of the supply 
train and very likely will have ` 
recovered cur radium gun. 

(ke adds) 
Sertlemen, let us celebrate our 
triumph. 

SAOUP AD LIBS 
Excellent 
Pinel... ЕТО. 

Duka smilirgly picks up Zomvie mike and speaks into it: 

ФАЗА. linta mike} 
Wells, bring Saki and glasses 
for six. 

бст TO: 

456. Kat. Cava OF HORRORS - DAT ` 466. 
. LED, SHOT - AT ENTRANCE ` 

Тіскеї booth and Seller ~ Earker spielirg ad lit. 
ester comes up to ticket booth ard buys ticket. 
He enters wagon ard attendunt pushes cart on its 
жау into tunnel. 

457, INT. CAVE OF HORRORS TUNNEL - TAY 487, 
TRAVEL SHOT 

Poster riding alorg past wax figure set-ups. 

“KM. INT. CAVE OF HORRORS TUNNEL LANDING - DAY ARR 
TD. SHOTS -. - 

Foster rides in on cart ‘o wrestler landing - gets 
out. and pushes cart on its, wey. 

459." INT. CAVE Or HORK EL LAEDIEG - Dat enc 
‘ID. SHOT, 

Toster enters nid sites right hard into niche - 
witndruws hand us doors to council chamver owing 
open and he enters, 



460. 

461. 

Abie 

463, 

134, 

ІКТ. COUNCIL CHALBER - Day 460, 
ULE SHC? 

Welis has just finished filling the glasses. He turns 
and exits thru door to Sombie ronm. Deka rises as 
CAFZRA ILVES IN CLOSER. He raises his glass and says: 

DANA 
To the continued success of the 
League of the New Order! 

Wallace, Pletcher, Marshall end Preston rise and, 
raisin; their glasses, drink the toast. At this. 
moment, the buzzer sounds - the light over the door 
to cave starts to flicker again. Daka puts down his 
glass and snaps on switch to scanning screen. 

INSIR: SCaNNING SOREBN - We see CLOSE SHOT 461. 
OF Нако. It glows with the effect of 
a fluoroscope, shoving bones of hand, 
in palm of which is the figure "5". 

Data's VOICE OVIR 
That's Ит. Foster now. 

IMT. GCUNOIL CHALBZR - Daz 464. 
JUDE SHOT - WALLASE, PLZTCHEN, MsRSUALL, PRESTO 

it table. as рака snaps off set, presses a button and 
the door to cave opens, 

INT. OCUNCIL CHAIBSR - DAY 463. 
TID. OLOSZ SHOT - #OSTSR AT DOOR 

soster takes only a few steps toward the table, then 
stops, obviously hesitating avout giving them the 
tul news. 

“SCUNSIL CHABAR ~ DAT 464, 
бї 09% SHOUT - DAA, WALLACE, PLITCHUR, l'ARGIALT 

` AND 2875008 - FROL JOST’! ANGLE 

fakin; іп Daka and others^who have moved in. . Јака 
urges Foster in, smilingly exte ding his right hard 
toward hir, 

We were preparing to celetrat 
in anticipation of your good 
news, Mr. Poster., 



466. 
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INT. COUNCIL CHAUBER - DAY 4th, 
CLOSZ SHOT ON FOSTER 

Foster still standing near door as Daka!'s voice 
cores over. 

DAZA'S VOICH 0.3. 
Was the train totally wrecked? 

Foster looking o.s. does not answer. Daka enters to 
him. 

РАСА 
How many do you think were killed? 

POSTEB..'evasively) 
How many? -- Well, there was Stone. 

| DAKA. . (di sirterestedly) 
Stone? -- What about the truir? 
Were all the cars wrecked? 

Foster looks at him, half-fearful, then shokes heud. 

FOSCER 
Nos 

DAK... (reacting with 
start) 

NC....? 

INL. COUNCIL CHALTE2 - DAY 466, 
120. SHOT - WALLACE, PIDTCHER, MARSHALL, PRESTON 

А flash as they react quickly to these words. 

я T “1 INT. COUNCIL CHAEBZR ~ DAY 
LJD. TWO SHOT - FOSZER & ТАКА 

POSTER 
Tho bridge didn't blow up. 

DAZA... (unbelieving) 
Shat is impoSsible!.. I prepared tho 
charge myself! Besides that, you hal 
our Secret weapon to work with i£ the 
bomb failed. 

(then suspecting rore than ke 
has been told, usks directly) 

Or did you not recever the radium gun? 

COXTINUZD: 



467, 

468, 

CONTINUED: : 467, 
POSTER.. {just as direct) 

No. The Batmen still has it -- 
tut т think we finished hirm off. 

Deka stiffens and his face contorts with rage. 

Daka..{furicusly) 
You think you didi. I will no lenger 
permit such inefficiency! If ycu 
canno: carry out. your assignments, 
somecne else must take your place. 

He turns on his heel and walks to head of table, CALZRA 
PANNING JITH HIM. Wallace, Pletcher, Marshall and 
Preston at table. 

INT. COUNCIL CHALBER ~ DAY А 469. 
LED. SHOT Oli NCSTER - WALLACE, FLZZCHEH, l:(4RSHALL 

AND PRESTON TIZPZD IN 

AS Poster steps forward defiuntly and rails at Daka 
across tho length of the table. 

FOSTER 
That's okey with me! I'm fed up 
uith your Jep New Orcer anyhow! 
[субе the rest of these stooges'1l 
eat u; that applesause, but I 
know different: 

The others mutter аз he ;estures tovard them with a 
nod of his head. ` 

IVT. 2601 
VED. SUL 

OIL б IDIR - Day 459, 
Зит 

faking, in Daka, sclkace, -letcoher, Varshall, ?roston, 
a® Foster continues his outourst. 

* 205124 
I don't need ony honüvritini 
оп the wall to tell me who's 

ing to come out on top in 
Мат, Doocuse it's written 

а: plain and ulack as deatn... 
in every пез szer! That's what 
I came back to tell уза, $ocauso 
I'm not afraid cf you. 

CCHEINUSD: 



ССО: 

Tne others are stunned anà Silent at Yaster's 
Daka listens silently as soster moves u; t9 hin: 

ey ZO 0i... (continues) 
You've suot your volt, Deka’ You 

zis cronies! оце 

TET. CCUNCII. 
T.O CHOT ~- 

Deka smiles with sureness. 

I'm «noting f 
Side, Dake 
that's here I. 

(sinist 
You Gon't reci; 
as bi~ le as all 
2: tou Oreer ar 

enly ии? and 2rinoe 
vehes on and 
- You лар as vel 

| the tides and tie ingsi 

тт. COUNCIL CHAMBER - DAY i 471. 
LED. GROUP SHOT 

On Daka, Wallace, Fletcher, Marshall and Preston 
as roster starts to back away. Daka Dicks up mike 
and speaks into it quickly: 

DAGA 
Warren!.. Wells? 

INT. COUNCIL CHAMBER ~ DAY 4TZ. 
PULL SHOT 

ks Daka, Wallace, Pletcher, Marshall, Preston and 
Foster turn and look as Datel to zombie room slides 
озеп and Jarren and Wells enter in automaton fasnior 
апі stand stiffly at attention. 

CONTINUED: 



2? 

474, 

476, 

COUTINUDD: ATL, 
ТАМА... {into mike) 

Seize him: 

Маттеп and Wells step forward slowly arc irresistatly. 

LET. GCUNCIL CHALBIR - DAY i 475. 
іэ. злот ор Z - i 

Backing to wall, he whips out gun ané calls to о.з. 
Daka: 

TOSTER 
They're still теп. Tell them to 
Sto» or I'll shoot; 

COUNCIL OHALROZR - Dat INT. &74. 
CLOGS 330? ON DANA 

A PIAH as he smiles scornfully and says nothing. 

INT. COUNCIL CHAMBER - DAY 478. 
TDD. SHO ON sOSTZR - WARODH & WELDS IN Р.б. 

KS Warren and Wells move in on Foster, Ке holds back 
аз lon; aS he car, then he fires, fells hesitates anc 
falls forward. Warren Xeeos moving, oblivious to uhnt 
has happened. Foster, cornered, brings gun up again. 

INT. COUNCIL CHAIBER - Diy 476A. 
LDD. CLOSE SHOT - ON Dati: 

Dake is in a fury at what has haddered. He speaks 
into the mike. 

DAKXa 
Warren, stop? 

Warren stos. 

INT. COUNCIL CHANBSR ~ Dik 476. 
CLOSE SHOT ON „Озтра 

Relieved, he says to Daka 0.8. 

POSTIM...funafraid) 
Do I get out or would you like 
& quick visit to your ancestors? 

He waves his gun meracingly. 



477. 

ATi. 

479. 

460. 

Sec. 8 

Tht. COUNCIL CHAMBER - Dal 477, 
CLOSE зл? - Dati 

He seems te be defeated as he answers: 

Datta. .(acquiescert) 
You get out, of course. 

ING. COUNCIL бЧАГЗЕД - DAY 47, 
HED. FULL SHOT ~ DAZA, WATTACE, МАВЭНАПЬ, PLEZTCHER, 

PRESTON, FOSTSR ¢ WARREN 

Foster, with gun in hand, moves in closcr to tho head 
oi the table and says bravely: 

FOSTER 
That's the kind of talk that 
fits the color of your skint 

Daka merely smiles and reaches for buttor under table. 

THSERT: UNDER PARTE - A CIOSE ОПОТ as Paka's 479, 
hand comes in, foes to button for opening 
Secret panel, hesitates, then purposefully 
moves over to button which opens the trap 
door, А 

INT. COUNCIL CHiIDER - DAY 460. 
LED. SHO? OW FOSTER 

às he Starts to back away from Daka, his gun still 
trained on o.s. men. 

POSTER... (sarcastically) 
So lonj;, Suckers! ‘fhe sooner 
you get wise to yourselves, the 
vetter for you. You've get, your 
chance now if you want to.teke it. 

Не starts to back up further and comes to the spot 
where the trap door is located. 

19. COUNCIL CHAMBER - DAY 461. 
32 3H6T - OH DAIA 

Smiling im2erturbably. А sudden quier reverent 
and a change of expression сспусул that he kas pressed 
the outton that opens the tran door. 



n3 о D + 

484, 

: INT. COUNCIL Cial 

тит. COUNCIL CHAIBER - DAY 46у. 
ISD. SICT OF POSER (WITH 601) 

As trap door cpens beneath him and he falls with a 
‘cry of surorise. ‘Sounds of scuffling come over, 
followed by much screoming. 

. COUNCIL CHAIDER - DAY 
D. SHCT - ON WALLACE, BLOYCHER, WAR SHALL С TRE. 1 

‘ith horror to pitiful screums of 0.8. 
ТАВРЕ JUST STANDS. 

COULCIL SHEBER - . 
UBD. CLOS SHOT - ON Din 

Smiling as sourds come over. 

obit ~ Dat А 400, 
LED. SHOT А? TRa? DOOR 

AS Wallace, Fletcher, Marshall and Preston edge in 
slowly, hesitantly - their curiosity getting the 
better cf them as screams cease and all is quiet. 
~Dproaching slowly, they look down and recoil in 
horror. $ 

IigT. COUNCIL CHAF 
LED. FULL PAN Sic? 

486. 

Ав Daka speaks: 

: DARA 
Come now, gentlemen. Your 
curiosity rust surely be satisfied. 

He presses button again and tra? closes. inllace, 
2reston, Pletcher and Marshall dazedly wo ik back to 
tudle and sit as Daka sponks: 

"uL 
(conrtirues, inferertioliy) 

ferha28 Іт, ster will serve as 
an object lesson for any of you 
who entertain similar ideus. 

CARDRa HOVE ІБ - A light ZLAS4Z, on anā off radio set. 



288, 

497. 

radis) 
Section Ziftg 

' Proceads 

VCICE.. {970 

the City Hossital expects с 
shipment oi radium today. 

audi 
Ang details? 

VOIOZ..(over 
Yes -- It's arriving or tne 
Sount Mail expres hore at 4:15 
this afternoon. has the 
papers authorizin; her to receive 
the shipment. 

Deka snaps off the set ang turns to the others. 

This radiur is 
gontlenen, 
before we бо n; elac. 

CBR: FULL» BACS to t -alinee, “letcher, 
Marshall and Preston. them nol in reement. 

DISSOLVE 0: 

INT. BRUCE t 
LED. FURS SHOL - BRUCE с 0101 

488. 

Bruce and рісі: wearing heavy gloves and 
are working on the radium Jun which is in a vico on 
the work bench. ‘here is а phone on the work berch 
elso. The room is in semi-darEness and an eerie 
lizht comes from the radium gun. 

cules 

BRUCE 
It's four 6'clock. Т hope Linia!S 
havirg no trowble with that radiur 
shipment. 

CONTINUED: 



"J 

488. 

489. 

490. 

4-17 
seq. 8 

CONTINUED: 486. 
DIJK 

How can she? There are half a 
dozen express guards with her. 
Besides, what makes you so sure 
the gang’ll try to hi-jeck it? 

Bruce is about to answer when the phone rings. Не 
picks it up and listens for a moment, then says: 

BRUCE 
(in character) 

Lindo, darlingi, What a surprise: 

Dick shakes his head disgustedly at this performance, 

INT. DR. BORDER'S OPFICB ~ DAY 489, 
CLOSE SHOT - LINDA j 

She seems exoited. 
" LINDA 
Listen, Bruce -- І just had a 
mysterious phone call about Uncle 
Martin. I'm to go to some fortune 
teller's place right away and he'll 
tell me where I can find him. 

(she listens a moment ~ 
then adis) 

Shey warned me not to eall the police 
if I ever wanted to sec nim again. 
I still have time to со there before 
meetin; the train and I wondered if 
you and Dick would come with пе... 

INT. BRUCE'3 LAB - IAY 490. 
ESD. CLOSE SHOT - BRUOS & ЭГО: (Goggles & Gloves) 

BRUCH... (hedging) 
We were just leaving for the 
Polo matches, I promised Dick to 
take him today and I!d hate to 
disappoint him. But - where is 
this fortune teller's place? 

He gestures to Dick to jot down the address, then 
listens for a moment - then says: 

BRUGE...(mock shock) 
720 Front Street! Tsk...tsk! You've 
got no right going into such an 
awful neighborhood! 

Dick 1а jotting down the address while Bruce talks. 
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INT. DR. BORDEN'S OFFICE - DWY 491, 
CLOSE SHOT - LINDA 

She is exasperated, 
LINDA. (into phone) 

Oh, forget it, Bruce! I'm sorry 
І called, 1'11 take care of it 
myself? 

She hangs up and hurriedly exits. 

INT. BRUCZ'S LaB ~ DAY 492 
OLOSE SHOT - BRUOE & DICH (Goggles.& gloves) 

BRUCE. (into phone) 
Put Linda, darling?... 

He listens a moment, then hangs u5 and turns to Dick 
as his attitude changes completely. 

BRUOS...(seriously) 
This is the break we've been 
looking for -- but we'll have to 
hurry if we want to get there 
before she does. - 

He pockets the ray gun, taiios off his gloves and 
goggles as Dick does likewise алб the to start for 
the door (L-R), CAMERA PANNING WITH THEM, цз we - 

DISSOLVE 70: 

БАТ. 3TRECT 
CLOSZU? - ON 

& OMAEI'S PLAOE - DAY 495. 
SUAMI!'3 STORE WINDOW 

. This window is dressed in the typical fashion of a 
fortune teller's place. Heavy drapes back of windows, 
On the window is the following inscription, 

SWAMI DHAR 

Hindu Mystic 

Eave Your Fortune Told 
Past - Present- Puture 

CAMERA PULLS BACÉ to a full SHOT which discloses the 
entire front of the place. Bruce and Dick come into 

scene (L-R), look the place over for a moment and 
Bruce, pulling his hat down over his forehead, precedes 
Dick into the Store. 



49044 

196. 

4 ~ 19 
SEQ. a 

INT, SWAMI ANTE ROOM - DAY 494, 
FULL SHOT 

. The walls of this room ara covered with heavy drapes, 
which also cover the showcase window, A large sereen 
shields the entrance door and the room is dimly lit. 
А curtalned door leads to another room, Bruce and 
Dick enter(L to R) and look around, The Swami's 
voice COMES OVER FROM 0.35. 

SWAMI'S VOICE... (0.36) 
Enter the Temple of Fate, Miss 
Page. Swami Dhar will see you 
in here, 

The two exchange glances, then go thru the curtained 
door, 

INT. SWAMI'S ROOM - DAY 495, 
XED, SHOT 

The Swami, іп robe, is seated before table on which 
а crystal ’' ball rests. (Spotelight and telephone, aloc, 
in room) He looks up in surprise as Bruce and 
Dick enter, 

SHAMI 
What do you wish, gentlemen? 

BRUCE А 
We want to have our fortunes told, 

SWAMI 
I'm sorry, but you've made no 
appointment with mo. 

BRUCE 
What's the difference, You've got 
nothing better to do right now, 

INT. SWAMI'S ROOM - DAY x 496, 

CLOSE SHOT - SHANI & BRUCE 

The Swami gets up and says rather annoyed: 

SWAMI 

I'm expecting a client here any moment, 

and must ask you to leave, 

BRUCE | 
We're not going to leave until you 
give us a reading, 

The Swami Такер a step forward and starts to push 
Bruce, saying: SHANI 

. І told you to geb out. 

Bruce dvives his fist Бо Swemi's jaw, 

UT. 49", 
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ы Seg, В 

: 498, INT. SWAMI'S ROOM - DAY 498, 
: -CLOSZ SHOT ON BRUCE & $ЧАЙТ А 

: "x SWAMI. . (hoarselj) 
| You're the Batman]... > 

| Й BRUCE 
i Don't raise your voice if you vant 
\ + to lives. I have a few/questions to 
\ > ask you. . > "s 

Ц The Swami drops a shaking hand beneeth table and pulls 
\ up stell microphone. Before he can use it, Bruce 

A x drives: fist to his jaw. ? 

499. INT. SWAHI'S ROO - DAY . 499, 
LID., SHOT - SY. , DICE AND BRUCE 

As Swami roils to floor, his turban falls off. Bruce 
rushes over to. fallen man and bends over him as Dick 
comes over and dicks up turban and examines it. 

500. INSERT: THE TURBAN in Dick's hand. БОО, 

He turns the inside toward ALERA and we see that 
it has an earphone fixed in it from which з wire 
runs off, Р 

501. INT. SWAMI'S ROOM - DAY 501. 
LED. SHC? - DIOK, BRUCE АО SWAMI : 

Ав Dick, exemining the turban, now follows the wire 
and traces it to a small plug connection and mike 
which are hidden under Swari's tuble. Не turns to 
Bruce who has just pulled the robe off the Swami, 
and says vith surprise. 

` DIM.. (in surprise] 
Bruce, look, 

ruce turns, looks for a moment, nods his head, 

BRUCE 
I expected something like that. 
Give me a hand with him, quick? 

Zick lays turban on the table, then steps over tc 
Bruce and together they start lifting the zvari, without 
robe cr turban, and carry him to couch, which is 
covered with an afghan. 



SEs 

кё, 

Г] 

оњ 

І, QOUPTOIL OEAFBER - DAY E БОЛ. 
CLOSE jHC? - DAA 

He is seated at пелі of the table lookin: over sone 
blueprints as the lights flicker on his radio and a 
buzzer sourds. He snavs on а switch and a voice comes 
over. 1 

VOICE..Ío.s.) 
iinda Page left the hospital проці 

nty minutes ayo to р) 
ith tho дуагї. She should ar 

there shortly. 

à DAA 
Sood. Take your appointed Stations 
anā wait for her, 

Ze snas off the receiver anc starts dialin his radio 
for something else. 

Bute ТТ. iT's ROOM - 
lu. SHOT - ЗАВІ, JOB айо DIO 

The Swami(without robe and turtan) is securely tied 
and gagged and Pruce is just putting on his robe. 
Ho now roeches over for turban ond as ho picks it up, 
hears a buzzing sound. Не outs the turban on his 
head, throws the radio switch under the table and 
speaks into mike in n dee? voice. 

BRUCE 
Yes? 

INT. COUNCIS CHAMBER - DAY Ki 
CLC3E SHOT - Datta 

S2eaking into mike of his short wave set. 

DAMA 
Set rid of any customers you have. 
Linda Poje vill be there any moment. 

He listens for nn answer, then Згагз off set, 

sot. 
(CUZ IN?O ABOVE) 

As Bruce speaks into mike. 

CCLEINUED: 



& - Ze 
Sen. А 

Dub COSTINUDLO: EOIs 

BRUCD..(into mike] 
`Т ап ready. 

He snaps off the sot, then turns to Dick. 

BRUCE... (puzzled) 
‘Say, thot was a strane voice? 

Бе has no time to waste, however, агі says to Diek: 

> BRUCE 
Linéa’ll be here right aw 
outside and tell Alfred tc 
oat sf sinht until linde c 
again and then follow her 
han: around - I cht need 7 

DION 
Check. 

He turns quickly; ond exits. 

506. BOG. 

AS 3ruce, in robe ! lks over to the couch 
which has a large: a sed over the back, turns 
the Swami over, face down, and covers him with the 
afghan. He no back to the table and changes 
а Small spot light, whieh was set up so as to shine 
into the face of the peson sitting in the chair across 
the table and silhouette tne fortune teller's face. 

527, 507, 

Dick is standing in а doarvay, next to tho Svrari'c 
place. He looks off and reacts, ОА 28а Lars CYZR UN 

direction he looked to reveal Linde a»)roachinc; 
carrying purse. CADRA PAS ТТН her as she 3 
vy Dick, who has turned his back to the strect, und 
stops. in front of the Swami's window. ihe looks 
at the window: for a moment, then turns and enters the 
store. ФАЙ BACH to Dick as Alfred is sbout to mss h 
Че reaches out and dra;s him into the doorvay and 
pets his hand over his mouth to Sto; him trom callin: 
Dt. ` 



508. 

510. 
.CLO32 SHO - BRUCE 

ix 

ne о 2 1 о ел 

INT. SWAMI'3 ANTE ROOM - DAY 5C6. 
ESD. udcy ` 

linde enters the room, carrying purse, stands there 
for а moment, looking around rather uncertainly when: 
a voice comes Over: 

VOISB..0.5. 
Enter the Temple of Pato. Swami 
thar will see you in here. 

She crosses to the curtained door and goes into the 
other room. 

TRE. SWANT'3 ROOM - DAY È BC. 
FED. SHOT' 

Bruce, now fully dresse@ аз tho Jwemi in robe and 
turban, is seated in the chair behind the table. 
The 3wami is covered by afghan on couch. Bruce is 
in complete silhouette and points to tne chair across 
the table gor Linda t5 sit dow. yof lite is 
toward Linda. ‘She sits anc doing so, says: 

LINDA 
I was told to come here to receive 
поле inforration about my Uncle, 

Fr. Martin Warren. 

IPT BINS АСО - DAY 510, 
) LINDA 

Spot lite on finda. Bruce, in robe and turban, looks 
into the crystal vall for an instant, then says to 
her, using a deep voice: 

BRUCE. .{deep voice) 
You nre in grave danjer, Kiss 

Page. 

Linda reacts with a Start, 

LIRDA 
Who are 70v? 

BRUCE... (deep voice) 
Never ming that -- Leave here at 
once and return to your home, Gol 

e hesitates a moment, then rises oui » CDR 
3 HIR IÇ the door where she stops, i; ces over 

her shoulder for a moment, then ezitv quivkly. 



4 ~ £4 
Seq. В 

511. Ile -OLIAY 511. 

to e to the outside door. «as she meves along the 
raped wall, a hand holding a handkerchicf c e out 
of the drapes апа claz28 over hor mouth, then ancther 
arm pulls her behind the drapes (L-R). е notice 
that the hidden attacker is wearing some sort of a 
BErogish uniform, which later turns out to be a benk 
Suard’s outfit. : 

3 ROOM - Day "E 512. 

Truce has already taken off his turban ard is just 
Slippin:; out of the Sywani’s robe. Believing that 

Ga is out on the street by now, he lifts the afghan 
10 turns Swami Dhar on his back. The latter is. 

still securely gasged and tied. . Now Bruce ue 
to the phone and dials a number, and after a 

zeanks into receiver: 

BRUCE. a {intə whore) 
Police deps ar tre ntt is is the 
Batman -- З there 
isa; at 726 
Frout rappeð 
md tied but may spoil ir Ко. 
the ice too long. 

He hangs vu) without 
Swami one lost 19%): 

ting fer an answer, gives the 2 ; © 

its: from room. 

SWAUI'3 PLAGE - DAT . ol, 
202i anot 

Bruce comes from the interior , looks arourd а 
rent, then walks (В-7) tovard the doorway where 

Dick and Alfred are hidden. Uhey ste» out to лесі 
him. SAITRA MOVES IN. Brie a-purently is sur orined 
to see Alfrod still there. 

BRUIZ..(to Alíred) 
Vhy didn’t you follow Linda when 
She came оці? 

Before alfred can answer, Dick bres 

DIG 
3he hasn't сола out! 

CONTINUED: 



{л реј с^ 

517. 

ola, 

‘hs Bruce, alfred and Dick enter (L-R), stort 

ALFRED 
че nevor took our еу 
fortune toller's ect: 

S ofi that 
логі, sir. 

Bruce turns quickly - the others follow (L-R), GUERA 
IHING PEE 320.7 to tho iwami's place, which thor all 

enter. 

Ire. AMI'3 LBTÉSOOL - 
FULI SHON 

514. 

wulling 
into a the drapes aside an nd a docr which leads 

corridor. “hey all exit thru it. 

This corridor, whieh is built like an "2" lcuds 
from the Swami's anteroor to a deor at the other 
end, which in turn opens to the rear of the builai 

INI. 118 "LY SORRIDOR - D.Y S15. 
FULL SHCT s 

Ев Bruce, Dick, Alfred rur thru it, 

IETS "І" SORRIDOR - 
HO? - 20.80 DOOR TO EXTERTOR 

THE door to the exterior is partly open., Lind: з 
is lying on the floor unconscious. Next to her lies 
h open purse. ‘The three mer come in Pi3r CATIA 

stov by her side. Bruce bends over het and lifts 
hen Alfred starts to fan hor. X: noticiniz 

s partly ozen door, rashes toverd it and locks out. 

517. 
{г SH 

AS ar armored basni truei (Б-Н) just pulls from 
curb and starts to pick up speed. Нали driving -- 
Zreriar and Brott inside. à 

1113 "2" JORRIDOR - DAY me BIr. 
- BHOCTIRG с 

Bruce and Alfred are still working over Linda: соеп 
purse üt her side). Diek in b.g. at daor, turns and 

CONTINUED: 



losis threw 

у order 
must be о 

get the shiocent. 

up jus ts slowly to come to 

fre Miss 
їп a taxi v5 5 
little better. 
she called, we wore wo 
пег and ame i here. 
fo he-6 атк огой 

AIED з 
Yes, indeed, Sir. Gond hunting, sir. 

Ee kee:s on Zanr her. Eruce and Dick cuit from 

ERI - DAL 51.. 

2 is bein; driven by dank (1-8) 
тата à sity street. 

BL - Dat . 

e the car are Er und Brett, both 
uridarzs. (17 iaro abt.) 



CORTI RUED: 

is seated in 
Lookout thra 

(RUN осі REE uc 
et curb. Bruce 

meel, 
S the бат c 

Broce drivin; ~ Di 
around & corner(L-R) ang 
strect.. 1% is trovoelin- 

DISSOLVI TO: 

GR - 
RORIS  CNRIWCH - 

Diek in kis Rooin outfi 
Bruae is in the тошу 
into his I ап costuc 

tn Diek: 

Turn on 19 
iruffio, 

"ol nods, 

drives out 

: in rear 

aruon leans 

'cinen 

-R). Car is parked 
runnin: into seeno,.(R- т) 

in tno 

sout. гой cdrom 
Tua LES it dour the 

completely e 

to avaid 



Ue a a 

E т fo 

Robin drivin: (1-8). Bruce chanzing tc Bat: 
rear seat. is the ear comes to the interuection and 
turns down the side strect. 

TAT. OUTSITIBRTS OF CITY - DAY B28. 
RUSBY - v ШО дАА 

Кал driving - Eromian and Brett inside. Zhe car 
is just leaving the city proper and gets into a country 
road (L-R). САБАА 4 WITZ IT. 

BL. ANOTHER OUTLYING CITY DISTRIC? -191Н ST. ~ DaZ 55, 
RUNBY- SRUGE' ЗАА (PH BTO} - сбр UP). 

Robin driving, {Ш-В) Bruce changing te Batman i 
Seat. AS the phaeton comes down 19th street, 
FANNING JITH it as it rounis a curve, 

EiT. COU ERY ROAD AT 19TH SIRZZ? - DAT EET. 
RUBY aR RED CAR 

Барк driving - Brennen ard Brett inside. 
4S it comes from around a curve and PAS? OAMERA at 
intersection of this road and 19th street. 

IHZERSZOCIOM - DAY S28, 
li - TOP UP) 

Eat. OOUNYRY ROAD 
RUNBY ~ BRUCE'S 9 

? 199H Sz 
- (PHA 

Robin driving (L-R) - Bruce changing to Batman outfit 
in rear. hs car approaches the intersection and 
turns into the same road the armored саг is taxing. 

Iii. BRUCE'S баз - DAY 529 
50: (2HAg20E- ТОР UP} 

L-R). Brice is 
changed into his 3atman outfit. 
spots the armored cur. 

Ba 
I 5018 you we'd k 

With that he olimbs from rear to 
sits next to Хоріг. 



501. 

оос. 

Bob: 

4-89 

jeg. 8 

BD Car - DAY 5m, 
T (L-R) 

Аз brett, in gun turrct, spots Bruce's err whieh 
gaining 5зеой, he says 50 Srenner on bonen. iT 
gun somewhere about. )} 

There's а car trying to art an 
to us. ‘ell Hard: to step on it, 

Srenren gets vp and talis into the аро that lods 
to the driver's luee outside Е 

We're Doing follor а give 
her tho gas 

IN’. DRIVER'S SEAY ARLORZD К - DAY 
PROCESS 

n ES 

Һе driver, Hank, nods апі steps on eccelorator(L-R). 

UY ROAD - DAL . BST. 
SOREL) WR 

Hank driving - Brett and Brennan inside. ^з the 
armored car leapsaheat and gains speed. (2-8 

Robin driving - Batman front seat. As the pheeton 
goes by олсо gaining speed. (L-R) 

- DI 

= yer BD CAR & NXHAZCOHU 

Í raored cer thru fist. 

BU. 

Бехи driving, Brett and Brenuon 
ecr Glenrs, Bruce's phaeton, tos р 
Robin drivin;, Satman ir fr ont 8c 

ТЕТ. 2 a+ DY BOB. 
IOLE SHC? (Z-R) 

turret ovpenin:, ther calls 
un serewhore .dvout}. down to Brennan 

CCHTILUDD: 



мел. 

SOUTIRNVED: 536. 

It's the Batman -- out he 
at to us ir here. 

says: 

eit. 

the machine 

КА 5. 
CAR & PH TEOU-tep vp) 

хей car thru fast, Парх driving, Ere 
de. Gun shots coming from gun 510+#:їітс e 

~ " АВ it cleers, BSruce’s car thru fast out of v. and 
+ easses DAERA /ZL-R). Robin driving, Batman in Zrort 

seat. 

FST. BUCE'S C4R - DAY BST. 
ROCESS 0403 'PHAEY 

Close in. | 

HOBIE : 
What for? You can't bresk into 
that thing. 

BAL 
r I gan blast my клу in if there's 

Ф: any kick left in this radium gur. 

He picks up radium pistol, starts to open door to 
fet on rumirg board. 11-8) 

Bo 
wi ~ YO) 

St inside. The arzored 
R), cur firi 

zotin drivin Batman out of car 
х board, clesirg in fast from behind and 

side as they flesh pust CAITR. FUN 2 
core Trom armored car. 



$47. 

Mé. 

o48. 

1 n 8 л ̂  

Srennan firing 

ROAD - 2 
ROLLS SHOW (Iie 

84 
QR - L to R) 

aRECRED CAR „Кр IHAZIOU-20D ua. 
Robin driving, pulls up to ar ered. 
is driving - guns. firir 
S&tran(iouule 
Di. rurring bon 
over the side ох 
Dhove gun slot. 

i a sur rising] 
cur to ton of armored our. 

D CAR ROOF - DAY SAl. 
3 SHOR (L-R) CLOSE PROCES 

On top of armored sar as Batman lards srouchirg, 
radium gun in hand. 

z 
$ JORDD CR & VHLETCN - 207 UP) 

Hark driving armored our. okin drivin.’ ghacton. 
Eatran on roof of 
the running cers, ! 

EX Ў г 
CLO32 MOTRI SHOU (L-H) 

Batman aims gun at top of cnr. parks hit in streer 
of lightning striki the metal roof. 

INSERT: 0155 HOT ^ or 5002 544 

"re hissing metal striking and moving in a circle, 
i thru the retal as it goes. 

we 251 
716527 SHOT 

. 

Brett, at machine gun and Brennan with tor gun, as 
the sparks from radium gun come- thru o: 
been cut, and hits th "hey go асил on the flco 
Ratman's head comes in from above and he withdr 
when he sees the men sro cut. 

sening hich has 



4 - 22 
Seq, R 

R46, INT, ARMORED CAR - DRIVER’S SEAT - DAY Кес, 

FROCESS SHOT (L-R) 

Hank drivirg, as Batrân with radium gun, forces the 
door and comes to him, reaching to guin control of 
wheel, . š 

R47.. EXT. ROAD - Day К B47, 
TRAVEL SHOT (INSERT CAR) —(L-R) 

Fank at wheel - Batman tryirg to get wheel, with 
radium gun in hard, idovtlos)  Arncred eur Wouvcs 
from side to side. РОК FOR FOOTASD. 

54B, INT. ARKORED C;R, DRIVER'S SEAT - DAY 548, 
21058 SHOT ON FIGE'U" (PROCHSS) (L-R) 

Honk, behind wheel, and Batman struggle for control 
of the wheél.  Doirg so, the Brtmar drops rudium gun, 

"49. EXI. ROAD AT CLIFF - DAY 549, 
LONG SHOT (I-R) 

Hank driving - Ваїтап tryirg to guir control. (doubles) 
Armored car zig-zags and finally goes off the road, 

crashes thru the rail, 

550. EXT. CLIFF - DAY БОС. 
LXNIATURE (1-8) 

Hark driving, Batman trying to guir control {doubles}, 
4rmored car crashes over cliff апа burtlos down to 
тогу bottom of сппуоп, breuking up with a terrific 
отав... 

FADE OUT, 

END Or JEAPEER FOUR 



551. 

552. 

553. 

554. 

РЕНИ 

BATMAN 
With 

Robin, The Boy Wonder 

CHAPTSR 5 

FADE IN: 
EIAS 5-1 
OVERLAP - SEQ 8 

EXT. ROAD - DAY (L to А) 551, 
PUNEY Ё 

` Hank driving ~ Batman trying for control - The 
armored car, out of control, as it weaves from side 
to side. + ` 

INT. ARMORED CAR -DRIVEK'S SEAT- DAY | 55®. 
(PROCESS) - L to R 

CLOSE SHOT - OF BATMAN , NITHOUL nADIUL GUN 

Hank driving - reacting quickly as he realizes car 
is out of control und heading for the guard rail. 
He moves to side of door away from driver. 

EXT. ROAD AT CLIFF ~ DAY (L to R) 553. 
MED. SHOT - ARMORED CAR 

The armored car crazily eareens off the road as 
the Batman leaps from the driver's compartment. 

EXT. ROAD АТ CLIFF - DAY (L to -R) 554. 
CLOSE SHOT - ARKORKD CAR & PHAETON (Тор up) 

Batman, without radium gun, аз he hits the ground 
and tumbles and rolls бо. tne side of the road. 
Bruce's oar, driven by Robin, zooms thru tke same 
scene ~ L to R. 

OVERLAP SCHNG OF AKWORED car going over the 555. 
oliff, 



“556. 

557. 

ог га л t Æ 

EXT. ROAD AL CLIFF ~ DAY 
EaD., CLOSE SHOT 

556. 

Of Batman, without radium gun, as he gets grogglly 
to his feet, ard shakes his head to clear it. 
SOUMD of Robin! S car screeching to a stop and the 
door banging shut, 

Kobin runs in breathlessly - R toL 

. . ROBIN. «e (panting) 
You all right, Bruce? 

BATLIAN 
Yeah...I think sc. 

He moves his arms, flexes his muscles to see if 
anything seems broken, then nods his head that 
everything Ls okay. 

ROBIN 
Take it easy for a minute -- I'll 
go see if we can do anythirg for 
those men іп that armored car, 

Robin starts to go but Batman stops him. 

EXT. ROAD AP CLIFF - DAY 
TWO SHOT ~ BATMAN & ROBIN 

BATMAN 
Better let me do that. They 
won't be a very pretty sight. 
Change your clothes and turn 
the car around. 

Robin nods agreement and Batman starts ~ L wo R 
from Scene as we - А 

DI3SOLVZ 10: 

INT. BRUCE'S CAR - DAY (PROCESS) (R to L) 
HED, CLOSE SHOL - PHAETON - Top Up 

557. 

` 55А, 

Of Bruce and Dick in car, with Dick driving. Bruve 
has gotten out of his Batman cutfit and ів just 
putting on his coat. 



559. INT. DR. BOHDEN'S OFFICE - DAY 559. 
MED. SHOT - LINDA, ARNOLD & ALFRED 

Linda is resting on the couch. Captain Arnold is 
beside her with Alfred standing nervously by. Linda 
looks hardly any the worse for wear from her trying 
“ordeal. 

ARNOLD E 
Don't worry, Miss Page, the radium 
is safe. Now, could you give me any 
sort of description of the men who 
tried to steal it? ` 

LINDA 
тїш afraid not. І didn't get a good 
look at them. 

She turns to Alfred and says to him suspiciously: 

LINDA 
Funny you happened to be near that 
Swami's place just at the right 
moment. i 2 . 

Arnold shoots Alfred a questioning look. 

ARNOLD 
Yeah -~ what about it? 

Alfred looks quite uneasy but the tension is relleved 
for the moment when thé phone starts to ring. Arnold 
walks over бо the desk and picks it up. 

ARNOLD... (into phone) 
Hello... 

(he listens for а moment) 
Yes, Captain Arnold speaking. 

IN, DR» BORDEN'S OFFICE - Day 560. 
CLOSE SHOT. -- LIND’ & ALFRED 

4s Alfred comes very close to Linda and says іп а 
low confidential voice. 

. ALFRED 
You soe Miss... 

CONTINUED: 



560. 

5= 4 
ЗЕ, 8. 

CONTINUED: BEC. 

Alfred coughs and stalls a moment as he tries to think 
of something to tell Linda so that she won't suspect 
that Bruce was also at the Swami's. 

ALFRED 
While Mr. Wayne and Dick were 
attending the Polo matched, I 
thought I'd sneak away and---have 
my fortune told, too...There might 
be a tall, dark women coming into 
my life - if you'll pardon me, Miss! 

Alfred pretends embarrassment. 

LINDA 
Why Alfred -~ you amaze me, 

: ALFRED 
I nope you won't mention it to the 
Master... й 

LINDA 
You can depend on that because T 
have а little secret, too. 

è ALFRED 
Really? 

(he leans 1n closer) 
What is it? 

LINDS 
I met the Batmon. 

(she adds drenmily) 
. And їз ho charming... 

3 ALFRED 
{with mock surprise) 

Really, Miss? 

Linda nods and putting her finger to her lips: 

LINDA 
Now, Lium's the word ~ don't 
forget. 

ALFRED 
You can depend on me, Misa. 



561. 

562, 

565. 

pa т ы at om 
INT. DR. BORDEN'S OFFICE ~ DAY . 961. 
CLOSE SHOT 

$n Captain Arnold at phone, 

i ARNOLD. 
` Okay, aberle ~ I'll come back 

бо the station right away. 

He hangs up the receiver and turns, CAMERA FANNING 
_HIM BACK to Linda and Alfred, 

ARNOLD 
Well, you won't have to werry about 
identifying those men...That stolen 
armored oar has been found wrecked, 
with all three of the men kllied. 

DISSOLVE TO: 

INT. COUNCIL CHAMBER - DAY 562. 
MED, FULL SHOT --DAKh, FLETCHER, MARSHALL, 

WhLLACE, PRESTON 

Dake is seated nt head of council table. Fletcher sits 
on one side of the table closest to Daka. In the other 
chairs are geated Marshall, Wallace und Preston, There 
are several vacant chairs left at the table, 

: DAKA 
You are aware. of course that your 

late colleagues not only failed 
miserably in their nttempt to get 

-the much needed radium for our 
secret weapon, but they also lost 
their worthless lives.’ 

Інт. COUNCIL CHAMBER - DAY С 563. 

MED. CLOSE SHOT -- PRESTON 

His face showing no emotion, CAMERA PANS ALONG, 
showing the rest of the men - Wallace, Worshall, 

Fletcher - all of them with the seme ruthless expressions. 

The death of their late comrades causing them no emotion 

whatever, as Daka's voice “comes over soune. 

DAKA'S VOICE.. (0.84) 
We will find othur means of securing . 
radium but in the meantime we must 
secure new members to help us carry 

on the work of the League of the New 

Order, 

CONTINUED: 



565. 

564. 

566. 

SEQ 8 А 
CONTINUED: 565. 

ZLETCHER 
Two of my former business озвосілбеѕ 
were pnroled last weck. Maybe І can 
induce them to join. 

INT. COUNCIL CHAMBER ~ DAY 564. 
CLOSE SHOT —- DAKL 

4s he nods approvingly. 

DAKI. 
Very good, Mr, Pletcher, Lot us 
hope they prove af more value 
than their predecessors. 

The shrill staccato sound of e radio comes over. 

Dake looks toward the short-weve radio equipment at 
the end of the table. “CREERA PULLS BACK to take in sot... 
Light is flashing on and off. Daka picks up a sct of 
earphones with mouthplece attached to them and puts them 
on, then starts to tune in on set. 

. Ф.К» 
Our short wave radio, 

INI» COUNCIL CHAMBER = DAY 565, 
CLOSE SHOT ~=. DAKA AT RADIO 

їз he gets tuned in und speaks into the mike. 

| DAKE. 
Go ahead, plense. 

He starts to listen. 

INT. SUBULRING RADIO ROOM ~ DAY | 566. 
MED. FULL SHOT 

This із the radio room of л Japanese submarine, The 
radio operetor is sented st the radio, also wearing 
ear phones, Near him stands the submarine commander, 
Тһе operator takes off the enr phones and hands them 
to the commander, saying: М 9 

| RADIO OPERLTOR 
Ready, sir. 

CONTINUED: 



£566 

567, 

568. 

569. 

570, 

547 
559 8 

CONTINUED: 566. 

The commander nods, takes the earphones, puts them 
оп and speaks into the mike, es CAMERA LOVES IN. 

SUB COMMANDER 
Captain Numo Kuri comminding submarine 
918 of His Majesty, Hirohito's Imperial 
Navy роз message for his Highness Princo 
Tito Draka. 

INT. COUNCIL CHAMBER ~ Di.Y . 567. 
CLOSE SHOT -- D.KL 

Daka speaks into mike: 

DAEL 
This is Dr. Tito Dake. What is 
your message, Captain Kuri? 

INT. SUBM.RINE RLDIO ROOM - DLY 568. 
CLOSE SHOT- SUB COMM NDER 

"із he speaks into mike: 

> SUB COMMANDER 
Wo carry large véluable picksge for 
you from трап, Unfortunately, we 
cannot deliver samc to you directly. 

INT, COUNCIL CH.MBER - D.Y -' 569. 
CLOSE SHOT ~= DAK. g 

‚ Doka speeks into mike: 

: BAKL 
Then where do you intend to lecve 
it, Captain? 

INT. SUBMARINE RADIO ROOM = 570. 

CLOSE SHOT ~ SUB COMMANDER ы 

Һа he answers Lak. 

SUB COML NDER 
Pick up package at Smuggler's rocks 
at low tide tonight -- Follow 
instructions of plan ninety~four... 
Banzei. 



UM 

S726 

| BUS... 

5-8 
sag 8 

INT. COUNOIL CHAMBER - DAY 571. 
CLOSE SHOT - DAKA 

DA EA 
Panzai. 

He flips off the switch, takes off earphones and 
turns bo his men, 

INT. COUNCIL CHAMBER - DAY 
LED, SHOT -- DAKA and GROUP > FLETCHER, 

MARSHALL, WALLACE, ERESTON 

Daka addresses rletoher: 

572. 

DAK y 
Fletcher, contact Hills Brothers 
Mortuary and rent one of their 
hearses,. Line up your new men 
for tonight and proceed as outlined 
in plan 94, 

DISSOLVE TO: _ 

INT. BRUCE'S LABORATORY ~ DAY - 578. 
ур» CLOSE SHOT -- DICK & BRUCE 

Bruce їз apparently trying to put together the parts 
of the smashed radium gun. He turns to Dick, saying: 

BRUCE 
This radium gun is certainly smasked 
up -- the armored car must kave rolled 
over it. 

DICK 
I think you're wasting your time. 

BRUGE 
Guess you're right. There are too 
many parts missing. 

At this moment the door is heard to open o.s. GER: 
FANS OVER just as i;lfreá, carrying some mail, steps 
into the room ~ CAMERAS PANS HIM OVER to Bruce and Dick. 

ALFRED 
The afternoon's mail just arrived, 
sir. 

CONTINUED: 



575» 

574, 

5756 

5-4 9 
529, В 

CONTINGED: 573. 

He hands several letters to Bruce, but keeps a^ 
commercial size envelope in his hand. Bruce looks 
over the closed mail showing little interest, then 
notices the envelope Alfred is holding out, 

BRUCE 
What's that? 

ALFRED 
Nothing of any interest, sir. Just 
an advertisement. I'm going to throw 
it away. 

Bruce holds out kis hand, 

BRUCE 
Let's soe it. ` 

Alfred hands it to him. 

INT. BRUCE'S LAB ~ DAY А с 574, 
CLOSE SHOT ~~ BRUCE AND .LFRED ` 

AS he takes the envelope, looks at iv und registers 
great surprise, then says to Alfred: 

BRUGS 
X thought i told you похот fo throw 
anything away. 

Alfred is rasuer hurt. 

ALPRED 
But 1f I saved all the trash that 
comes thru the mail, sir, vu world 
clutter an Cntire room witn lt. 

Bruce disregards this ana showing Alfred the envelope 
points to something: thercon, 

BRUCE 
Notice how the stamps are fixed 
to this envelope? 

Dick crowds inito look at*it.. 

INSERT —— ENVZLOPE - showing it is addressed 5756 
to Bruce Wayne, 1918 Hill Road, 
Los. Ang¢cles and has a 1+ cent stamp 
affixed to the lower left hand as well 
as ths upper right hand oornere 



576. 

577. 

578. 

579. 

5 = 10 
SEQ. 8 

INT. BRUCE'S LAB = DAY ` ETE. 
VED. CLOSE SHOT -- BRUCE, ALFRED & DICK 

alfred is surprised as he says: 

bLFRED 
I should say that's rather odd, sir. 

Bruce turns to Disk. 

BRUCE 
It contains a code message -- come 
over here and I'll show you. 

Bruce walks over to the lab table, followed by Dick 
and Alfred, CAMERA PANNING WITH THEM. 

INT. BRUCE'S LAB - DAY 577. 
MED, SHOT -- АТ LAB TABLE -BRUCE, DICK,ALFRES 

Bruce opens the envelope and takes a sheet of folded 
paper from it. He unfolds this sheet and it is just 
plain white paper. Alfred laughs. 

ALFRED 
That's a good ore on you, sir. 
Probably one of those April Fool 
Day jokes. 

Bruce, ignoring this, picks up a bottle containirg some 
fluid and pours it into a tray. Йош he immerses the parc. 
into the solution. Dick and 1 егей watching intentlye 

INSERT - CIOSEUP of paper in tray as writing 578. 
of secret message starts fading in on 16. 

Bruce's voice comes over as he reads what appears оп paire 

BRUCE'S VOICE., «6.0.5. 
Rnemy has knowledge of construction of 
new design airplane motor at Icckwood. 
May attempt sabotage. Take necessary 
action to forestall any such mov... 

DX-5~-NQ 

INT. BRUCE’S LAB ~ DAY oe 579. 
HED, SHOT = Ар LAB TABLE : 

As Rruoe finishes зай the instructions, turns to Dick: 

DICK... (eagerly) 
Your first special assignment 
from Washington! 

BRUCE 
That's right - there'il be two new men 
by the name of Bruce and Diok working 
at Lockwood tomorrow. 

PADE OUT. 
FM OF RED, А 



591. 

532. 

593. 

5-11 
Seq. 9 

580 . 5R2. 584, 586, 588. 590, . 
581. 583. 5R5. 587. 589, our 

TADE IN: 
591. 

INI. LAB CORXZDOR - NICHT 
АТ SzCziT DOOR TO PUNNAL #1 

AS Fletcher, iarghall, surke ard Kline, carrying a 
coffin, step into the lab corridor thru а seurct panel 
which has just been opered for them by рака. (Turrel „i 
Which leads to 45 Bell Street axterlors reached thru 
this panel.  Phis vill de used in a later episode.) 
The four mer turn toward door lading into the laborato. 
LS goon as they clear, Daka pulls the lever again and 
the doors to the tunnel swings shut. Daka exits frum 
scene ( В to L) 

INT. DAKA'S LABOHLTORY ~ NIGHT : 59r. 
Li DOOR d А 

hg the door is opened by рака, the four mur, Flctcher, 
Larshall, surke and Kline, holding the coffin аго sceon 
standing there and permitting Daka to enter ahvad of 
them, às рака comus thru the others follow. CALERA 
pulls BASK as th. mn place. the coffin. in the cunter of 
the room, 

IGT. DAKA'S LLEBORATORY - NICHT 595, 
CLOSS ON COFFI 

A8 Daka steps over to it and asks Fletcher: 

DAKA 
Encounter any difficultiis, ur. 
Fletcher? 

Pletcher smiles as he lights a cigarette, 

FLETCH GR 
None at all. £s goon us the tide 
went out,-we went Into the cove 
and found the crate lying right 
thers on tke rocks, 

Marshall adds to Fletcher's story. 

ШАК Ss LF: 
It was a little wet, but = guess the 
water won't hurt the contents very 
тїзї» 

CONTIAUED 



95. 

594, 

595, 

5-18 
Save 9 

CONTINUED: 595, 

DAKA 
‘Not if we work fast, Take 
the box out of the coffin 
and open it. 

Fletcher, Marshall, Burke ё Kline start to comply 
with this order as Dako turns and walks away from 
them, CAMERA PANNING him to his work bench, 

INT. DAFA'S LABORATORY - NIGHT 594. 
CLOSE SHOT - DAKA 

He picks up two heavy wires with clamps on one end 
connected together with.a plug at the other end, 
He puts the plug into the socket of a weird-lcoking 
electric machine which has a rotating disc attached 
to an extension arm (Strickfaden), Now he pulls 
on o pair of rubber gloves, then pushes the plug of - 
the eleatric machine into a wall secket, He throws 
а high tension switch and the machine starts to hum, 
At this moment, Fletcher's VOICE GOMES IN FROM 0,3, 

: FLETCHER!S ҮСІСЕ С.З. 
Heyl...There!s a dead body in here! 

Daxa. turns in Vletcher!s direction and answers with 
a cynical smile: 

: DAKA 
A body, yes =- but not а dead 
one, gentlemen! 

Cn this the CAMERA PANS over to Marshall, Fletcher, 
Burke and Kline, The lid of the coffin has been 
removed, The crate is laying open beside it and in 
the crate we see a Jap in uniform lying on his back, 
his eyes. closed and apparently dead, The four men 
seem horrified ao Deka walks in to them and benda 
over the body. He shields what he is doing with his 
back to the CAMERA, the others step closer to watch 
hime : 

INT, DAKA'S LABORATORY - NIGHT 595, 
CLOSE SHOT ON DAKA 

The body and Daka!a hands, (with rubber gloves) 
below the frame line as he says to the group: 

. CONTINUED: 



595, 

‚596, 

` 597. 

598. 
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CONTINUED: 595. 

DAKA 
This brave son cf Heaven is only 
under a hypnotic spell -- or what 
is known as a state of suspended 
animation. I will bring him back 
to consciousness. 

INT. DAKA'S LABORATORY ~ NIGHT 596, 
MED. SHOT = GROUP -- DAKA, FLETCHER, 

MARSHALL, BURKE, KLINE 

4s Daka (rubber gloves on) steps away from the body 
and walking over to the electric machine, says to the 
mene 

. DAKS ` 
Bring him over here. 

Kline and Burke pick up the crate and carry it over to 
the machine, followed by Marshall and Fletcher. 

INT. DAKA'S LABORATOUNY - NIGHT 597. 
MED. CLOSE SHOT ~ AT МАСНІМЕ -- DAKA, ` 

FLETCHER, MARSHALL, BURKE, KLINE 

Ав the men put down the orate, Daka (rubber gloves) 
. picks up the wires he. formerly plugged into tne machine 
еріс) із still humming. He attaches а clamp from each 
end to the wrists of the Jap in the orate, then says 
to the group: 

DAKS 
He may come back to life for only 
a few minutes - but long enough 
to divulge the information he has 
been entrusted with. j 

Daka steps back to the machire, throws the switch at 
the базе of it which makes the disc revolve and send 
out millions of sparks. 

INT. DAKA'S LAICRLZORY - NIGHT í 598. 
MED. CLOSE SHO? ON CRATE 

The group, Fletcher, Marshall, Burke & Kline start to 
crowd around the body which remains motionless for a 

short while, then his eyelids start to flutter and he 

atarta to move. 



599. 

600, 

5-14 
SEQ. 9 

INT. D&KS'S LABORATORY ~ NIGHT 599, 
RED. SHOT 

Daka (rabber gloves on) at machine sees tre man is 
coming to. He quickly thrcWs the switch. Tke diso 
slows down, the sparks diminish. He hurries over to the 
orate and helps the Jap who is starting te sit up. Taka 
quickly disconnects the clamps from bis wrists. 

INT. DAKA'S LABORATORY = NIGHT ` Ў 620. 
0105Е SHOT ON ЈАР ` 

The Jap locks about, frightered at first, but upon 
seeing Daka (rubber gloves оп) starts to relax, 
рака bends ~lese to him and says: 

DARL S C 
Welcome to the country that will 
soon become а colony of our 
expanding Empire. 

ЈАР А 
Banzai, Prince рака, I have importar 
message from Tokyo, f 

He gasps and shudders, then continues: 

ЈАР 
Seoure Lovkwood plane. with new secret 
motor ~~ fly it to Pelican Island for 
rendezvous «ith submarine. 

He rips off the top button from his tunic and hands 
lt to Daka, saying: 

Д.Р 
Further instructions in here, 

The Jap gasps once more then sinks back. СЕКА FULLS 
BACK as рака straighkters up, ard says to the group: 

Di Ki 
His mission Ls completed -~ it 
is now up to us. 

FLETCHER 
He didn't have a chance to tell 
you very much. 



521. 

P8. 

605, 

624. 

$ = 15 
SEG. 9 

INT. DiE,'S LABORATORY - NIGHT y #21. 
ANCTHER LNGLE -CUTTING OU? THE CRATE--DLEL, 

PLEICHSR, LARSH.LL, BURKS, KLINE 

Ls рака (rubber gloves on?) holds up the button and 

shows it to the men, saying: 

DLKA 
Everything else we must know, we 
will find in here. 

He starts twisting the button between his fingers. 

INSERT: Fhe button as the back sorews off 602. 
revealing a hollow center in which 
are tiny bits of film. 

А : 
INT, РАКЬ!8 LABORAPÓNY - NIGHT © A 603. 
CLOSE SHOT -- АКА & 

He removes the film from the futtohjäna showg it to 
the ner, saying: , 

These pieces of f | m i will tell 
the rest of Lis пеҷѕаве, 

INT. DÀEA'S LASORbTORY - NIGHT 624. 
LED. SHOT ON rHS GROUP ~-~ АКА, FLETCHER 

е WARSHALL, BURKE, KLINE 

Ls the men watch Daka, intensely interested, and 
Marshall says: ' 

5 MARSHA LL 
Something like "V" mail, I guess. 

DKA | 
Exactly, lir. Marshall, and we are 
equipped to decipher it.. 

Teka walks over to tne cabinet by the table ~ the 

group. follewing him as GAUGR. PANS PHELL OVER, 



c [2] Й Id. TAG'S LlBOnuL!O4y ~ HIGH? > 605. 
IN, SHOL -LT CLSINST --L.K5, PLELCHER, 

iWgSHALL, SK, KLINE 

(Light change - lights turred off ~ Lite effect} 

is Daka opens it and takes out a small projector ard 
а rolled up screen. He hands the screen to imrstall 
who exits with it from scene. Daka sets the pro;ector 
ox the table, connects it to a wall plug. The 
projector lights up and he inserts one of the picoes ot 
film irto it. GAslwYA PULUuS ВОК to a FYLLER SHC: wh 
row takes in the screen iiarshall has just nung up ag 
the wall. isarshall comes bask to the group.as Paka say 

WES 
Turn off the lights, please, 

Fletoher complies and the room goes dark - 
the spot where the projector shires on the eer. 

INR. DLEL'S 1.805005 - NIGH? -LIGHS: 
CIOS3'SHO? ON SChi 4 x 

L map showirg or it. It is M bli o% of fosus but 
quickly becomes very sharp and-àiseinet, and shews 
the ground plan of the Lockwood fadtory. The words -- 
LOCK"COD AEHKORAUTICS COMPANY are; written at the bottom 
‘of the map and ore small building, away from the rest, 
‘is marked with a crass - Same builiding as in Sa. ЁЛУ, 
Daka's volce tomes over; 

DLEL'S VOTOS OVER 
. The cress marks the hangar where they 
keep the plane ~~ We will make. a 

photographic enlargement of thls map 
ard study Lt. 

S LABOR 20uY ~ NICHI ЕА 
ON 2uOUP ünhk PuOJZOPCH - 

DoK, РЫЛТОНЫҢ, MLASHalb, Волин, ELINA 

(Lights out - light change - lights turned or) 

in effective shot until Така says: 

BLK 
Eurn on the lights. 

CONTHOED: 



657, 

609. 

. CONTINUED: 

5-17 
Sii. 9107 

| ev. 

Fletcher takes a step away dud snaps the lights 
on. The room is lighted again.” Daka turns off the 
projector ага says бо tne men: 

TAKA . 
To know where it is - is one thing -- 
to obtain possession of it is ancthher. 
Jut I have an idea, gertlemen.... 

FDE CUT. 
END SEQ. 9 

START SZSUENCE 10 

FADE IN:.. 4 «ГАУ 

. INT. LOCKWOOD PACTURY ~ DAY 6ca, 
CLOSE SHOT ON LOOK 

On glass part of door is lettered:. . 

LOCKIOGD AERONLUTICS CONEA NY 
b. Se. is 

Łersonnel Manager 

DISSOLVE TO: 

INT, EVLNS' OFFICA - DLY | |o 609, 
MED. FULL SHOT 

This is a typical business office. Оп опе side of the 
room hangs 8 large map, which їз the ground plan of 
the factory. Bruce апа Dick, both dressed in coveralls 
such as plant workers wear - lapel mike buttons - are 

- Looking at the map while Evans stands to one side of . 
the map and points out a buiiding. It is the same buildin, 
that was marked vith a cross on Daka's map in Se. 606. 

EVANS 
This ls the hangar where we are- 
conducting the experiments on cur 
new motor, 

CONTINUED: 



629. 

5-18 
Sul. 10 

COIT? THUS: 609. 

ChMb2A ADVATCL3 as Dick says with mack enthusiasm: 

LICK 
ther, that's the place we'll have 
to keep our eye on, 

Evans and Bruce smile as the latter says to Zvans: 

BRICE E 
Мг. gvans, can you assign us to a 
stetion not too far from vhere they 
keep that plane, without arousing 
suspicion? 

IIT. EVANS? ОРТІСЕ - DAY 610. 
ANOTHER ANGLE 

Аз Evans walis over to kis desk, Bruee ard Dick 
following. After a moment, Evans snaps bis fingers, 
saying: n 

;OEVANS 
`. Phe best idea will be to have you 

‘work: as latorers in the stock 
receiving yard close ty that hangar. 

DISK: a (disappointed) 
Just ordinary lavorers, kuh? 

; BRUCE 
Yes ~ ind we'd better get to work 
before ir. svans fires us. 

. avans laughs аз he picks up two Identification badges 
from his desk and handing them to Bruce ard Dick, Says: 

EVANS 
fhese will ldentify ycu as Lockwood 
employees. 

Tke boys put on the вад; es ari Dick starts te polish 
his a little with his sleere as JALMRA LOVES IN TC 
CLOSE UP of badge. 

INSERT: CLOSS UE OF BADOE, shcwing the 611. 
Ansoription: 

91.7 
Н вся 

^ LO0CXZCOL 

I880LVE TO: 



£13. 

914. 

to кк wt 

EXP. CAVE OF HOPRORS - DAY | ELZ. 

INSZEPT: ANCIHER BADGE showing inscription: 

925 
306 

LOCKYONI 

CAMERA PULLS 3ACK ТО SHO! that bedge Ls being worn by 
a young man, JIK BRALL, wearing the same kind of work ̀  
clothes as Dick. 

EXT. CAVE OF HOREOSS.- DAY 615. 
glOSE SHOT - JIH 

САМЕНА TRUCKS ЗАСИ further disclosing Jim In the company 
of another somewhat older man known as FRED who also ` 
wears one of the Lockwood badges on his working clothes. 
Аз Barker's spiel comes over, the CARA FULLS BACK to 
а FULL SHOT disclosing that the boys are near the 
entrance to the Cave of Horrors. А few other people 
are listening to the barker but business seems rather 

slow at the moment. : 

ABRXER : | 
Yessirree -- take a trip thru the i 
celebrated chamber of horrors -~ and Р . í 
see the life size mođels of the victims | 
„f savage enemies -— 16'11 make you 
think -- 16:11 шаку your blood run 
cold. Hey, you two fellows there... 

He addresses his remarks to the two toys, Jim and Fred, 1 į 

arid oomes closer to them. | 

EXT. CAVE OP HORKORS - DAY 614. 
ъй. CLOSE SHOT -~ лі SND PRED 

BARKER 
You tuild planes -~ I'm gonna let 
‘you in free -* After you've seen 
the exhibition, you'il build 'em 
twice ag fast -~ go ahead, boys, 
go on in...It's on the bouse! 

Jim апа Fred look at each other, Jim shrugs his i 
shoulders: ait 

CONTINUES: : | f i 



516. 

617. 

518. 

CONTINUED: €14. 

М : JIM ' 
What can we lose?  "e've got a 
couple of hours before we go to work. 

FRED 
Okay by me. 

The barker smiles pleasantly and all three exit k to L 
from soene. Е 

-EXT. CAVE OF HORRORS - DAY 615. 
LED. FULL SHOP ON ZHWPRANCGS 

As the three men come to the tichet seller's window 
and the barker passes Jim and Fred thru saying to the 
ticket seller: 

BANKER 
Ivo on the house, 

The seller nods and the men pass thru the turnstiles _ 

EXT. CAVE OF HORHOAS - DAY ` 616. 
ib. SHOL ~ OF FLATPC ad: - 

As. the two nen get into a car -(attendant here). 

.16 starts out and disappears into the tunnel. 

EXP. CAVE OF HOAaC.S - DAY : ` 617. 
CLOSS SEO? -ON 5212.215 CAGE : 

As the barker pioks up an inter-office phone and 
speaks into lt. 

BARKEN. e. {into phone) 
To mechanics from Loclrood are 

. Starting through, 

INT, Ci VG OF HORKCHS -?UHHEL -- DAY 618. 
TRAVEL SHO? . (à to L) 

Jim and Fred in car go past a couple of the cave 
exhibits. 



7619. ТНТ» CAVE OF HOSRO.S TUNNEL LANDING- DAY 
LiD. CLOSS SHO? 

of Caveman šet, as car comes into tne scene and stops. 
Pred and Jlm look at each other: 

Jil 
This can't be the end of the line 
already. 

FEED 
Maybe the car got stuck. 

They both get out and step on the rocks. They start - 
р to L - to push tlie car but it won't pudge. 

620. ТЫР. CAVE OP HGuxGHS- TUNNEL LANDING -.DAY Еш 
CLOSA SHOP - Јр 

The Jap stationed at this point vith his club raised 
starts to move his eyes and watches the toys closely . 
as Jim says o.s. 

* JIN'S VOZ ©2...0, 5, 
‘It's a good thing we got in free. 

621. Ni. CVE Ох HOROS DUEL LANDING - psy 621, 
ыр, С1Ю5ш BHO! - OW Cin 

Both Jim and Fred are very disgusted as ire says; 

SRED 
` Phis wnole thing is from hunger? 

ли. 
You said it! 

Just then Daka's voice comes over from o.s. 

"BALA eas (008a) 
Ihis vay please, gentlemen, 

Both reel around in direction of voice. 

$22. IN. САУ. OF HOnao: быль Ls WoT HG 
CLOSE SHOT ON Osi 200; O COUNCIL ROC 

DAY 6с, 

(Looks 8) 

рака is standing by the open door, Wearing ar Oriental 
kimono апа smiling pleasantly. He motions ior the: to 
core over to hin. 



F23. INZ. CAVE OF HORAGKS TUNNEL LANDING - LAY 625. 
CLOSE SHOT - PRET LNG JT (LOOK 1) 

Аз they react to this invitation ard telieving it te 
be a part of the їрп, Fred says good-raturedly: 

FEED 
rretty; good, закі, your nasert's 
а little cff but your makeup is 
perfect. 

He tums to Jim, saying: 

i FEAL 
n : - Let's see what ke сап show us. 

Tre two boys exit from soena in lirection cf lake, 
(X te L) : 

624. INT. CAVE CF I 
Bia CLCSE SEG 

д HG - LAY ez 
2 PO COUNCIL CHALBEK (В to L 

4. 
\ , 

Lake is wa 
scene. He 
Jim gets a 1осу 
says: 

fer she boys whe presently erter the 
e te iet Jim and Fred pass him 

de and apparertly secing tre 12121, 

_ JIN 
This is more like it. 

He starts to step thru. 

G25. Tit, COVHSIL CHALIPEX - LAY 525 
51050 SHC? AI LOok CF CAVE CF HORRORS 

Hidden on this side 2f the dcor are zemcies Warren nnd 
Ercwn. The monert dim steps thru, Hxovn grabs him 
frem berird and as Fred enters, varrer goes for him, 
рака erters ага shuts the ісог te the Cave. Tre 
zombies renjer the toys powerless. 

LISS.LVE TC: 



626. 

627, 

oU? · єл 

INI. DLKS'S LAB - МҮ ? 627. 
мыш» FULL SHOT 

Jim is strapped in the Zombic Chair, a obkrorium hon 
band around his hvad, His оуоѕ are clos.d, Fletcher 
is just unstrapping Lis arms, as Daka jisrs up thu 
nombic mike and speaks into it: 

DLE: 
Open your Gycs. 

Jim's eyes slotly open. The expression is vacant, 
stupid. 

Take 
“Nhat is your рате? | 

| 

т | 
Jim вроттсі. : : 

Dh Eh. 
Stand up, Jim. 

Jim risus and stands rigidly on hls fect. : А | 

Dak (into mike) 
Has the nev. Lockwood motor tcon 
tustcd yet? 

JIM (in monotone) 
Yes, it's being tested every day. 

DAK. (into mike) 
Bo you or your friend knew how te 
fly a plano? 

SONEIZU XD 27 4 



seq, 12 

527. CORTING EL Ў s 627. 
т 

Fred knows row, 

LAK (smiles) 
Sesil, 

He turrs бо Flətrrer ani says: 

7 ELKE А 
Fletsher, have them oring in the 
otrer nar. 

Fletsher starts for доог, as we 

LISseLvs TO; 

628. e FACTCEY YERD - LZO00X-CCL ELANI ~ DAY 628. 
2 FULL SECT 

On piles of bexes апі crates thet are usel tr skip. 
varisiy plene parts in.  Lisk ara Bruce (lapel mike cals: 
(ALrea*5i^r as ©29) зоте inte ths 2 GAITYirng a large 
hax tetween the Trey hesve the сг top of ar- 
other cae, Lick pants a little nerGicn. Both r’ 
trem are wearing the workman's «s arvyerallse 
Scuni of mctor startsing coms Cver soares They lecok ~, 

BRUCE 
Looks like they're аго ready for 
arother test flight. Ther ст work 
will be thrcagb, ч 

х reds and wipes his brow. 

629. EXT. RUNVAY ~ LAY (SPOCK! (IVT ТАТО RNP] 

Flane on rurway with noter illirng. 

330 EXT. ROAD NEAR LOCZJOUL ELANE ~ ZAY | MER 
RUNG. 

5-574 

The heavies tiask seian -l goes by Chia 
driving, Pletsher, Fred and Jim in basx s 



685, 

654, 

INT. BEAVERS CLR $1 - LAY | 651. 
FULL SHOT (209255) (R te ш) 

the саг is being driven by Larshall. The two rew zombies, 
Freda and dim, are in the buck seat, ir werk clothes. 
Pletcher is sitting between them,  iarshall polnts 

aheai, saying: 

MARSHALL 
There"s the plant, 

EXT. ROAD NEAR 100615000 PLANT. - DAY | .. 685. 
iD. SHOT (2 to L} 

Marshal driving, Рлебоһег in rear seat center, as tne 
heavies car fl, comes to a stop. Fred and Jim step 
out rear door, The are wearing caps or habs over 
thelr zomble bands. fhey exit from scene tovard er- 
trance to plant O.S. (К to L ). Phe car drives off, 

EX". GLTE TO LOCKUOD FLAUT - DAY 653. 
LED. CLOSE SHOT 

Погкегз nre passing by tre rateman who examires their 
passes, looks at their badges and ther lets them go, 
thru. Jim and Fred enter scene, passes in hard, show i 
and pass thru the gate without arousing’ suspicion. 
(Zanoh b boxes for workers.) 

EXI. LOCKOOD FACTORY YARD - DAY 634, 
taa МЕР» CLOSE. SHO? ~ Вист AND DICK (lapel mike buttons) 

They are still standing where we le ft them before, 
Ihe rumble of the airplane propeller is coming over: ssor. 

BRUCE 
Phat plane will be taking off in 
а few minutes, You stay here ard 
keep your eyes open, 

He starts to move away and Dick asks: 

DICE 
There are you going? 

BRUCE 
-Just want to scout around a little. 

(he adds} 
If you see anything susplolous, get 
in touch with re on your pocket radica 



626. 

657. 

556. 

lw. 

EXT. 1001000 FACTORY GROUNDS - DAY 658. 
ED, FULL SHOT е 

L section of the grourds which is quite isolated ard 
rot far from whert the plorc is: standing or the runway. 
Bruce 3omeg valkirg along (lapel miks button), locks 
0,8. and exits. Xoise of propellor carrics over secre 

S20cK) 63€. 
CLOSA SHOT - PL. 

The plane standin, rvady for takeoff (L te 2) - its 
propellers turrirg. 

PLANE - DAY (PROCESS ~- SZILL PLAIS) £37, 
« SHOT TO L4» LOCH 

4s Bruce (sapel mike button) opens door ard looks inte 
plenu, then extcrs it. Pere is по partition between 
the pilot's seat and the main ооду of the plane al- 
though there is a scparate compartment in thre rear. 
Bruce looks srourd a moment, then walks tovard rear 
compartment, orvcrs it, closing door aftur him. 

EXT, LOCKOOD PLOTO3Y YSHD - DAY ^ 638. 
LED. CLOSE SHOT ~ DICK 

-rotonding to work эз he keeps glancing atout and tore. 
the hangar. Ihe signal on the pockut radio chirps ка 
ingly. Dick sawks into his lapel button mike as hu 

elicks on the radio box in the pocket of his ecveralls. 

DICK 
Yus, B3ruco.., 

тит. PLAXB RELR COLPS НТІ. * DAY €29. 
CL: Si SHOT d 

Bruce talking to vick vla the posket madio (lapel 
mike button) 

| BRUCE . 
I'm ir the plane -~ vart to kee: 
an чуг on things Whilu in flight. 



Б-57 
Seg. 10 

640, EXP, 1000 "00р үлөр - DLY п 640, 
11р, CLOUS SHOT ~ LICK 

4s he finishes talking to Bruce. 

.. DICK 
Happy Landings. 

Dick snaps off th. pocket radio, ‘reacts as h. looks 
off scunc. t 

LAT, LOCZMOD FACTORY YLRD 641. 641. 
LED. SHOT 

is Frei and Jim, the two zombics, cow into seunu and 
pass close tc Dick (lapel mike button) Ee pretaunds 
to he. working 2s ke glances at them and says: 

/' DICK (cordial ly} 
Lookin" for somone? 

fhe tuo топрі чз valk on thru the -scune, paying no 
attention. Dick serstehes his head, starts off artur 
thure ` | 

642, ТЕТ. OKOD WANGLR - D.Y 642, 
мир. CLOSE SHOT uf 2002 NEAR "OSKBZSICH 

‚ 5з two pilots, Wearing their flying togs, stup up бо 
a méchanio who is working at the bench. Seving them, L. 
smiles and says: 

TLiGCHA HTC 
She's all set, boys.  Purrin! 
like a kitten. 

. 187 PILOT 
Thanks, Шоб, “We'll give your 
regards to the argels. 

iac laughs. Jim ard Pred walk into the seeno. lino 
looks at them in surpri te 

ic А 
Don't you fellows Lnow you're nek 
supposed to some into this hangar? 

Jim, without warning, laris a punch on the jaw of Lac 
who goss doen, tuun ke jumps the fires pilot. Pred 
swings on the s.cond pilot. : 



644, 

6456 

540. 

"EAT, 

118. 

649, 

Б - ёв 
Seq. 10 

THT. HANGAR - DAY | 642, 
CLOSE SHOT - DOUR™LY | 
Dick (lapel mike button) comes around edgo of door, гоасбг 
as he sees what is taking plaoc. 

INT, HANGAR - DAY "644. 
FUEL SHOP - FISH? ` ? І 

Всбкееп the two pilots and the two zombies (Fred and 
Jim). Dick (lapel mike button) rushes into th: fray - 
just as one pilot govs out cold from a punch by Fred, 
Dick ard Fred start fighting. 

INT. HANGAR - DOY i i 645. 
LED. CLOSE ~ FIGHT 

Dick and Fred battling, Dick (lapel mike button) is 
getting the best of the zombie as théy trade punches. 

INT HLRGAR - Day TM oe e £46, 
MES. SHOT ~ FIGHT 

Between Jim and other pilot, Jim knocks sSvoond pilot 
cold. He then picks up 2 plese of two ~ by - four from 
the workbench and gocs to hulp Fred. 

INT. HANGAR - DY : З P 647, 
LED. CLOSE SHOT - FIGHT 

Between Dick and Fred. Dick (lapel mike button) knocks 
Fred back und dewn. He steps buck panting as Jim cores: 
into scene vith upraised two-hy-four, starts bringing it 
down on Dick's bead which is out of frame. 

IND. HANGAR ~ DEY ` ‘ 6460 
GED. SHOT ZORBIES (ERD & Jri) 

48 they walk over to the fallen pilots, tke their helmet 
from them which they put on and exit from hargure 

INT. HANGAR ~ DAY 649. 
CLOSE SHOT ~ DICK (Lapel mike button) 

lying unconsclous on the floor. 



(n wa 

5 - 29 
Seq. 10 

INT, PLLNE ~ DAY {PROCESS - STILL PL.TE ) €526 
LED. CLOSE SHOT - DOOR OF PLANE 

Jim and Fred, now in flyirg togs, climb into the plane, 
close the door and seat themseives at the controls, ` 

EXT. RUNBY - D.Y (StGOK ) (L то R) 651. 

Plane taxis down the runvaye 

INT, HLNGLR - DY É 652, 
izD. SHOE ~~ DICK (Lapel mile button) 

He starts regaining his senses, gets groggily to his 
feet, sees the 2 pilots and meckanio knocked cold on 
the floor, he stumbles to the door of hungar ard looks 
out and up. 

EXT, PLONE IH AIR - DY (STOCK) (n 20 E) 6536. 

IND, HLNG,R - DY І 654. 
CIOSE SHOT ~- DICK ¿T DOOR 

Dick standing in doorway clisks on his pccket radio 
and вреакв into mike. His voice іза little shuky and 
жез, 

DICK {weakly} 
Bruce}... Brucel... The бсо mer in 
the plane ure not the Lockwocd pilots. 

INT. PLANE ВЕСА OOLRLRILEENT „рх [L 20 R) 555, 
CLOSE SHOT i 

Bruce answering Dick's message ~ speaking into lapel 
mike, 

BRUCZ 
Check! Report it to headquarters! 
ifm riding alorg 6111 I get to their 
hideouts 

Ее shuts off radio, then starts unzipping the coverall. 
revealing the butman outfit underneath. 

INR. PLONE - DAY (PROCESS) L 20 R) 656, 
INGLE SHOT OX PILOTS - 

Fred with his hard on the stick, Jim sitting stolidly | 

beside bim, 



657. 

559. 

669. 

661. 

662. 

553. 

664, 

IND. PLANS - DAY (PROCESS) G57. 
CLOSE SHOT Ai DOOX ТО COHEARTLEUP (D rO Е) 

Тһе compartrest cp ard Bruce, rov completely changed 
into his outfit о: tec Satman looks out at the pilots. 

Tit. SOUUCTL СНА 
31055 SHOP? ON Ds 

2 - DLY £50, 

Ee is looking irto hls ‘iombie screen, apparently er- 
јоуіпё hirself. 

TL30BT; Sched - showing picture of Pred and Jim at 
controls. 659. 

Il. COUNCIL SHABA - DAY E 6С. 
CLOS. SHOT ОШ DAK} 

15 he picks up tne zomble mike ard still lcoking at 
Soreen, he speaks into mike: 

DAKA 
Set your course vest by southwes' 
and head хог Pelicur Island. 

He keeps looking into screen and suddenly reacts ta 
what he sees, 

DISIRI: ZOUSIE SCREEN - skewing the hatman lcokinz 661 
out rear comparime:t door beniri the pilots. 
Over this somes Daka's voice: 

: DAKA'S VOICE (O8j 
-Icok ouf behind youl -- the Patani 

NI. ELSES - DAY (FL003s8) (L YO R) : єєх, 
LED. TULL SHOT : 

49 Jim leaps up, runs to rear door. He ani tbe HE 
co invo а struggle. Fred continues tc fly the E 

EXT. PLANE - DAY (STOCK би LDNIATUX:S ). (b 10 xj ЕЕЗ. 

bs the plane weaves an erraotiu course. 

EXD. AIR SEOLTIUG SIATION - DAY (stock) - 6 ̂  ^ 

Observer spots plane and grabs phones 



RES. 

666. 

567, 

665. 

669. 

3T 

5-1 
Seg, 10 

THE. Айыу OFFIC — ШАУ 6, 
GLOSS SHOP ON САУТ. ULSS - 

The phone rings and the o fficer, Capt. wales, ansvars 
it immediately: д 5 
: S422, CLLOS 

Sartain „ales spesking.. 

He listens for s nczent, then says: 

SAEZ. WALLS 
Okay, i'll atterd бо it at once. 

Ke hangs up, pioks arother phone ap, valts а romer 5 and 
inen speaks into it. 

САРТ, JALUS . 
Battery Commander ~ zone 14...This 
is Captain .alés. Stoler plase 
over your sectior. Order your 
batteries to bring ib down. 

He hangs up the phone. 

IND. PLAY ~ DAY (£ROCISS) . ran 
MSD. SHOT = FICHT (L 10 2) 

вебу геп Batman ard Jim.  Ba6man knocks Jim backvnris. 
Fred leaps from controls and grapples “ith satman 

ихт, PLANE - DAY (Stock) (то 2) ee. 

Fleane flying erra tically. 

EXP. LOK-LIK BATTERY - LAY (STUCK) CER. 
Lovior of army orev preparirg to fire. 

А ECD, 
IND. PLANS - DAY (4,0553) (L To x.) | 
PULL SHOE - CABIN . 

Batman in terrizis fight as-he slugs is cub with both 
Bred and Jim. 

Lig, UOUBSTL CHNS 
CLOSS CX DAKA 

- DAY ETS. 

YurLous ever the impexding failure sf the plan. 

CONTINUES 



672; 

671. 
672. 

680. 

5- 22 

Seq. 1C 

CONTIIM ED | i . 672. 
DAZA (irto mike) 

Fred, get tack to tre cortrolsi 

ТООК OF ASZ-LIE Gra’ GRETIG BARC Em: 

SIOCK OF AJK-AGK LALLY FIRING. E73. 

EXT. PLANS - DAY (LIXIATURE) (L FO E) 200 074 

AGK-AGX FII, bursting arourd plane. 

Ki - DEY (PuOCESS) (LTC R) ers, 

Of satmar still struggling with the tro zombies, Fred 
ard Jim. Fred ties tc get back to ths sortrols, but 
Ls knocked down. Я Я 

STOGK OF ASK AUK BALTARY PIKING єт 

EXf. PLANS - DLY (LINIGfUZE ) (L TO z) єт 
АЗ shell tears cff part of wirg of plane. 

STOK OF ACK aGX BATTERY FIRING ETR. 

EXT. FLANE - DAY (Ic Nz4 TU ER) (i То R) 679. 

: hs the раге goes into s arazy spir. ard ircps owr. 
toward the. grourd.. 

EXP. ROUGH COUNTRY = LAY (icINTALURS) (L I0 2), ERD, 
JOD. LORG SHC? 

25 she plare crashes inte “earth in м weoded sestier of 
tie courtry - sheke pouring from it - as we 

FLDE OUT 

EXD CF SHAFTER FIVS 



$81. 

682. 

683. 

BATMAN 

3ith 

Robin, The Boy Yonder 

FADE ІМ 
1 
и 

Е = 

OVERLAP SEQ 10 

EXT, ROUGH COUNTRY - DAY (Stock or Winisture) €81. ` 
FULL SHOT : "LOT 

The plene is seen to crash, flame and smoke pour 
from the wreckage, 

EXT. ROUGH COUNTRY - DAY 582, 
КЕ. FULL SHOT 

A group of soldiers, members of the anti-aircraft 
squad trat broudg:t the plene down, They kava just 
seen it fall end now run out of scene in that direction, 

- EXT. "RECKED PLANE - DAY iplene оп fire: 683. 
CLOSE SHOT 

‘As the Batmsn crawls out of the wreckeze and ther 
starts.to drag the bodies of Jim enc Frec - zombie 
kesä band visible - from 1%, and discovers they are 
both desd, : 

EXT. ROUGH COUNTRY - DAY vet, 
MED. SHOT 

Group of anti-sircraft soldiers on the run, 

CUT TO: 



586. 

687. 

588, 

690. 

с- 2 
SEQ 10 

EXT. "RECKED PLANE - DAY  iPlene on firsj €85. 
‘CLOSE SHOT - BATMAN & BODIES OF FRED & JIM 

AS Lis attention is drawn to the zombie head-band 
on Fred, Не rescts эга quickly removes it from his 
Lead. The wire atisczed to the disc apparently 
still Lolàs it to tis body. The Batman yarks it 
loose, looks off in seprekersion es the SOUND OF 
VOICES spproacking somes over, He comes to tis 
feet, CAMERA PANKING JITH HIM to Jim, He berds 
dowr, quickly picks up hesd-band on grourd beside 
Jim's body end dashes out of scene - Reverse of 

‚ plane crash. 

EXT. ROUTH COUNTRY - DAY 686. 
MED. CLOSE SHOT 

Ав Batmsn runs into scene (Reverse of crest), looks . 
beck for a moment, and then dissppeers into the under- 
brush. He has the two zombie head-bands in his hand. 

EXT. YRECKED PLANE - DAY 687. 
MED. CLOSE 

As soldiers rush in, (Reverse of crash] looking 
about tre wreckage. One of them sees bodies of Fred 
snd Jim - runs to them - others join him. Others 
start to put out the flemes." 

БУТ. HIGHUAY - DAY €88. 
MED. SHOT 

This road is fringed with buskes and trees. А язув 
dow’ the highway near a culvert is a road marker. 
Betman (carries Zombie bards) comes sneaking out 
from tte urderbrush эга looks sbout, then quickly 
dashes back, вз a csr passes by. 

КУТ. HIGH"AY - DAY : 680. 
OH UNDEZRBRUSH 

As Batman {carries zombio bands} cautiously comes 
out again and-finding the rosg clear, starts to 
crawl along ditch toward rosd marker. - .Зесегзе 
of crash} л 

EXT. HIGH"AY - DAY 690. 
MED. CLOSE SHOT - AT ROAD MARKFR 

As Batman (carries zombie bands) comes into scene 
‘Reverse of зразу) - looks at the marker which bears 

DONTINUSD: 



G- 3 
SEC lc 

CONTINUED: 590. 

the inscription: ENCE ORTH 1 Mi. 
PAiROLA 7 М, 
EXENVILLE 12% MI. 

Also the # 52 

The sound of more cars approaching comes over and 
Batman quickly ducks underreatt the culvert. 

EAT. CULVERT - DAY . 
CLOSE SHOT - BATMAN (Carries zombie bards) 

p «o ри 

As he comes into Culvert ard believing himself safe, 
takes out Batman mike snd spesks into it. 

BATMAN 

Dick! -- Dick! 
{Бе listers for Dick 

Я to srswer - then says; 
I'm all rigrt -- Get the car and drive 
out oc Highway G2, .I'm one mile this 
side of Edgesortk. Have nothing to 
cLange to from the Batman outfit. 

he listens sgain and adds: 

BATMAN 
I'll hice іп » culvert near the 
road sim until you get here. 

He snaps off rsdio srd settles down, 

INT. COUNCIL CHAMBER - DAZ 
CLOSE SHOT - ON РАКА 

o о хә М 

Dsxs Їз gazing into the television. screen, rhist. 
appears іп Csrkness, He twists Oisls and knobs but 
nothing Lsppens. THR CAMERA PULLE BACK to a MED, GOT, 
eis closin; Fietzner, "sllace, Preston snd Marshall, 
all stantint intently w LI &Echitn4 Ure Screen naka. 
Deka as te turns from tne screen to Fletcher: 

DAKA 
It is ‘useles- -- I can't eortact 
them again, 

He snaps off syitch. 

7 CONTINUED: 



692. 

RN 

CONTINUED: iu 692. 

PRESTON 
Tre Batman must Lave overpowered 
those meshenics. 

Before Deks can answer this, a light flashes or suc 
off on radio set, Daka moves to the short wave ra^ic. 

IRT, HOURS TE SEAME. 
159. CLOSE ~- DAKA, PLE R, TALLACE, 

› MARSHALL 

695, 

Dexs turns on the spesker, From it a voice is heard: 

‘VOISE...\ over radio) 
Section Fifty reporting..... 

DAKA | 
Go aresd. 

VOICE... Over racio) 
Lockwood test plane just crashec 
nesr Xdgeworth.,, Ivo bovies found 
in rrecksxze. 

DAKA 
ho were treyt 

VOICE... ovar rs^ioi 
Mechariss from Lockvoo? factory. 

Dake snaps off the set and turas to the others: 

| . DAKA 
Trat means the Batman is still at 
large -- but before long, I'll make 
Lim regret kis irterfererce., 

Preston rods - then raminging himseif of somethings: 

PRESTON 
Esén't you better sontact the 
submarine эп? tell trem? 

INT, сой ^HAVBRR - DAY GUA, 
MED. SHOT - DAKA, PLEICHER, "ALLACE, 

PRESTON, MARSHALL 

Daka takes в desp breatr that sourds like a hiss as 
he turns to the short wave set, 

SONTINUFD: 



. понуро; 

He starts to tune it ie, then »icks um set of exrtores 
wita movii:oilece sn? робя them on. Ле makes one fir 
s7justment on the dial, then speaks iuto the mout 

Dan: 
Dr, Tito, Paks csllirg submarine 
9318 -- Dr, Tito Dsks calling 
submarine 918. | 

NE RADIO ROCK - DAY 

.e radio operator also wearing esrptones, tss picke" 3t. 
up tLe call sug speaks into the mike. 

RADIO OPERATOR 
Go stesc, please . Yes - 

LCS : S ofi 
Cepbein.ruri -- Prince D 
importsrt mssseze., 

He texes off rises: rpbores and hienco tiem to the sub 
comusnCer wio rss vslxec into the scene, The com- 
msacer mute or. 56^ speaks into mike. TR 

SUB COMMANDER 
Bansel, rrince Dako Е 

те listens smhile; 
Тоо bac pler feilec, 

lety reqisters ou his face, theu ne spesks into 
mize sain. 

` DUB Сог ER 
But please to hurry. These wsters 
Zengerous for Nipponese submerine. 
Enemy Zestroyers close by. 

596, INT. COUP Ih CHAMSER ~ DAY 196, 

CLOSER SHOP ON DAKA . 

Daka tries he saypesse tim, 
] . 

72 КА 
to ssve time, we will en“esvor to 
secure blueprints for Lockwood motor 
instesc of ysitin« for Yenkees to 

“buble a печ one, 

CONT INES: 



ТЭ. 

698. 

699. ' 

oo. 

701. 

eo uU Qt 

CONTINUED: . ` 696. 

He listens for а moment, then says:: 

2AKA 
Benzai. ` 

He snaps off the ragio ane takes off the earphones, 
then turns to Fletcher, Yallsce, Preston, Marshall. 

Я ЂАКА 
"e must devise а plan whereby 
we shall obtain these blue prints. 
It may take a little while, but 
nothing is impossible for the 
League of the New Order. | 

EXT. OCEAN - DAY (STOCK) 697. 
FULL SHOT ! 

Runby several U.S. destroyers.. 

EXT. OCEAN - DAY (STOCK) 698. 
MED. CLOSE SHOT 

Ав periscope of submarine rises out of water. 

INT. JAP SUBMARINE AT PERISCOPE - DAY | 699. 
CLOSE SHOT - САРТ, KURI AT PERISCOPE 

He is just adjusting the periscope finder and starts 
to look thru. 

EXT. OCEAN - DAY (STOCK) x 700. 
MED, SHOT 

A U.S. destroyer making fast. runby. 

INT. JAP SUBMARINE AT PERISCOPE - DAY 701. 
CLOSE SHOT - CAPT. KURI AT PERISCOPE 

He is just getting his bearing and suddenly he reacts 
with horror to what he sees: 



702. 

725. 

794. 

705. 

є- 7 
Sn. 1С 

EXT, OCEAN - DAY (stock) "CZ 
LS SEEN THRU PEZISCOPE 

The destroyer under zorced draft heading straight 
into THs CAILZuüi. 

INT. JAE SUBMARINE -AP PERISCOFE - DAY 7608, 
FULL SHOT І 

Showing interior near conning tower and регізсоре; 
as Captain Kari snaps an order: 

OA pT H 

Srash dive! eU DE 

. Three sállors nearby jump to thelr posts quickly. 
Captain Kuri starts to pull down periscope. 

EXT, OCEAN ~ DAY (STOCK OR MINIATURE) 7^4. 

Аз destroyer strikes submarine., 

(ЛИТ, ЈАР SUBMARINE -41 PZHISCOPE - DAY 775. 
FULL SHOT i 

The impact throws all men down and water starts 
to pour in as we - 

and of Sequence 19 

FADS IH: Е 

INI. BRUCE'S LASCHLZORY - DAY | TCE 
MED. CLOSS SHOP. > 

Bruce and Dick,  Eruce has the two head-set discs 
before him on his laboratory table. He has buen 
taking them npart, 

* DICK 
Can you figure it out? 

BRUCE... (shaking head) 
It's a slever piece of work - but 
how does it operate? 

CONTINUE»: 



706. 

À=- a 

38., 12 
CONTIN ED: 70€, 

DICK 
emote control of some kina, ek? 

3HUCE . 
That's rot impossiole, Both men 
in the plane wore them -- and both 
ien seezed бо act as ore. 

He drops the head piece onto the laboratory table. 

DIGK 
‘mit ting? * 

BRUCE 
iiight as well - besides - ~ 

(he indicates. head 
sets on the bench) 

- those men don't worry me ~ they" re. 
..Small fry. It's the man behind them! 

He starts moving toward door in the lavoratory. 
Diek lingers, for a second, then follows Bruce. 

INR. BRICE'S LIBRA - DAY | тст, 
LED. SHOT -LIHDA а Һыгйор | 
Clock shows time to bo 3:20 f.i. 

Linda ard Alfred are In the room. 
back to the large erairifather clock, 
secret entrance deser & ina torres episode, 
Alfred is apparently trying to stall Linda. 

ALPRED 
ows Where they are, Miss 

Wayne had boen considering | 
for his health for 8.long 
They may have gone elther to 

the beech or the desert. 

Suddtnly the sloek strike one and ¿ifred stiffens. 

Е. Кохрѕ on talk eyes glued оп the clock 
apprehensively Š not taking much, sense. ў 

"Аі? 
Or even icxico City.... 

. Linda looks ‘at him queerly. Thu door of the clock 
opens slowly us Alfred stuttvrs: 

ALF 
Or mybe South America... 

CONTINUED: . 



727. 

709, 

7710, 

CONTINUED: 777 

LINDA... (disgustedly). 
Or possibly trying i to find out who 
the Batman is. 

IED. BNIOE'S LISRAMY - DAY 2 тев. 
LED. SHOP -- Oii C 

4s Bruce steps from it smiling miehicvously at 
Alfred o.9. Dick coms thru right softer him. 
Alfred's voice comes over 0.5. i 

LLFAXD'S VCIUL...(0.s.) 
Ck, yes, Miss -- i moar, по Miss --- 

INT. BRUCE'S Li i- ШҮ | 799. 
MED. SHOP -- LIH E a 

Linda is starting to put or her gloves rcady te 
lesve, Bruce is quite close to her now but she still 
has no ldea that he is in the room then she seys: 

e LINDA 
Тоо bad he had te run off just 
When I needed him most. 

4t that Bruce steps out in front of her, saying: 

BRECE 
Linda, dear, lot me hear you say 
that again -- that you nevd me. 

alfred. makes a quick exit as Linda, 4 bit flustercd, 

says: 

. LINDA 
Oh, Brucs, you're hopeless. 

At that Dick steps ар. to them and she greets hin. 

. рл 
Eello, Dick 

ТЇ. BRUCE'S LIBR: 
CLOSS SHOT ~ LINDA, 

71C. 
ш & DICE 

As Linda turns to Bruce again: 

CONTINU ар; 



Е 6- 1) > 
710. CONDEMNED + Sic. ll 710, 

LINDA 
Y came to tell you that Ken Golton's 
ix tovn... He phoned me at the А 
hospital to fird out kov to ect ir 
touch “ith uncle iartin, 

. BiU бш, . zicusly) 
What dous hc 

He ssid uncle i pxuü-sStuakod him 
бо £ mini A he's struck 
Lt risk -- i S to record the Е: 

mine in both their rames. 

DLA you tell him about your gact 

LINDA 

Vo. I asked rir to coms to my 
Apartnent tonight, kopin, that 
you ni, ht help mc out. 

А SOs 
Of course i'll te there. I ub 
seen 015 Kur in а moon's ago Sow 
how abcut some белт 

i ; Lipa ' 
franks, Bruce, vub I'll have to 
est back to тогу rox. 

Ske pats her arm trru Bruce's and бач j 
а smile walks hor to bne door, Слик ЁН ЭТН 2... 

JISSOLVL FO; 

ті, Tis. CCUHCIL CBAMBLN ~ DLY This 
мй, CIlOSG - ON DAK. 

Iaka ls standing before the idol ournin. ineense 
ard bowing before it as, bus S 0.2. Н 
turns aná. walks over te sre cosarecn an 
sraps sniter. 

ты. -- 805 оё шы 712. 

Showing C] 
effect, sh 
the fleure 

scopis 
of vhich is 

ana Е я 
i hand, in palm 



713. 

6-11 
SEQ 11 

INT. COULCIL CHAMBER - DAY : 715. 
MED. FULL SHOT 

As Daka snaps off switch, then pushes button and 
door to cave opens, admitting Preston, Burke and 

. Kline - they enter walk over to Daka, Freston 
carries a пепѕрарег with large hesdlines, hich he 
puts before Deka as CAMERA MOVES IN CLOSER. Dara 
picks up tte paper, 

INSERT METSPAPER - 714, . 

DESTROYER SIKS JAP. SUB OFF 
0.5, COAST 

NO SURVIVORS 

INT. COUNCIL GHALIBER - DAY 715. 
CLOSE SHOT - DAKA 

Ав һе puts down tke psper and then says almost to 
himself:. i 

DAKA 
No survivors, ..Anotrer disaster 
on account of interference from. 
the Batman... 

He turns to the trio and ssys harshly: 

. DAKA : 
"e c&c.forget about trose blues 
prints for the present. There 
is ore thing you must accomplish 
at once - Destroy the Batman! 

CéMERA PULLS BACK to take ‘in Preston, Burke, Kline. 

PRESTON 
Tast's з great idea - but rou? 

Daka thinks a moment, then ansvers: 

DAKA : 
It is evident that ke is interested 
in that Poge girl--- 

BURER 
Treat maybe, but, I understand she 
lixes s fellow named Bruce “layne. 

CONTINUED: 



715. 

6 - 12 
SEQ 11 

CONT INUED: . 715. 

Prestor gets эп idea. 

PRESTON 
. You dor.'t suppose this fellow 
"ayre ord the Batman could be the 
game verson? 

INT. COUNCIL CHAMBER - DEY | 716, 
ANOTHER ANGLE 

As Daksa ssys rather diesuatodiys 

DaKat Y 
Don't be absurd -- at-Simpering 
fool could never е: the Batman! 

He turns back to Pres опу 

"e must lea 
Page girl -\һеў habits - ord 
those "ho come to visit her. 

Now he addresses Kline. 

DAKA 
Kline --yóu are sn electrician. 
Go to Miss Page's apartment, nosing 
as a telephone repair msn, "Install 
a dietophone. 

He writes something оп a piece of paper which he 
hands to Klire. 

DKA 
This is ler address. 

Kline tokes 16 end shorts to go as рака says to 
Burke, Preston. . 

DAKA 
Perhsps we will learn nos who this 
Batman really is --- 

DISSOLVE TO: 



i7. 

6 - 13 
‘SEO 11 

ТНТ. LINDA'S LIVING КООМ - NIGHT " 717. 
MED. FULL SHOT - LINDA & COLTON 

This is 9 fairly nice room, modernly furnished with 
а feminine touch. - The entrance is directly off the 
nall, one door from it leads into the bed room, 
another into the kitchenette, Colton snd Linda are 
seated on s couct, ‘Colton, a man iu his late forties; 
looks like .а typical miner, with а preying beard, 
4ressed nicely now in his Sunday's best. Wis five 
gallon het is resting on the arm of the couch. He 
ard Linda are teiking as CAMERA MOVES IN to a CLO, 
БОР. 3 

COLTON | 
I had no ides that Martin hod 
disappearéd -- “at about the 
police?. Haven't ther any clues? 

LINDA 
(shakes her t.ead) 

Nore аў all. 

COLTON 
“le‘ve uot to find tim somehow, 
I've struck 1% rich and hslf of 
everything belongs to him. 

LINDA 
What.sort of a mine is it, 
Mr Colton? 

COLTON. ... (confidentially) 
Radium -- snd. lots of it. 

At that moment, tte door buzzer sounds off stoge. 
Linda gets up to ansver it, saying to Colton аз 
CAMERA MOVES BACK: 

. .LINDA 
Excuse me, 

CATERA PANS hor to the door, She opens it and Bruce 
аса Dick enter, exchange adlib greetings and then all 
three cross over to Colton, CAMERA PAN ING THEM BACK, 
The men shake hands and Bruce introduces Dick. 

BRUCE 
This is Dick Greyson, my ward -- 
Mr, Colton. 

CONTINUED: 



719, 

CONTINUE SCENE & COVER SPZECERS OF SCENE #719. 

E€ - lt 
SEO ll 

COUT INUED : 717, 

DICK 
Нот do you do, sir. 

They all sit down. 

LIWDA'S LIVING ROCM - WIGHT 713. 
> SHOT -ON BRUCE, LINDA, COLTON, DISK 

Аз Bruce turns to Colton: 

BRUSE 
to зев you smuin, 

го are you stayirg? 

. COLTON 
At tre fa orth "otol -- tre 
best is rors too good for me 
noz, ` 

Я BRUSE 

Бау - what's this I 
firdirg 3 gold mire? 

.. Smiling) 
ear shout your 

CCLTCN : 
А ientrusiastioally! 

It's better than mold ! Look, 

He reaches into his cost pocket ard brings oui some- 
thing wrapped іт. paper, lie opers tre psper and vards 
Bruce a satiny black rock, Bruce takes 15 and seeme 
rather diseppoirted as re says: : 

| . BRUJE . 
Loozs like s piece of coal fo me, 

Golton smiles good naturedly as he explsirs: 

COLTON 

That's piter blende - the mineral 
from ich radium is extracted, 

INT. COUNCIL CHAMBER - 
CLOSE CHO? - OF LID Jj 

"719. 

As tune following conversation comes over the CAMERA 
PULLS. BACK, disclosing 2555, Fletcher, Prestor; Marsisll 

CONTINUED: 



m 
tide SOUT LYUSD: ` pi 

end Nallace grouped around it. (NOTE IC ПАСТОК - 
shoot following three cpeeches as well аз next 
зсепе on both groups of people.) 

COMTON'S VOLGE, 0.5. 
I've got milliers of tors of this 
pitch blende in sight, and from 
the test I've made it's а much 
higher grade ore than any of the 
mown deposits. 

BRUGR'S VOIZR,...0.5. 
Very interesting, tut isn't 
it а very expensive precess 
to extrzot the radium from this -- 
what you call it ~ pitch blerde? 

COLTOU'S VOLCE...0.5, 
Yes - but that doesn't matter when 
you znow how little of it there is 
avallaciie today, and new badly mere 
сї it fa needed, | 

Daxa turns to thé Broup-Fletcher, Preston, Marshall, & 
Wellace-end saya with а cunning smile: d 

Data 
Ит. Dolton seems tc realize our 
problems, Ш 

Continue acene and get reactions of pgrcup to dialorue 
of scere 3:760, * 

INT, LINDA'S LIVING КООМ - NISHT 56, 
KZD. CLOSE - THE 3ROUP 

As Dioz asus interestedly: 

DICK 
пеге is thet mine located, Уг, 
Salton? 

Bruce cuts in quickly before Celton car answer, 

z “BAUSE 
Dor'!t tell anyere - net even 
us until you've vegictered 
your claim. 

CCHERIGEDs 



721, 

. for the map - che f 

Uo 

1 

eo 

SOUTINUED: 720. 

(Snow Dazats di sappolhtinent here when dialogue comes 
over hima) (3et this in Se. 719) 

Solton waves this aside and says to Linds 

COLTON... (to finds) 
f con trust all of you. Have ycu 
got s man of the state? 

LINDA 
Yos ~ L'1l get it for you, 

She gets up and walks tcward а dosx at the ether 
side of the room, SANELA PARNUAS WITH EBH. 

INT. LINDA'S RIVING ЦОСУ - Матт OUO. 
СТОЛЕ SHOT - AT ОЙК - LINDA & DLOK 

' Aa Linda walks into scene, opens the desk drawer ard 
taxes out a stack papers, letters, ete., loniing 

it =- starts to put the letters 
tacx and drops quite a few of them cn the floor. 
“hs bends down to pick them up as Dick's veice comes 
over from о,з, М E ш 

р DICK'S VOICE...0.5. 
I'LL picx them up for yeu, Mics Page, 

лија gets up оз Disk comes in and gets cr. hls imees 
te plex them up. Linda walks away with wap, sozsing 
te Dick: 

LINDA 
Then you, Dick. 

ant. LINDA'S. AVERT ROOM - NinüT тс... 
| . 40238 CN FLGCR BY О{ОК 

On Dick as he starts to pick up the letters, he is 
attracted by something. 

TNAERT - OF WHAT DIGZ SENO: TES. 

A wive under the адар өй $39 9 ting mlororhcre, 



124. 

725, 

726. 

727, 

788. ̀  

TS. 

tco кн RA 

INT, LINDA'S LIVING ROOM - NIGHT 724, 
CLOSE SHOT - ON DICK 

Аз he reacts, then quickly pulls the wire loose, 
picks up the letters, puts them back in the drawer 
and nonchalantly walks away from desk, CAMERA PANNING 
HIM back to the group, ` 

INT. COUNCIL CHAHSER - NIGHT | 725, 
CLOSE SHOT - DAKA & PRESTON, MAHSBALL,. 

‘FLETCHER AND WALLACE 

They ‘are still grouped around the. loud speaker which 
is silent now, Preston 1з the first to notice it, 

PRESTON... (excitedly) 
_The wire went dead. 

MARSHALL, .. (disgustedly) 
Yes - and just when we were about to 
learn the location of the mine, 

Daka snaps an order: 

DAKA 
Preston! Set those claim papers 
from Colton's room before he &otp 
back there, 

Preston. jumps up, ready to leave as Daka adds: 

| DAKA 
Take Kline and Burke with you. 

Preston nods and walks to door leading into cave of 
horrors. CAMERA PANNING HIM there ond thru 16, 

OMITTED ` | 726, 

` OMITTED E TET. 

'EXT. FRONT OF LONGWORTH HOTEL - NIGHT(R to L) 728, 
FULL SHOT 

- As Bruce's closed phaeton draws up in front of the 
hotel and comes to а stop. Bruce driving, Dick in 
front. Colton in back seat, 

EXT. FRONT OF LONGWORTH HOTEL - NIGHT i 789. 
CLOSS AT CAR - Parked R to L ~ Phacton(Top up) 

‚ Colton gets out and says to Bruce and Dick: 

CONTINUED: 
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729. CONTINUED: 729, 

COLTON 
Thanks for the lift =-= I'l] phone 
you tomorrow, 

Bruce and Dick ad lib good nights and Colton exits, 
Dick quickly turns to Bruce. 

DICK 
I didn't have a chance to tell you 
til now, but I found a dictaphone 
hidden under Linda's desk! 

: BRUCE 
Oh, oh, then somebody besides us 
knowa all about Colton and his mine, 

i DICK 
I tore thə wires loose, but whoever 
was listəning must of heard most 
-of the conversation, | . 

BRUCE... (thoughtfully) 
I think the Batmen and Robin had 

- better keep an eye on Mr. Colton, 

DICK 
Swell ~ let's got into our outfits, 

Bruce throws car in gear and pulis out.(R to 1) 

730, EXT, ALLEY REAR OF HOTEL - NIGHT 730, 
FULL SHOT NZAR FIRE ESCAPE  .. 

(R to L) . 
As Bruce's phaeton (top up) Bruce driving - Dick А 
&lso in front seat - drives in from streot and comes 
to a stop, 

"31, ` OMITTED, 731. 

'52. INT. COLTON'S HOTEL ROOM - NIGHT . 752 
FULL SHOT . (LITE EFFECT SEQUENCE) 

Tho rocm is dark, except for tho light of a couple 
of electric torches in hands of Preston, Burke and 
Kline. They are making a search of the room, have 
drawers opened, suitcases overturned, etc. Have 

CONTINUED: 
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755, 

734. 

785. 

756, 

757. 

.INT. COLTON'S ROOM ~ NIGHT 

6 - 19 
SEQ 11 

CONTINUED: 73$. 

window shade in window for later business, 

PRESTON...» (Low) 
Nothing here that looks like a chart 
ог a тар. Go thru the pockets again, 

They renéw.the search, 

INT, LORGWORTH HOTEL CORRIDOR - NIGHT 755, 
MED. CLOSE SHOT „= OUTGIDE COLTON'S ROOK i 

Colton comes along hallway, swinging key. He comes 
to his door, unlocks it and enters,(L to Б) i 

INT, GOLTON'S ROOM ~ NIGHT 734, 
FULL SHOT . 

Аз Colton comes in. Не opens mouth to exclaim, but 
Preston comes forward and grapples with bim. Men 
carry electric torches. Colton is fighting Freston &Burike 
furiously, while Kline closes door and puts chair. 
under mob, swinging around to join in the fight, 

EXT. HOTEL FIRESCAPE - NIGHT 7 "3T. 
CLOSE FOLLON SHOT 

of Batman and Robin going swiftly up fire escape. 

-i 
MED. SHOT ~ COLTON, .PRESTON, BURKE, KLINE 

Colton putting up battle, but taking beating., He 
sends Burke spinning against door, ^ Preston leaps 
at Colton, swinging his torch. Blow lands and 
Colton, crumples. They gather obout him, Blow lands 
below froreline, Men carry electric torches. (prop 
torch for blow) — à 

INT. COLTON'S ROOM - NIGHT е 737. 
СГ.05 8 SHOT OF PRESTON {CUT INTO ABOVE) 

Hitting ооз, Colton with his electric torche 



739, 

740. 

741, 

"742, 

TAS. 

6 - 20 
SEQ 11 

INT. COLTON ROOM - NIGHT 758. 
CLOSE SHOT - AT WINDOW - open 

The curtains ага flung aside and Batman and Robin lesp 
in and out of scene PAST CAMERA, | 

INT. COLTON ROOM - NIUHT 759, 
FULL SHOT 

Preston, Kline, Burke, (electric torches) reacting 
to newcomers with startled eries, 

THE ВАТМАН} 

Batman swings on nearest man, Kline, who reels back 
to window and falls across sill. 

INT. GOLTON ROOM - NIGHT | 740. 
MED, SHOT 

Robin gets poke on chin that sends him down for a 
moment, Batman strikes off blows of Preston, Burke, 
who are using torches for weapons, giving weird 
lighting to scene. 

INT. COLTON ROOM. = NIGHT . C C84. 
CLOSER SHOT AT WINDOW 

Kline(electric torch) crawling thru window as SOUND 
of running ‘feet comes from о.5, corridor, 

INT. COLTON ROOM - NIGHT А р "742. 
FULL SHOT 

Preston and Burke(carry eleotric torches) jump to 
window and out(L to R) as Batman whirls to pull Robin 
to feet, Fists pound on door and voices demand 
admittance in blurred rumble. Batman and Kobin out 
window, : 

EXT. HOTEL FIRE ESCAPE - NIGHT 74... 
MED. PAN SHOT ” 

Of Preston and Burke(with torches) in wild scramble 
down fire escape, PAN UP to pick up Batman and Robin 
just coming from window and after them, 



744, 

745, 

746. 

Qa PD be 

EXT. HOTEL ALLEY - NIGHT 744, 
MED, SHOT 

Heavies sedan #1 pulls in under fire eacsro, Fletcher 
driving, as Preston, Burke and Kline(with torches) 
climb down and jump into it, As it zooms away, (L to 
R) Batran and Robin jump down into scene, 

EXT. HOTEL ALLEY - NIGHT ` 748, 
CLOSER SHOT ON TWO 

Robin starts towards Phaeton, saying: 

ROBIN 
£11 get the cor! 

Betmarn grebs him and ] pulls- hir back. 

BATMAN . 
They'll be lost in the traffic before 
‘we ‘could gat started, We'll get 
back to Golton, to find out if 
he's hurt, 

He starts pulling off mask, and heads for car to change. 

DISoOLVE TOs . 

. INT. COLTON'S ROOM - NIGHT . . 746, 
MED. SHOT - COLTON IN BED 

ed up with pillows, А policeman 1з standing 
y with а notebook. The doctor has just finished 

ining him and says encouragingly: 

- DOCTOR 
You'll be all right now. 

Ag the doctor steps back, the policeman cones over 
and sayas. 

COP 45 
Do you think you'l] be able to 
identify any of the men? 

А "COLTON 
It was dark. І didn't get a good 
leek at theme 

The doctor steps back to the bea and gives Colton a 
pill, saying: 

CONTINUED: 
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748. 

6 - 22 
SEQ 11 

CONTINUED: 746, 

DOCTOR 
Take this sedative, it'll make you 
sleep better. Б 

А xnock on the door comes over from o,5, The police» 
man steps over to the door, CAMERA PANNING WITH Н, 
He opens it and admits Bruce and Dicks 

INT. COLTON'S HOTEL ROOM - NIGHT 747. 7 
SLOSE AT DOOR - POLICEMAN, BRUCZ, DICK ` 

Аз the policeman asks, surprised: 

СОР #5 
Evening, Mr, Wayne = what brings you 
here? 

"BRUCE 
Just Spoke to Captain Arnold, who 
told me Mr, Coltón had beon attacked, 

He walks past the policeman over to Colton's bod, 
followed by Dick, CAMERA PANNING THEM, 

INT. COLTON'S HOTEL ROOM - NIGHT 748, 
MED, CLOSE ON COLivN 

As Bruce апа Dick walk into him, The doctor stops 
back, Bruce, looking worried, asks Colton: 

BRUCE 
Who wera they, Ken? 

Colton gives him a weak smile аз he answers: 

COLTON 
I suppose they were those claim 
jumpers you warned me about, 

(he adds proudly) 
But they didn't get what thoy came for. 

Bruce seems relieved as hq turns to the. policeman. 

BRUCE 
ч! 11 stay with him for а while, and 
1111 see that Mr, Colton will make 
а full report of this tomorrow, 

CONTINUED: 
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149, 

6 - 23 
SEQ 11 

CONTINUED; 748, 

The cop salutes and oxits saying: 

СОР #5 
That'11 be fino, Mr, Wayne. Goodnight. 

Now the doctor steps отог azin, oarrying his bag 
and ready to leave - he says: 

ростов 
You won't have to wait too long - 
I've: phoned for a malo nurse to come 
over and stay with him tonight. 

Bruce nods, saying: 

; BRUCE 
That's fino - we пз just stay till 
bo gets heres 

FADS OUT. 

END ОР SEQUENCE 11 

SEQUENCE 12 

FADE IN | 

INT. BRUCE'S LIBRARY - DAY . 749. 
‚ MED. FULL SHOT - BRUCE, DICK & ALFRED 

Bpuce and Dick аге just finishing their breokfast, 
Alfred is waiting on theme The- phone rings ond Alfred 
pines it upe ` 3 

; À ALFRED 
Mr, Wayne's. residence -- Who's 
calling, please? 

é Mfred turns to Bruce) 
A Xr, Colton calling you, sir, 

Bruce gots ur quisxly and takes the phone. 

BRUCE 
Good Mr Éen - how do you fool? 
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751. 
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755, 

754, 

go Hy 

INT. COLTON'S ROOM = DAY ̀  "750. 
MED. CLOSE SHOT - COLTON 

Colton із at the phone, fully dressed with his hat 
one Male nurse in room somewheres(for labur action). 

COLTON aae (into phonc) 
Fit ас a fiddle and full of good 
noWs,..Just hoard from Martin Warren 
апа L'm on my way to moet him. How 
about you coming along with me? 

INT..BRUCE'S LIBRARY ~ DAY . NY 752... 
CLOSE SHOT - BRUCE 

At phone, Ha reacts to the news about "arron, 

BRUCE 
Whore did he tell you to meet him? 

INT. COLTON'S ROOM - DAY ! - 752, 
CLOSE SHOT ~ ON COLTON 

. COLTON. as (into phone) 
' At tha old Atlas Smelter - Ave, D 

and 7th Street ~- He said he's a 
foreman thoro - defense work, you kne:. 

INT. BRUCE'S LIBRARY - DAY К 755, 
CLOSE SHOT ON BRUGE 

BRUCE, ., (into the phone) 
Take my advice and stay where ygu 
are. This may be a trap -- don't 
forget those claim jumpers from Last 
night, 

INT. COLTON'S5 ROOM - DAY" 754, 
-CLOS oHOT ON COLTON 

COLTON, e (into phono} 
I know - but if it's really магб1п, 
1 don't want to miss him, 



оо PN ос 

755, INT, BRUCE'S LIBRARY = DAY. 755, 
CLOSE SHOT ON BRUCE 

BRUCE. . (into phone) 
‘Tell you what I'll do -- Iu go 
over there and make surə it's Martin 
who called you, 

7 (he listens for а moment, 
then adds) 9 

Yeah - and if evorything is in order, 
I'll phono you right away and you can 
come over then, 

756. INT. COLTON'S HOTZL ROOM . DAY 756, 
‘CLOSE SHOT ON COLTON - 

COLTON... (1nto phone) 
Okay, Bruce -- I'l рө waiting for 
your call, 

Но hangs up. 

. TOT. INT. BRUCE'S LIBRARY.- DAY j 757, 
v MED, SHOT : І 

Ав Bpuco hangs up and walks оузг to Dick and Alfrad, 
(Breakfast dishes on table) 

BRUCE. .. (to Alfred) 
Alfred, your big momont has come, 

ALFRED. oe (delighted) 
Oh, splendid, sir! 

BRUCE 
“You will pinehshit for Mr. Colton 
апа keep his appointment far him. 

Alfred is pluased but suddenly realizes tha nature 
of the job, 

ALFRED, ,.,(nervously) 
Mo, sir? І hardly think I сап do it, 
sic, I'menot fooling top hole this 
mornings Я 

BRUCE... (interrupts, 
says, to ‘vick) 

Get Alfrod's make-up accessorios, 
I'm cartain he can look moru like 
Colton than Colton dovsa himself, 

DISSOLVE TO: 
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761. 

6 - 26 
SEQ 12, 

EXT. SMELTERS = DAY 758, 
ULL SHOT ` 

This is a small brick building at the outskirts of 
town, А taxi draws up(R to L} near tho entrance 
door and comes to a stepe Alfred, madeup as Colton, 
io in rear cent, i Р 

EXT. SNELTERS - DAY x 759, 
CLOSE AT TAXI 

As the door opens and Alfred »1ighto from the cab. 
He is dressed almost lixe Colton, hat, whiskers, otc, 
He opens a purse,.takes a bill from it and saya to 
the driver: 

р ALFRED 
Keep the change, my good тап, 

Driver taxes bill and gives him а smile, 2s CAKURA 
PANS Alfred to door to building and intc it. He ̀  
hesitatas st the door for o moment before entering. 

EXP. SKELTERS - DAY M "60. 
AHOTHER ANGLE 

ås the cab pulls out(R to L) and wo coe Bruco!s 
Phaeton (top up) come to 2 stop furthor down tha 
rood, (R to L) Robin driving, Bruce іп back seat, 

EXT. NEAR SHMELTER3 ~ DAY 761. 
CLOSE ON PHAETON - ТСР UP = PARKAD R to L 

As Robin loans out ard looxs up and down the street, 
turns back and says to Bruce. аы; 

Й 

ROBIN 

Let's go -- tho coast is clear, 

They start to get out. 

INT. SMELTER - DAY Я "762, 
FULL SHOT К 

At опе corner of the room wo seo a desk ond a chair, 

such as is used by the foreman. Off center of tho 

room is a large vat, It is raised above the level 

of the floor about six inches, Filled to the top 

with a chomical, come of which hac clopped сусг the 

rim, Tho vat is used for the processing, of the oro, 

CCN'TINUED: 
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SEQ 12, 

CONTINUED: : . . "62, 

Near the vat reating on wooden racks on their sides 
are large bcttles or jars of acid, Instead of corks 
in the bottles cr jars, we see PET cocks, On a wall 
at one side of the plant is a switchboard, Wires of 
various sizes lead to switches, BUT TWO HEAVY 
EXPOSED COPPER WIRES RUN FROM THE FLOOR TO a MAIN FUSE, 
Оп the other side of the plant is another wall of the 
factory type windows, The windows are painted black, 
They arə all shut tigbt, THE CAMERA DOLLIES INTO A 
CLOSE SHOT ALFRED X FLETCHER, (Alfred makeup as Colton). 
Fletcher is talking as they slowly walk in the directicr 
of somé vats which stand in a corner of the room, 

FLETCHER 
Sorry, Уг» Golton, put your friend 
Warren hasn't arrived yot, 

Alfred is kind of scared, but tries поб to show it,.. 

` ALFRED 
Oh, I -.1 don't mind waiting а little 
while, А 

: FLETCHER 
Fine! Nice Little plant we have here, 
Should interest you -- Not very large 
but with our method of processing = 

Fletcher suddenly grans Alfred, They stop. alfred. 
takes it. i 

s FLETCHER 
Careful! Don't trip into that vat, 
The chemical in-it would leave no 
trace of you if you did, 

Alfred hastily side-steps the vate 

INT, SMELTER - DAY З 76$, 
CLOSE SHOT NEAR VAT 

Fletcher takes a step closer to Alfred (makeup as 
Colton} and says? > 

. FLELCHFR т 
Now, Mr, Colton - where is your mine 
1ссабей?.,• 

Alfred looks startled as he starts to atapmer 

CONTINUED 
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764, — 

765, 

со к № 20 

CCHT INUEIX 1636 

ALFRED 
Mine? What mine? 

Fletcher steps closer and starts to crowd Alfred 
towards the vat. alfred takes a'fow steps back & says: 

ALFRED 
Why - you see, I -- I can't toll 
you that =m 3 . 

H 
H 

He suddenly chows a little spunk and adds: ` 

ALFRED 
Му should I tell you? 

Fletcher takes a обер toward him menacingly. Alfred 
steps still farther back and almost into the vat, Ho 
catches, himself, however, as Fletcher says: А 

FLETCHER i 
The boys didn't finish with you last 

# night -- If they start on you again, 
you (12 be ready for the morgue. 

At this Kine and Burke walk in end Alfred taking it, 
looks for an averue of escape, then suddenly somewhat 
relaxes at what he saes: з 

INT, SMELTER АТ OPEN WINDOW = DAY "764. 
CLOSE SHOT - FROM ALFRED'S ANGLE 

Large heavy chain from high by window. - 

On the Batmsn- looking thru a factory window, (open) 
head down, ready to jump tn, Behind him is "obin, 

INT. SMELTER - DAY — ar 765. 
‚МЕР, SHOT ~ THE GROUP NEAR VAT 

ds Fletcher turns to Eline and Burke, 

FLETCHER 
Try to persuade Mr, Colton to answer 
my que stone 

Kline and Burke step in and gah hold of Alfred, who 
starts to protest, saying: : 

ALPRED 
Now look hero... 
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6 - 29 
SEQ 12. 

INT. SMELTER « OPEN WINDOW ~ DAY р 766, 
CLOSE SHOT 

The Batman and Robin,(doubles) The Batman seeing 
Alfred being roughed, grabs hold of а large heavy 
chain attached to an overhead conveyor - Robin follows 
suit and. both swing clear and out of the picture, 

INT. SMELTER = DAY . 167, 
MED, FULL SHOT : 1 

Kline and Burke are giving Alfred the works, Kline 
grabs him by his wniskers and part of them come off, 
Kline takes it big. - 

KLINE 
A phoney!.. 

Burke swings on Alfred and knocks him out of the 
picture, Batman and Robin swing in on chain and let 
go and start for the heavies. The fight is on, 

INT. SMELTER - DAY г $ 768. 
CLOSE SHOT - ALFRED AND KLINE / 

Kiine stops Alfred who still has half of his beard ол 
аз he із about to step back into the fight, knocks 
him with а haymaker that sends Alfred reeling and out 
of scenes 

INT. SMELTER AT DOOR fl = DAY ` i 769, 
MED. CLOSE SHOT.- ON REAR DOOR 

Alfred{half beard) comes crashing into door, It opens 

out, Alfred falls thru. Тре door is seen to swing 
shut again. 

INT. SMELTER - DAY TIO, 
MED, CLOS& SHOP - ROBIN & BURKS f 

Robin lands опе on Burke that sends him out to crash 

against the wall. Burke picks himself up and jumps 

for Robin, knocking him qown. 

INT. SESLUER ~ DAY i 771. 
MED. CLOS# SHOT ОН ROBIN 

As he picks bimsoif up again. Burke follows thru and 

gives him a terrifle punch that sends him reeling 

backwards. 
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INT, SMELTER АТ DOOR #1 - DAY : 775. 
CLOSE SHOT OH REAR DOOR 

As Robin comes crashing into door, It opens again and 
Robin falls out. A bar falls down across it, locking 
it to those outside, 

INT. SMELTER - DàY ` TIS. 
VED. FULL SHOT 

Batmsn fighting Fletcher аз Kline comes in, grabs 
the heavy chain, runs back with it and tries to swing 
it so that it strixes the.Batman, The latter ducks, | 
however, and the сїзїп misses him, 

INT, SMELTER ROOM - DAY -— TUM, 
MED. CLOS SHOT : 

Batman & Fletcher., Batman sends a crashing blow to 
Fletcher's chin, Не staggers back & falls against the 
jers of acid, Не knocks опе of the pet-cocks from jar, 

INSERT - OF VAT AS THE ACID IS SEEN RUNNING FROM IT, UN. 

INT. SKELTER - DAY . : "7: . 
MED. FULL SHOT gx 

Batman and Fletcher fighting as Burke comes in & trics 
to help Fleteher. Batman knocks Burke out with one vl- 

INT, SMELTER ~ DAY ; т 
ANOTHER. ANGLE-BATMAN, FLETCHER, KLINE;BURKE IS Ойт. 

As Kline comes into the fight ogain & jumps on Batman!. 
"back. Batmen throws him off, turns, picks him up & 
throws him toward the wall, Kline in falling grabs 
ahold of some wires running up the wall and pulls them 

down. The two wires hit the floor and fuse tcgethor, 
They start to sparkle, Kline quickly picks himself 
‘vy again and runs toward the fighters, 

‘Homa «ON ACID FLOWING TOWARD SPARELING WIRES, 786 

INT, SKELTER, ~ DAY welt 779. 
MED. FULL SHOT ~ BATMAN, FLETCHER, BURKE, KLINE 

Kline again joins the fight, but Batman 1с still 

going strong. Presently Burke gets up from wheoro ho 

was knocked down, just as Fletcher lands a haymaker on 

Batmen's chin and znocks him reoling, Batman drops 

and lays still. К 
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Dno ro ton 

INT, MELTER = DAY : = 780, 
CLOSE SHOT = BUREE 

Burke seema to have.come out of it by row and looxs 
around, Suddenly be freezes in his tracks at what 
he soes: ` ` ` 

INSERT -~ THE STREAM OF ACID ONLY A FEW INCHES . 782, 
AdAY FROM THE HOT SPARKLING WIRE. 

INT. SKELTER = DAY ` 7 782, 
NOSE SHOT -.BUKEB ` 

Аз he reacts, he calls to nis friurds 063, 

Р BURKE. : 
Get out of hore, quick, before 
that chemical reaches thosa wires, 

He exita from scene, 

INT. SMELTER -FROUT-DOOR ~ DAY 785, 
FULL SHOT А : 

Ac Burke joins Flétcher апа К11по, The three race 
toward front door and exit thru, 3 

INT, MELTER - DAY 784. 
CLOSE SHOT - BATMAN ` 5 d 

He is still lying motlonless. 

INT, SHELTER - DAY { 795, 

Ук). FULL SHOT 

as the chemicals touch the wiras, There із а 

blinding flash that fills the screen. Debris and 

timber fall down, burying the Batman underneath, ses 

END OF CHAPTER SEX 
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BATMAN 

With- 

Robin The Boy Wonder 

CHARTS” T 

FADE IY; 

OVEN LAP 

INT. SVELTER - DAY 786. 
TED. CLOSE - BATMAN 

Rafters, bricks anā debris shower domn on ihe 
prostrate form of the Вабтап, 

ІКТ. SMELTER AT. DCCR wl - DAY М 787. 
CL0.E SHOI - ON DOOR i 

The barred rear door is blovn outward by tre ex- 
plosion ss smoke billous ovt thru the doorway. 

EXT. NE23 SNBLTER - DAY 788. 
BED, FULL SPOT - HEAVIES CART 1 

As Burke, Fletcber and Kline come runnin: dom the 
Street and get into their black sedsn “l. Kline ets 
in the driver's seat - Fletcher and Burke set into 
tre back. 

1 GMELIER - DAY 782. 

Kline'drivinq - Fletcher and Burke in rear seat - 
As Kline starts the cer and 70118 out fast, OLVERA 
ТАРІ? them down the street, : 

INT. 
CLOSE 

т DOR wl - DAY 790. 

Robiv appesra iu the doorway (Alfred on floor) - 
as final clouds of smoke эпа Gust billon around tim. 
ke calls out: 

GOVTINUSD: 
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791. 

nog. 

CONTINUED: i ` 790. 

ROBIN 
Brucel..... Bruce... 

He peers around thru the smoke, then starts to 
climb over rafters and boards searching for the 
Batman, 

INT. HEAVIES CAR #1 - DAY (PROCESS) - 701. 
MED. CLOSE - BURKE AND FLETCHER IN REAR SEAT - 
УІНЕ DRIVING- ` 

Fletcher smiles with a satisfled smirk: 

FLETCHER., .. (sarcastically) 
And all the Kin 3's horses and 

. all the King's men couldn't 
patch the Satman together again. 

Burke frowns, аз he asks: 

: А BURKE 
But what about the kid and that 
phoney who posed as Colton? 
Maybe we ought to go back ard... 

“FEETCHER. .. Couttins him off} 
Never mind them... Ye've got to let 
Daka know the real colton is still 
at the Loser: 

INT, SMELTER - DAY ` 792. 
MED. CLOSE SHOP - ROBIN t 

As he throws aside a plenk sud sees the foot of the 
Batman protruding.. He starts working feverishly to 
uncover the rest of the bocy - casting asido tte 
rafters with almost superhuman strength, he shouts: 

ROBIN... (shouting ) 
Alfred,..come ћете: -- I've found 
him! : 

Ze renews his efforts as alfred runs into scene, stili 
wearing half of his beard. Robin keeps on working 
feverishly without even looking at Alfred, The latter 
svarts to help him.in dizging out the Batman} 

`< CONTINUED: 
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"93. 

7-3 
SEQ 12. 

CONTINUED: 792, 

ROBIN 
Boyi..Is he lucky! These timbers 
formed ап arch over his body and 
protected him, 

They both start pulling aside the remaining timbers - 
the Batman stirs a little - sits up groggily. 

INT. SMELTER - DAY |. "93, 
MED. CLOSE SHOT = ALFRED, ROBIN &.BATMAN 

Robin leans down and helps Batman up. 

ROBIN 
Easy, Bruce... 

BATMAN . 
Thanks, pal... 

He gets to his feet and both Alfred (half beard) and 
Robin lend him a helping hand. He moves his arms and 
‘legs HERREN 

BATMAN 
Guess I'm still in one piece, 

ALFRED 
You are indeed very fortunate, sir, 

Batman looks at Alfred and starts to laugh, 

BATMAN 
Do you think half а beard is better 
than none? , 

Alfred is аб а loss to understand, 

. ALFRED 
I beg your pardon, sir, 

Batman takes Alfred's hand and makes him feel both 
sides of his face. Alfred, realizing how he must look, 
quickly pulls off the remainder of his beard, Batman 
turns to Robin, - 

E BATMAN 
Sayi..l forgot - we'd better 
phone Colton. 

CONTINUED: 
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OONTINJED: . 793. 

ROBIN 
Yeah -- Those men might try 
another triok to get their 
hards on hime 

They. Start out of smelter. 

DISSOLVE 10: 

ІПТ. COLTON'S HCTEL ROOK - LAY 794, 
LED. CLOSZ SHCT - COLZON 

Не is playirg sclitaire at a small tuble.(dressing 
gowr). He plays a card, mumbles to himself --(his 
coat is on back of « chair.) 

COLTON 
Nurse!..Hmph!..What de I 
need а nurse for? 

He glarces bellig erertly 0.5. CAMERA PULLS BACK, 
reveraling a MALE NURSE sitting uncomfortably in a 
chair всговв the room as Oolton contirues: 

COLTON 
' They might at least have sent 
one that knows how to play 
piroehle.,., 

The vhore rings .- Colton waves the nurse asiüe as 
he gets ш, crosses to phone and answers it himself. 

COLTON 
Eello -- Oh, hello, Bruce - 
Are you with Mer tin Warren? 

IST. PHONS BOOTH ~ DAY тог 
SLOSE SHOT - BRUCE í 

Talking into phone. E 

è BRUCE 
No. My hunch was right. It 
was all just & trick te get 
your claim papers. 
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INT. COLTON'3 HOZEL ROOM - DAY 796 
FED. CLOSE SHOT - COLTON (Dressing goun) 

He is quite perturbed as he says: 

COLTON... (into phone} 
Those crooks don't seer to take 
"no" for an answer. 

INT. PHONES BOOTH - DAY — TOT. 
MSD. CLOGS ШОТ - BRUCE E 

si BRUCE. .linto hone) 
That’s right, and they'll vrsbably 
pay you another visit, Better be. 
prepared and don't ad anyone to 
your room 'til we vet back. 

TRE. OCCLYON'3 HOTEL ROOF - 790. Элу ] У 
MED. CLOSS 3HQà - GOLYOH (DADSSING FON) 

COLTON . P 
(into phone, proudly) 

They caught me nappin' once, 
out I'm ready Zor 'em now. 

INE. PHONE BOOTH - DAY { . , 799. 
CLOSET. SHO? - BRUCE . 

| BRUCE...{into phone) 
That’s finel We're going to stop 
off first and make a report to tho 
police then we'll be right over... 
Goodbye. 

He hangs up phone and starts out of booth. 

INT. COLTON'3 HOTEL ROOM - DAY . "e g M CS 
PID. FULL SHOW 

As Colton (dressing gown) hangs їр the phone and, 
ignoring the male nurse who looks on in amazement, 
reaches under his bed and pulls out his suitcase. 
{Colton's Goat on back of chair). He mts it on | 
the bed and opens it. -thile doin; this, he mumbles 
to himself, 

-. 001203... (to himself) 
I hopo those crooks do como back... 
They'll Tind. sut they ain't playin’ 
with n kid, 
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INT. COLTON'S HOTEL ROOM - Day aol. 
CLOS= SHOE - AZ BED 

As Colton (dressing gown) takes a gum belt with a 
six-shooter stuck in the holster from the suitcase. 
He lays it on the bed and rummages thru the suit- 
case again until he finds аһа M out a small 
single Shot derringer, which he also puts on the 
ped. While doing this, he turrs and speaks over 
his shoulder to the. male nurse o.s. 

CCLION 
I've been wp against a lot 
tougher hombres than this 

' bunch of tinherns ever thought 
of being. 

INT. COZTOW'S. HOTEL RCOM - DAY 
FED. PULL SHOT - COLTON & NURSE 

E Colton starts to sli» off his dressing gown 
Shoving that he is fully dressed exceot for his 
eoat(shirtsleeves with sleeve holders, Wis coat 
on back of chair.) Не straps the г elt around 
his waist then julls out the guna Starts twirling 
it. ‘he male nurse starts then takes a few steps 
backward, staring wild-eyed and speechless, as the 
gun momentarily points at.him. Colton smiles as 
he says: 

n 

COLTON 
Little gun-shy, eh? Don't worry, 
I've been handling this little 
toy for twenty years. 

Colton steps over to à chair and picks u; his coat: 
‚ which has been hanging on the back of chair, saying: 

COLTON 
Hold this for me a minute, 
will va? 

He hands it to the male nurse. Now he stojs.back ta 
the bed, »ichks up the derringer and walks over te 
the nurse. 

INT. COLZOE'3 HOTEL ROOM - DAY ` CE 
01055 SHCT - NURSE & COLTON . 

As Solton, in shirtsleeves with sleeve holders, steps 

OCN2INUZD:. 
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close tc the male nurso who is holding Colton's 
coat, and holds tne gun for him to get п good 
look et it. 

богон 
That's my little black widow -- 

я zot one bito, Lut it's 

The nurse, Still holding coat, looks in amazement 
as Colton, who is wearing old-fashioned sleeve 
holders, pulls down the eleastic on his right sleeve. 
On the end of this rubber band is a small hook which 
fits into a catch on the handle of the derrinper. 
Colton attaches the derringer to the rubber bend, 
then says to the male nurso, 

COLTON 
Now give mo a hand with the coat. 

Ho holds the derringer in his hand as he slips on 
his coat. 

2 ` COTO. 
Now all I do is р дееп my 
arm ond the little benuty dis- 
appears. E 

He demonstrates as he lets the gun slip up his 
51есув and out of sight, then adds: 

COLTON 
Then when I need hor - I just 
bend my arm and there she is... 

He bends his arm and in a flash, th 
his hand and reedy for action. (ОЕ! 
SHOW 200 MUCH DETAIL OF THIS ACTION. ) 

қоп is back in 
ORSHIP.- DO нот 

804. INT. COLZON'S HOTEL ROCI - DAY 804, 
ANCHER ANCL - COTTON 5 MALS NURSE 

Tho malo nurse looks at Colton in araremont. 

КАГЫ! 
Say, that's protty ¢ 

А . COLTON 
Pretty good nothin'! That's 
perfecti 

CONTINUED: 
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He reaches in his pocket and brings out a roll of 
bills and, peclin:: ofi a couple, says: 

COLTON 
Now you see I need a nurto us 
much as I need a hole im the 
head. 

He hands the bills to the nursc, adding: 

COLTON 
Now breeze along. 

The nurse takos the bills with an attitude eloarly 
snowing that he'll be delighted to get avay from 
this -eceentric. я 

IN:, CAPT. ARNOLD'S 022168 - DAY 85. 
Y VZD. PULI SHOT - AXNOLD, BRUCE & DICK 

hrnold is seatcd behind his desk, a stack of rojucs 
zallory s»icturos in front of him (one of Pletcher). 
Both Bruce and Dick erc looki ing them over. This 
apparently has been going on for a while and they 
haven't been able to identify апу one es yet, Arnold 
hands the boys somo more victures and says: 

ARLOLD 
тоо bad you didn't lot us 
look into this, instead of 
tuking it upon yoursclvcs to 
invosticato. 

, Bruce stops looking at the picturos in his hand for 
а moment and says to Arnold: 

BRUCZ 
I scis went there on a hunch. 
I had no facts to give you. 

Dick looking intensely at onc of tho pictures ho is 
holding, says excitedly: 

. 
DICH 

"his looks like one ої thomi 

CONTINUED: 
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Bruce turns *o Dick, takes tho picturc from him, 
studies it а moment, and then hands it to Arnold. 
Arnold looks at it. 

ARNOLD 
That's Sam Fletcher, a former 
civil engincer. 

He turns the pigrare over and rouge, from the back 
thereof. 

- ARNOLD.. {reading} 
“pia ц stretch in the State Pen -- 
got out about а усаг ago. No 
record since then. 

ЇНЇ. AREOLD'S OFFICE - DAY | А 806. 
ANOTHER ARSL - ARNOLD, BRUCE & DIOK 

As Arnold puts the picturc down end says to Bruce: 

ARNCLD 
L EL ‘have him picked up. 
When you meet him face to 
face, you'll. be ablo to tell 
for surc if he was опо of the 
men who attacked you. 

He presses buzzor of dictograph and speaks into it: 

ARNOLD 
Send Eborlo in. 

DISSOLVE 70: 

INT. COLTON'S HOTEL ROO! - DAY 807. 
MED. 01052 SHOT - OK COLTON 

He is fully dresscd-as vo loft him before, sitting 
in а chair reading a papor or magazine. He reacts 
to tho sound of u knock on door, puts down his 
reading matter апа zots up. He pulls his. gun from 
the holster as CAMERA PANS EIM to door. 

INT. COLTOE'3 KOTEL ROOM - DAY 8C5. 
CLOSE SHOT AT DOOR 

As Colton walks into scone, unbolts tho door, pulls 

CONTTNUED: © 
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it open and stops behind it, .AS tho door is opened 
we Sce Fletcher is the caller. Не is wouring а peir 

: of pinco rez glassos with n black lapel ribbon, and 
treast pocket handkerchicf. He carrios a small 
black doctor's bag and gives very much the appearance 
of:a professional man. Не is rather surprisod und 
takon aback, when tho door opens anā no one is ir 
sight. He steps gingerly over the threshold into 
the тост. 

INT. COLTON'S ROOM - DAY ep 8C9. 
HED. SHOT AT DOOR : 

As the door closes violently behind Fletcher ro- 
vealinrg Colton standing there with his gun pointod 
at Flotchor. 

COLTON 
Stand where you arc, stranger, 
and state your business. 

Fletchor/medical bag, princo noz glassos, breast 
pocket hundkerchief) quickly turns, reacts, swallows 
a couple of times and says quickly: 

р . FLETCHER 
I must bo in the wrong room I 
was looking for o patient - a 
Mr. Colton. 

COLTON 
I’m Colton and I don't look 
vory Sick, do I? 

- Fletcher is ill at case as ho says: 

; FLETCHER 
Ummm - no ~ you don't, ‘That 
is, physically, anyway! 

Colton takos 2 fow Stops toward Fletcher still 
poirting tho gun at him a8 ho asks furthor. 

' COLTON 
What’s your mme ~ and who 
sent you hore? 

CONTINGEL: 
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Tlotehor, with a quito sickly smilo, introduces 
himself: 

FLE-CHER 
I'm Dr. Frarklin -- Dr. Henry 
Frarklir. Miss Linda Page asked 
me to call on you. I thought you 
expected me, А 

Colton lowers his gun when he hears Linda's rame, 
He smiles a bit sheepishly. 

COLTON 
well, Doc - I'm sorry if I 
scared you but Miss Page never 
told me she was sending you over. 

INT. COLTON'S HOTEL ROOM - DAY 810. 
ANOTHER, ANGLE - FAVORING FLEZCHER 

Fletcher(black bag, pince nez glasses, handerchief]) 
Seems much relieved as Colton changes his attitude 
and says smilingly: 

PLETOHER 
Well, I can see that you don't 
need" а doctor -- might оз well 

| run along. 

He turns to go, but as he reaches for the doorknob, 
he hesitates ard says with a disarming smile just 
as Colton holsters his gun again. 

FISTCHER 
As long as I'm here, why don't 
you just let me give уой а quick 
check-up. I'll have to make a 
report to Miss Page and I can't 
lie to her. 

This sounds reasonable enoygh to Colton who nods, 
saying: 

; COLTON 
Alright, Doc - but on one 
condition. I don't want you 
to give me no pills. 

Fletcher laughs as he walks with Colton foward center 
of the room. 
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INT. GOLTON’S HOTEL КООН = DAY “gil, 
MED. CLOSS% SHOT - NEAR TABLE i 

Ав Pletcher(pince nez glasses and handkerchief) comes 
into scene with Colton. Fletcher sets the black bag 
on the table and points to а chair. 

FLETCHER 
Sit dowm, please - ard relnx, 

Colton sits down as Fletcher opens the bag, tukes out 
a stethoscope, a thermometer апі a small yial con- 
taining some fluid, Colton hus sented himself ir. 
the chair and is rumbling on in his talky ranner, 
.thoroughly unsuspecting thet Fletcher is anything 
but a doctor. He sits so that his back is to 
Fletcher. U 

COLTON 
Women-folks are funny -- always 
worryin* about a man's health. 

FPistcher unserevs the thermometer from its asse, 
fakes handkerchief from his breast pocket, opens 
the vial and pours some of the liquid on the hand- 
kerchief. (CBKSORSHIP - DO KOT SHOW IN DETAIL THE 
POURING OF QGHLOROFORit ON HaHOKEROHIEPR). 

INT. QOLTON'S HOTEL ROOM - DAY. 812." 
CLOSE SHOT ON COLTON IN OHAIR 

As Fletcher in b.g.(pinae noz glasses) approaches 
Coiton with the thermometer and the hendkerchief 
palmed in his hand. 

FIU2 CHER 
Open your mouth, please. 

Colter. does so and Pletcher puts the thermometer 
into his mouth. Then suddenly he steps behind him 
and presses the handkerchicf palmed in his hand, 
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ЕПТ. POLIOE STAZION #1 - DAY 812. 
лр. FULL SHOT . 

Bruce's phaeton (70P UP} parked in front of the 
entrence with Alfred in chavffevr's uniform at the 
wheel. Bruce and Dick come out of the station апа 
over to the car. They get into the back sent and 
the car drives out. 

INT. COLTON'S EOTDL ROOM - DAY . 814, 
LED. SHOT ~ COLTON & FLETCHER : 

Pletcher{pince rez glasses) smiles with satisfaction 
es he Looks at Colten who has pnssed out, then he 
crosses to window ard starts to raise and lower the 
window shade three times. 

XX:. STREST NEAR LONGWORTH HOTEL - DAY ї 815, 
LED. 5НОТ ~ ON AL'BULAHCE 

Parked nearby at side of the hotel is an ambulance. 
At the rear of it stunás Burke and Hine dressed in 
hospital attendant's outfits. They sre locking up 

‚ іп the direotion of Colton's hotel window, They 
Bet the sigral and Burke starts to open the доог to 
the ambulance saying: 

BURKS 
Hore пе. go. 

Both men get ahold of the stretcher which they pull 
out. ‘They close the ambulance deor and carrying 

‘the stretcher as they cxit from scene. 

BRAT. CI2Y STREZ? - DAY | 816. 
RUNDY BRUOE'S PHAETON( TOP UP) 

Аа Bruce's pheeton, driven by Alfred with Bruce and 
Dick in back sont, goes by CALERA and disappears 
down the strect. 

EXT. STREET АЗ ZHTERSSOTIONU ~ Day : : 817, 
FULL SHOT ` s " 

As the ghaeton (tcp up] comos t5 an intersection 
ard his to stop for : policemen who is holding up 
his hsnd to let some fellows push а stalled cur 
across the street in front of them. Alfred is 
driving und Bruce and Dick in rear seat. 
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EXT. STREET NEAR LONG4ORTH HOTEL - DAY 819. 
MID. FULL SHOT - ON AMBULANCE 

As Burke and Kline, in hospital attendant’s uniforms, 
put the stretcher into the ambulance. Burke and 
Pletcher ({pince nez and medical bag) climb into back 
while Kline goes to driver's seat. A few onlookers 
standing by. The ambulance starts out - sirens 
wailing. ы 

EXP. STREST - DAY - 82C. 
LONG SHOT - RUHBY . 

Ав ambulance oareens around а corner and disappears. 
Eline driving (Burke, Colton, Fletcher inside. 

EXT, FRONT OF LONCH]ORTH HOTEL - DAY 821, 
MZD. 2ULL SHOT - STREET 

Bruce's. phaeton (top up) pulls йо to curb with 
Alfred driving and Bruce and Dick got out and 
start into hotel, 

` wie TO: 

INT, HOTEL CORRIDOR OUSSIDB COLTON’ S ROON - DAY 822, 
MED. SHOT - ROOL j/302 

Bruce ig knocking on Colton's door. Dick stands 
beside him - there is no answer. Bruce raps again- 
then.tries tho:door. The door opens and he and Dick 
start in, ` 

INT. OOLTON'3 HOTEL ROOL ~ DAY ges. 
EDD. FULD SHOT : 

As Bruce and Dick come in end look around. 

` DICE , 
Fine thing? He's gone out -- 
апа after promising to stay 
horc and wo&t for us, 

BRUCE. .(crynticnlly) 
Haybe he couldn't keep that 

` promise. 

Bruce steps to the phono. and pioks up roocivor, 
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INT. QOLTON'S HOTEL ROOM - DAY E 824. 
MED. CLOSE SHOT - BRUCE 

(Bedclothos pulled &part. ~ handkerchief on floor). 
Bruec is talking on phones 

: BRUCE..(irto phono} 
Give me tho desk, plonsc. 

(ho weits a moment) 
Did Mr. Colton lecve word whoro- 
he was going whcn ho wont out? 

‘AS he listons, his exprossion becomes worriod. 

BRUCE..¢into shone) 
Do you know what hospitcl they 
took him to? 

(he weits - then says) 
Alright, thank you. 

He turns to Dick after hanging up reociver,. Dick 
hes walked up to him during the lest part of tho 
conversation, and Bruce says to the startled boy: 

BRUCE 
They took him to c hospital in 
cn ambulance. The dumb clerk 
didn't. find out which hospitel 
it wase 

DICK 
Guess we'd better start calling 
all the hospitals. Я 

Bruce shokes his herd and starts «woy from phone. 

INT. COLTON'S HOTEL ROOM = DAY ` 825, 
NED. SHOT ~- BRUCE & DICK А 

As they wolk сибу from phone. (оойс10оїһез pulled 
apart ard Flotchor's handkerchief on floor). 

| • BRUCE 
You won't find him in any 
hospital. 

Ко stops suddenly спі starts to sniff. 

BRUCE 
Do you smell that chemical? 

CONTINUED: 
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DICK. . (sniffing) 
' Yos, I do, 

BRUCE 
That moans Golton wes drugged so 
that he could be oarricd out of 
here. . 

Bruce storts looking around the room, Dick docs 
likewise and suddenly scos Flotchor's handkerchicf 
on the floor near the table. He picks it up, smells 
it and hands it to Bruce. р 

INT. COLTON'S HOTEL ROOM - DAY | 826, 
CLOSE SHOT - BRUCE AND DIOX 

As Bruco tzkos the handkerohicf, smells it and says: 

: BRUCE 
That's it, clright -- thoy used 
it to administer tho chemicnl. 

DICK 
But no good for o oluo, You 
can't get fingerprints from 
linen. 

Bruce puts tho handkerchief in his pockot, thon 
acys: í 

i BRUOE 
Wo might find soma other marks 
that will be of uso - let's get 
back to our lob. 

Ho starts out foliowod by Diok. 

DISSOLVE TO: ` 

INT. COUNCIL ОНАКВЕВ ~ DAY `_ 867, 
FULL SHOT А 

Just cs BSürke.and Klint, oorrying the stretcher and 
. followed by Fletchor(without glasses)carrying his 
medical beg, ónter thru doors from the lab corridor. 
4s soon ss they ero in tho room, tho zombies #1 
start to oloso the doors behind them, Deka is standing 
in the middle of tho room. With him is Marshell. 

CONTINUED: 
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Kline and Burke put the stretcher down. Daka 
Steps Over to it, lifts the sheet. As CAERA MOVES 
IN, he looks at Bolton who is still out, then says 
to Pletcher, 

DAXA 
So this is Mr. Colton ~- The 
smelling Salts, please, doctor. 

Pletcher smiles and takes a bottle from his bz; which 
he hands to Daka., The latter opens it and holds it 

. under Colton's nose. After a short moment, Colton 
starts to move and comes out of it. Daka leans closer 
to him and asks: ` 

Daa 
Fe&ling alright now, my friend? 

INT. COUNCIL CHASER - SAY ——— | 826. 
йр. CLOSE SHOT - DANA AND COLTON 

As Colton becomes quite alert and suddenly starts 
reaching for his gun which is not there. Dake smiles: 

DAKA 
We took the precaution of re- 
moving your revolver. So gorry. 

INT. COUNCIL CHAMBER ~ DAY 829, 
ANOTHER ANGLE 

Colton jumps up and starts to rush for Daka, 
Soreaming: 

OOLTON 
I'll fix yel,. You Jap!...You 
yeller skunk} 

` Before he oan Bet at Deka, Burke trivs him and he 
falls. Pletcher rushes in and the two men | restrain 
him. Не recognizes fletcher. 

> OOLTON 
Апа. you're the fake doctor that 
doped me. ‘thy, I'11.... 

He tries to pull away but can't. Daka says with a 
Sarcastic smile: 

OONTINUED: 
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РАКА 
You haven't fully recovered 
your senses, my friend. 

He turns to line. 

DARA 
Yline, get him some coffee to 
help him clear his foggy brain. 

INT. BRUCE'S LAB - DAY BS0. 
.KED. 01058 SHOT AT LAB BENCH 

"Bruoo is dipping the handkerchief ina solution 
while Dick is watching eagerly, He takes it out of 
the solution and lays it on a piece of Glass smoothing 
it witha roller, then says: 

BRUCE 
If there were any laundry 
marks on-this that have been 
washed out, we'll be avle to 
вее them by means of the new 
black light process. 

Bruce moves further down the bench to a machine that 
looks like a film enlarging e30aratus. He puts the 
glass with the handkerchief in the open end, then 
snaps оп a switch,  "Two.tubes inside the machine light 
up. After а moment, Bruce snaps off the switch, 

. pulls handkerchief off the. glass and holds it up for 
inspeoti on, 

INSERT: Handkerchief, in left top corner of which 831. 
+ appear two Japanese | letters. OVER THIS, ` 

we hear Bruce's voice: : 

BRUCE'S VOICE 0.5. ` 
See fhat mark in the upper ` 
corner? 

INT. BRUCE'S LAB - NIGHT. * B3£, 
CLOSE SHOT - BRUCE & DIOK 

As Dick looks at it eagerly and Bruce says: 

BRUCE 
A Japanese laundry mark. 

CONTINUED: 
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DIGI..(with amusoment] 
I neyer heard of a japanese 
laundry, 

Bruce smiles and puts the handkerchief bac): on the 
bench, saying: 

BRUCE 
‘I know of one -- it's downtown : 
in the warehouse district. We'll 
zo down there tonight and look 
around, 

INT. COUNCIL CHALBER - DAY ‚853. 
HED. SHOT AT COUNCIL TABLE 

Deka is seated at the end of the table. Colton 
-stands to one side. Marshall and Fletcher are 
directly in back of him, in position to grab hin 
if he should try more resistance, Eline and Burke 
have left. 

COLTON... (hotly) 

The olain papers аге. in a safe 
deposit vault where you can't 
get your thievin’ hands on 'em. 

` Colton is again the old Westerner of before. · 

ТАКА... (coolly) - 
We йо not need your papers. 
After you have shown us your 
mine, We will file our own 
claim, í 

IUT. COUNCIL CHAMBER - DAY 854, 
CLOSE SHOT - COLTON z 

His jaw juts out stubbornly as he glares at Daka 
айа speaks firmly: 

COLTON . 
I'll never show it to you! 

INT. COUNCIL CHAMBER - DAY 835. 
. MED. CLOSE SHOT - DAXA 

He smiles cynically and says to his men: 

CONTINUED: 
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` Daa 

A little demonstration may con- 
vince our stubborn friend that 
his decisions are very unwise -- 

He picks up Zombie mike and speaks into it, 

DARA 
Warren - Come into the council 
chamber. 

INT. COUNCIL CHAMBER - DAY BOE. 
LED. 01055 SHOR - SLIDING PANDL 

The panel next to idol slides open апа Zombie Varron 
with Btaring eyes walks thru it into council chamber’ 

ТЕТ. COUNCIL CHAMBER - DAY 857. 
CLOSE SHOT - COLTON : 

Marshall and Fletcher are behind Oolton. Oolton 
starts forward in shocked surprise. А 

COLTON 
MARTY! ... 

INT. COUNOIL CHAMBER - DAY 838. 
CLOSZ SHOT ~ DAKA 

He leans back placidly. in his chair, enjoying the 
little drama beforo him. 

Dara 
Yes -- your old friend Warren. 
He was stubborn, nace but we 
cured him of that -- 

Then into zombie mike. 

DAKA..(into mike) 
Warren! Walk over and let 
your fricnd get a good look 
at you. ^ 

INT. COUNCIL GHAMBER - DAY ` 882. 
ED. SHOP - WARREN i 

As he walks mechanically up to Oolton - staps and 

CONTINUED: 
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stares at him with unseeing eycs. 

З COLTON 
Marty -- Marty - don't you 
know mo--- your old friend, 
XEN COLTON? «00 

Qolton, his face showing his amazement and surprise, 
grabs Warren by the shoulders and shakes him 

INT. COUNCIL OHAMBER - DAY А 840. 
CLOSE SHOT - DAKA . 

Daka smiling vith his self-satisfied smirk. He 
Speaks into the zombio mikc. 

. : DAK 
Show him your strength, Warren. 

INT. COUNOIL CHAMBER - DAY. - ; 841. 
HED. SHOT - ZOMBIE WARREN, COLTON, MARSHALL, 

FLETCHER & DACA 

Warren's hands lash out and.greb Colton. Но bonds 
Colton backwards as his zombie strength is too much 
for the other man - Colton slumps. Daka Bponks 

- into the zombic mike. 

e 

Stop it, Warren ~ that's 
onough, » o» : 

Warren lets go as Solton gasps for breath and- 
streightcns up. 

А DAKA 
veenow go back to your station. 

Warren turns and walks back toward the door to the 
zombic rooms’ 

INT. COUNCIL GHE&MBER - DAY 842. 
MED. CLOSE SHOT - DAKA & COLTON 

- As Daka turns to Jolton. 

CONTINUED: 
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DAKA 

You have your choice. Lead us 
to the minc of your own free 
will or we'll force you to do 
it by making you а zombie like 
Warron. 

INT. OOUNCIL GHAMBER - DAY 845, 
01050 SHOT - COLTON 

Marshall and Fletcher in bebe А11 the fight 
seems to have gone from Colton - he drops his head 
ir complete defeat.’ 

COLTON 
I'll do as you Say. 

DAKA.. (smiling) 
А very wise üecision, my friend. 

The buzzor from the tunnel sounds. Daka reacts as 
ho looks toward the rock door. 

INT. COUNCIL CHAMBER - DAY " 844. 
MED. SHOT - ROCK DOOR 

As light above it flashes on anà off with buzzer 
effect heard.’ Р : 

“INT, COUNCIL CHAMBER - DAY 845. 
CLOSE SHOT - DATA 

Daka switches on.light to scannirg screen and looks | 
into it. 

INSERT: SCANNING SCREEN А : 84C. 

Showing fluoroscopic picture of hand with "5" in 
palm, У 

INT. OOUKCIL CHAMBER - DAY 847, 
CLOSE SHOT 

Ав Daka throws switch on screen, then presses buttor. 
that opens door to cave. : 
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INT. COUNCIL CHAMBER - DAY ^ : 848, 
MED. SHOT 

As Preston comes in and walks over to Deka. (Fletcher, 
farshall & Colton are also in room.) 

INT. COUNCIL, CHAMBER - DAY i 849, 
YED. CLOSE SHOT - OOLTON © Е 

This is the opportunity Colton was waiting for -- 
He flexes his right arm and the derringer appears 
in his hand. He points it unerringly toward Daka - 

. jast as the latter is ready to push the button that 
closes the door to the cavo; 

COLTON 
Put up. your hands, you 
filthy Јар! Е 

He moves swiftly toward раке, CAMERA PANS WITH 
HIM as he comes in to tho surpriscd Deka before tho 
latter can press the door button. Colton steps 
behind him, the derringer pointed at Dakn's hosrt. 
Daka!s hands cro instinctively raised - Colton is 
now in a position so that Dnka's body protects 
him-from boing shot by the other membors of the gang. 

INT. COUNOIL CHAMBER - DAY | 850. 
- EED. SHOT - PLETOHER & MARSHALL 

Thoy both havo thoir guns out but daro not uso theme 

INT. COUNCIL GHAMBER - DAY | 851. 
MED. FULL SHOT - THE GROUP ` 

4s Colton holds gun so that the one shot will 
finish Daka. И 

OQLTON 
Toll them to dro» their guns. 

DiFA...(coolly) 
Do as hc says, gentlemen. 

Marshall anà Fletcher drop their guns, Colten starts 
prepelling Dnka toward the open rock door, keeping 
his gun in Dakats back. 
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INL. COUNCIL CHAMBER ~ DAY 852, 
КЕП. SHOT - DAKA & COLTON 

As they move to the open door - CAMERA PANS WITH 
THEM PAST Preston. Colton using рака as a shield 
as the rest of the gang, Marshall and Fletcher stand 
helpless to aid him... The two men exit into the 
short tunnel that leads into the Cave of Horrors. 

INT. GAVE OF HORRORS LANDING - DAY 8535, ' 
MED. SHOT 

Аз Golton stin covering Daka with his вип, backs 
into the Cave of. Horrors. 

INT. CAVE OF HORRORS LANDING - DAY 854. 
ALASE SHOT ~ ON ФАР WRESTZER 

The "Wax" wrestler's eyes widen and he slowly 
Bwings around, 

INT. CAVE OF HORRORS - DAY E 855. 
LED. SHOT - ANOTHER ANGIS 

Ls Jap wrestler brings down his olub on Colton's 
shoulders and knocks him down, the derringer 
clattering off to one side. Now he jumps down on 
Goltor, twists his hands behind his back and starts 
pushing him back toward the Council Chamber, Daka 
following. А 

END оғ SEQ. #12 

РАЈЕ IN: NIGHT START OF SEQ. #15 

EXT. WAREHOUSE & STREET - NIGHT 856, 
CLOSE SHOT - SIGN (R to L). 

Reading: "NAKIMA LAUNIRY! ‘he sign is weatherbeaten 
and almost illegible. CAMERA PULLS BACK showirg 
facade of the building. Its windows are boarded up 
tight. Even the huge double doors to the place are 
Nailed over with thick crossbars, It is evident that 
the place has, been ubandoned. Bruce's phaeton(top up], 
with Dick driving and Bruce next to him, comes into 
Scene, passes tho building тона and staps а ways 
down the street. 
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2. WAREHOUSE STREET -. NIGHT 857, 
GLOSE SHOT - FRONT SEAT OF OAR (В-1) 

Dick behind the wheel, Bruce beside him. They look 
back and Dick says: 

prox 
Zhat's the place, but they're 
out of business. 

BRUCE 
Park around the. corner and we'll 
get out and take a look, 

Dick nods and drives oar from scene, (R-L) 

Gal. SIDE STREET EEAR WAREDOUSE - NIGHY 85R, 
VED. SHOT (8-0) 

As Bruce's phaeton(top up) with Dick driving and 
Bruce next to him, comes arcund a corner and Stops, 
Bruce and Dick gét out and start back toward the 
corner (L-R). 

EXT. CORNER OF STREET AT VHAREHOUSZ - NIGHT 859, 
EED., CLOSE SHOT 

As Bruce апа Dick come. into scene(L-R) and are 
about to turn the corner - Bruce's attention is 
attracted by something 0.9. · He quickly pulls Dick 
hack, then ogutiously peers around the corner. 

EXT. STREE? AT WAREHOUSE - NIGHT- 860. 
LONG SHOT - BRUCE'S ANGLE ` 

Preston, Marshall, Kline апд Burke are coming 
toward the old warehouse(R-L) - then they disappear 
between the buildings. 

EXT. CORNER O? STREET AT WAREHOUSE - NIGHT ` 661. 
CLOSS SHOT - BRUCE & DICK 

As Bruce steps aut first and followed by Dick starts 
fo run across the street and. back foward m warehouse, 
.CAMKRA PANNING VITH THEM (1-8). 
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EXT. AOROSS STREET FROM WAREHOUSE - NIGHT bE. 
HED, CLOSE SHOT 

As Bruce ard Dick come running in, duck into the 
shadows of a building which is directly across from 
the alley where the four men, Preston, Wallace, Klire 
and Burke disappeared. They look cff ard see: 

EXT. SIDE OF WAREHOUSE - NIGHT 6CS. 
DÉ SIDE DOOR ~ FROM BRUCS'S ANGLE 

As Preston, Marshall, Kline and Burke enter (R=L} and 
the door shuts behind them 

EXT. ACROSS STREET FROM WAREHOUSE - WIGHT ' 864, 
CLOSE SHCT - DICK & BRUCE ` 

As they start from scene and dash across the street, 
CAMERA PANNING THEM to side door of warehouse. 

OLOSE SHO! - AT DOOR 

It is a heavy metal door with yale lock on it. Bruce 
ard Dick come inte scene. Bruce tries door, finds 
it locked and says to Dick in low voice: 

BRUCE 
Looks like it’s time for the 
Betman to take over, 

' piók nods ana says anxiously: 

569. 

~ 

` 8€4. 

665. 

вее. 

ж 

DIOK 
And don't leave Robin out of this. 

Bruce nods okay and both exit from Scene quickly. 

INT. WAREHOUSE GROUND FLOOR - NIGHT | 8E6. 
МЕГ. CLOSE SHOT AE SREIGHT. ELEVATOR 

Preston, Marshall, Kline and Burke аге standing by 
elevator shaft waiting for freight elevatcr tə come 
downe The wooden gate which protects the open shaft 
is half broken away und offers little protection. 
The elevator comes into picture slowly as men talk, 

MARSHALG 
What are we. coming to this rat 
nest for?.-. 

CONTINUED: 
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CONTINUED: ` 866, 
PRZSTON 

Dake!s got some supplies stashed 
away here which we'll need tomorrow 
when we got. to Colton's mine. 

KLINE 
diet Un. make it sneppy - this joint 
gives me the creeps. 

The elevator is nou fully down. The men get on. 
Preston pulls cable at side of саг and it starts on 
its way up again. 

EXT. WAREHOUSE Back ALLEY - NIGHT 807. 
FULL SHOT : 

As Batman and Robin come running into scene. There 
are no windows in this part of warehouse, but directly 
across the alley Ёз another building, This is alsa 
dark and deserted, but has windows and also a rain 
Spout running up.to roof. The warehouse aS well as 
this building are only avout or 4 stories high. 

EXT. SIDE OF BUILDING - NIGHT : ав. 
MED. FULL SHOT - ON SIDE WALL : 

As Batman and Robin like human flies climb up rain 
spout, One section of it is too loose to risk further 
climbing end Batman transfers. to a window ledge, from 
there to a cornice, etc. Robin does likewise, CAMERA 
PANS UP WITH THEM until they reach the ledge of roof. 
They pull themselves up алі orto the roof, 

EXT. ROOF OF DESERTED BUILDING ~ NIGHT ` 869, 
MED. SHOT | 

As Batman, followed by Robin, comes over ledge'and 
onto the roof. They look across alley and see the 
warehouse roof which has a skylight. Batman realizes 
the distance between the buildings is too great to 
risk a jump. He looks around and reacts, then runs 
from scene and CAMERA PANS him to a flagpole at one 
corner of tne ол Robin'follows him over. 

EXT. ROOF OF аон BUILDING - RIGHT | 870. 
AT FLAGPOLE 

Bruce(Bstman) аһа the flagpole rope, gets РЕР for 
а run and as CAMERA FULLS BACK swings himself thru 
the alr onto the top of the warehouse roof. 
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EXT, WAREHOUSE ROOF - NIGHT = ^ 871. 
Af LEDGE К 

As Batman lands on roof, still holding onto flagpole 
rope, He looks back tovard Robin and swings rope 
back to him. 

EXT. ROOF OF DESERTED BUILDING - NIGHT B"7Z. 
MED. SHOT ~ ROBIN . 

As the rope comes flying into scene, Robin grata it, 
gets back for a run and swings himself thru the air 
and across to where Batman is waiting for hin. 

EXT. WAREHOUSS ROOF - NIGHT 873. 
` MED. SHOT - BATUAN 

As Robin lands on the roof and Batman gives hima 
hand to steady him 

? BATMAN ` 
Nice work, Robin. 

Robin smiles, pleased, as he says: 

BOPIN 
You: re not so bad yourself. 

He lets go of the rope which swings back out of the 
Scene, Both men look around roof, then exit in 

‚ direction of skylight, CAERA PANNING WITH THEM. 

INT. WAREHOUSE TOP FLOOR .- NIGHT ; 874. 
WED. SHOT (LIGHTING EFFECT) ` 

Preston, Marshall, Xline & Burke are uncovering 
boxes in center of the room directly under the sky- 
light(portion open], The boxes are marked "EXPLOSIVES". 
The open ones show that they contain sticks of 
dynamite. Scene is only lighted by the rays of their 
electric torches and whatever moonlight filters thru 
from the өреп skylight. 

EXT. WAREHOUSE ROOF - NIGHT í 875. 
| At SKYLIGHT - ВАТКАН & ROBIN 

Both are taking in what is going on down below, 
One section of skylight is open. Batman cautiously 
lifts himself prer edge of skylight and jumps down, 
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INT. WAREHOUSE TOP FLOOR - NIGET - 876, 
FULL SHOT (EFFECT LIGHIING-FLASHLIGHTS) 

Аз Batman plummets down right on top of unsuspecting 
men, knocking two of them àown in his fall. Preston 
shouts in surprise. 

PRESTON 
The Batmani... 

He reaches for his gun - Batman knocks him sprawling 
&nd as Marshall starts for him, Robin comes hurtling 
down and lands right on top Of him. Both go dowi. 
Kline and Burke are up again, and start for Batman. 
Batman knocks both of them down again,  Proston sees 
his gun on the elevator and mnkes a leap for it, but 
Just as he starts to pick it up, Batman is upon him ` 
and they wrestle on the elevator floor. Marshall and 
Robin.get up again and go at it. 

. . 877. 
TO COVER ABOVE FIGHT SCENES. | 878. 

| : 879,. 
880. 
881. 

INT. WAREHOUSE TOP FLOOR - NIGHT Е 882, 
MED. SHOT - BATMAN & PRESTON ON ELEVATOR 

(FLASHLITE EFFECT) Batman and Preston struggling. 
Batman accidentally pulls the control onhle and the 
elevator starts up toward the roof, which has mother 
lending for the clevator. Thay stili battle on, but 
Preston manages to recch for the cable and stops the 
‘gar between floors. They fight on and suddenly both 
roll off and foll back on the warchouse floor. 

INT. WAREHOUSE TOP FLOOR ~ NIGHT 883, 
RED. CLOSE SHOT - NEAR ELEVATOR SHAFT 

(FLASHLIGHT EFFECT) As Batman, Preston come falling 
from olevator. Preston lands on top of Batman and 
stuns him. Preston gets up quickly and trics to 
shove Batman down the open elevetor shaft just as 
Robin runs in. Preston and Robin tussle. Marshall 
comes running in, hits Robin ond scnds him reeling 
bockwerds into the wall. 

884. 
TO OOVER ABOVE SCHNH, - 885. 
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INT. WAREHOUSZ TOP FLOOR - NIGHT А вав. 
LED. CLOSE SHOT - WALL WITH BURGLAR АНИ 

bs Robin hits the woll and rocching out to steady 
himself, grebs chold of nlerm bell. 

The impact of shove has knocked him cut лид ho falls, 
tearing the alarm loose and carrying it te the floor 
with him. The alarm goes off спа strrts to ring -` 
the ringing continucs over all following scenes. 

INT. WAREHOUSD TOP FLOOR - NIGHT 587, 
EXD. CLOSE SHOT NEAR ELEVATOR SHAFT : 

The Встал is back on his fect, battling with Preston 
and Mershell, Suddenly Kline ond Burke come running 
into scenc.  Betron lnnds one more blow on Preston's 
chin and sends him beek staggering, taking, iline 
down with him, but quickly Licrsheli and Burke jump 
him and send hin reeling backwards down the olevntor 
shaft. 

- BRE. 
TO COVER ABOVE. 689. 

INT. WAREHOUSE ELEV,TOR SHAMI ~ NIGHT 890, 
CLOSE SHOT ~ ELEVATOR SHAPT GROUND FLOOR 

As Batman's body comes plummeting àown from nbovo, 
falls by CAMERA and lands on the bottom of the shaft. 
Batràn lies still as if dead. ~ 

INT. WAREHOUSE TO? FLOOR - NIGHT 891. 
HED. CLOSE AT ELEVATOR SHAFT 

Marshall looking down the shzft, turns book from it - 
a glocting smile on his ёлсе -- then changes 
expression as he realizesethat tho burglar alarm 
is ringing, and says-te Burke: 

MARSHALL 
We'd tetter get out of here fast; 
in twa minutes this plece will be 
sworring with copSee. 

Preston and Kline, apparently ‘recovered from the 
‘last blow, come in and join them. 

CONTINUED: 
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SONTINUED: | 891. 
FRESTON 

How about the Batran?,.... 

MARSHALL 
If that foll didn't finish 
him, this will.... 

He reaches over and pulls the elevator rope -- the 
car starts descending slowly..... They wctch it 
for a moment, then exit from scene. | 

INT. WAREHOUSE TOP FLOOR - NIGHT ` у 892. 
CLOSE SHOT ON ROBIN 

. Showing Robin still knocked out, lying on the floor, 
the burglar nlorm next to him ringing madly. 

INT. WAREHOUSE - NIGHT А . 895. 
AT STAIRS : 

Preston, Marsholl, Burke ond Kline are hurrying 
‚ down the Stairs. 

INT. WAREHOUSE -BOTTOM OF ELEVATOR SHaF2-NITE B94, 
CLOSE SHOT - ON BATMAN (Dummy) s 

The inert form of Batman as the elevntor comes 
into tho scenas and dessends down onto his body, 
es we ~ 

FADE OUT. 

END OF CHAPTER SEVEN 


